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START OF SOMETHING NEW
UCF football kicks off season in Wisconsin.

AHERO OF OUR TIME

REALITY 'DATING·

FILM BREAKS MOLD

NOT ALL ARE FANS ·

- SEE the indie, INSIDE

- SEE SPORTS, Bl

eat shuts

-. SEE NEWS,A2

rune to pay
tuition looms
Financi~-aid

recipients can
check estimated aid online

CORRINE SCHULER and
CHRISTINE DELLERT
Contributing Writer and Associate Editor

With
Hurricane
Frances threatening to
strike Central Florida Saturday, university officials
extended the Labor Day
holiday weekend, canceling classes at all UCF campuses today and tomorrow.
Campus offices, classrooms and libraries will
remain open today but
closed tomorrow to prepare on-campus shelters
for student residents wh..o
do not plan to evacuati,
the UCF Office of News
and
· Information
. announced yesterday.
Students and staff
members who spent
weeks dragging dead
branches and picking up
roof tiles tossed around by

..

Hurricane Charley just 20
days ago riow brace for
the predicted devastation
from 100-plus mph winds
-again.
Hurricane Frances, a
Category 4 storm, is taking aim at almost all of
Flo.rida's Atlantic coastliile. It is expected to
make landfall near Melbourne on Saturday
morning, meteorologists
reported yesterday after- noon.
With winds of 140
mph, Frances is predicted
to pass over Orlando on
Saturday
afternoon
before moving into south
Georgia on Sunday. Some
forecast models say the
storm could cross • the
state, entering the Gulf of
Mexico through Citrus or
Hernando counties. Others predict that a weakened stream of high pres-

Frances forces evacuations

Be prepared

Nearly a half-million people were ordered to leave southeastern
Florida as Hurricane Frances approaches. Residents of Georgia,
and the Carolinas are concerned as the storm could veer north.
s.c.
ALA.

GA.

With Hurricane Frances threatening
Central Florida with power outages and
torrential downpours, students should
assemble adisaster kit with these items
recommended by the American Red
Cross:
-A standard first aid kit and any
medications you may need
-Canned food and can opener
-Three gallons of water per
person, per day
-:-Protective clothing/bedding, i.e.
rainwear, waterproof sleeping bags •
-A battery-powered radio and
extra batteries
-A flashlight

·Charles.ton

sure in the Atlantic Ocean
could push the storm
northward. ·
Some students, like 20year-old Justin Culmo,

don't plan on leaving. "I'm ·
not going anywhere," the
mechanical engineering
PLEASE SEE

The difference between a·hurricane·
watch and warning:
-Areas under a hurricane wa~ch
should expect possible hurricane
qmditions within 36 hours
-Areas under a hurricane warning
should expect possible hurricane
conditions within 24 hours

SHELTERS ON A6

Disturbing the peace in New York

KATE HOWELL
Staff Writer

They're flocking in great numbers. Students
confused about their scholarships or unsure how
to apply for school lo~s come to the Office of Student Financial Assistance for answers.
·
The deadline to pay tuition and fees for the fall
. semester is Friday. Despite the impending hurricane threat and the campus being closed on Friday,
there are currently no plans to delay or extend the
payment deadline. Students can pay online for
their tuition at http://connect.ucf.edu.
A line stretches through the office door of Suite
120 in Millican Hall. It's clogged with students
waiting (more or less) patiently, clutching forms
and chatting amongst themselves as harried ,
employees attempt to satisfy the needs of the con_
fused throng.
"This office is always crowded," Moxna Desai, a
legal studies major, said Desai came to the financial aid office to find out if she's receiving any
assistance this semester.
"I just want to find out how mu~h, if anything,
I'm getting," the senior said.
Other students, like Gina DeMaio, a junior in
marketing, are on a trek to locate missing fupds. "I
sent away a short-term loan application," DeMaio
explained. "They said it's been processed, but I
haven't received a check."
Many students require short-term loans or
advances to cover expenses, such as book costs
and food, which accrue between the beginning of
classes and two weeks into the semester - the
·time when financial aid is generally dispersed. ·
The short-term advance can be as much as
$600 for students receiving financial aid or $300
for students who aren't.
Usually, a student can only request one shortterm loan per semester. The money can't help pay
for tuition or school fees. To apply for the loan, a
student must be in good standing with UCF. The
loan form can be picked up at the financial aid
office or downloaded from http://finaid.ucf.edu.
The money has to be repaid to the school by
Dec. 10, according to the Office of Student Financial Assistance.
However, like all systems, students say this one
is flawed too, and paperwork errors or just the
vagaries of the postal systems can leave searching
PLEASE SEE

FAFSA ONAS

O'Leary's big

debut delayed
Football faris still hope former
'Coach of the Year' will deliver
CHRIS CORNELL
Contributing Writer
MATI SHANNON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The streets in New York were lined with protesters on Sunday. Campus Peace Action members were among those Who protested the war in Iraq while others rejected Bush's policies on heath care and the economy.

trip by organizing its own local
demonstration Friday afternoon
outside of the Student Union,
which included music by Dodger,
signs reading "You're Being Lied
To" and mosaic posters of Bush's
face compiled of pictures of soldiers who lost their lives in Iraq.
That night, the students boarded
three rented minivans; 24 hours
EMILY RUFF
and eight states later, the students
Contributing Writer
arrived at Theatre for the New City,
Dozens of UCF students took to an independent theater in the East
the streets of New York City Sunday Village that offered them · free
to protest the policies of President accommodations for sleeping and
George W. Bush and his party on the showering Saturday night.
After a short night of sleep, the
eve of the Republican National
Convention alongside hundreds of students woke early and walked to
thousands of others from around Union Square for a kickoff rally.
Many of them were anxious.
the country.
Members of UCF's Campus . "I've been t9 several protests of
Peace Action joined the demonstra- different sizes, and the police acted
tion, organized by United for Peace different1t7 each time," Matt
and Justice,.in what was the largest DeVlieger, 20, an organizer of the
protest in New York in decades. trip, said The junior broadcast jourEstimates of th,e crowd, which nalism and political science major
sprawled through Manhattan and added, "From experience, I don't·
closed streets for miles, ranged really know what to expect."
"I'm a little scared," said Matt
from 100,000 to a half million. Many
marchers held signs opposing the Blakely, aMay2003 UCF journalism
Iraq war; other signs and banners graduate. "'(he Miami model of law
rejected Bush's policies on repro- enforcement is so cruel." He was
ductive rights, healthcare, educa- referring to last November's Free
Trade Area of the Americas protest
tion and the economy.
Campus Peace Action began the _in Miami also attended by Campus

Campus _Peace
·Action protests
Bush policies

EMILY RUFF I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

New York resident Pearl Kemp protested Bush.

Peace Action members, at which
thousands of police officers in full
riot gear lined the streets and shot
rubber bullets at protesters.
At the rally, students met other
march participants, including New
York resident Pearl Kemp. Kemp, 97,
attended New York University
''when it was $10 each credit hour."
She held a sign that read "97 and
outraged"
"I'm here so that we don't have

the kind of administration that we
currently have," Kemp said. "I'm
here so that people have their
rights." .
Kemp - who described herself
as a millionaire - criticized Bush's
economic policy, which she claims
caters to those who are well off and
neglects those who are poor with .
legitimate . need for social assistance.
"The benefits of government
aren't only made for rich people,"
she said
Participants began to gather
around Seventh Avenue, the first
main stretch of the march, at about ·
noon. By 12:30 p.m., thousands were
pouring into the surrounding
blocks. Many in the UCF group
chose to march with the youth and
student continency, identified by
"Books Not ·Bombs" signs and
youth drummers.
For many in the UCF delegation,
the march was a first act of civic
engagement. Such was true for
Blakely, 27, who returned to Florida
in June after spending a year in
South Korea teaching English.
. The march marked the first ,
major political event for Trish Nuss,
a sophomore art education major.
PLEASE SEE

HUNDREDS ON A7

UCF's football season begins Saturday with
the hopes of a campus and community riding
high on a new coach given the task of turning
around a team that finished 3-9 last year.
The Knights' away game against No. 22-ranked ·
Wisconsin will be broadcast at
noon Saturday on ESPN from
Madison, Wis. But though Coach
George O'Leary has prepared his
team, he won't be coaching it that
day.
O'Leary's mother, Margaret
O'Leary, died yesterday in New
York. She was 84. With her funerO'Leary
al scheduled for Saturday,
O'Leary has handed off coaching
responsibilities for the gam~ to his assistants.
Still, students are eager for the season to start
and are counting on the successful result that
UCF sought when it hired O'Leary last December
O'Leary is one of 14 college coaches taking
over teams this football season. He has been
characterized as an old-school coach preaching
the fun game and a strong defense. He is also
known as a hard nosed, no-nonsense disciplinar~
ian.
UCF student Joe Brown says O'Leary's style is
just what this year's team needs to succeed. "I
believe O'Leary can restore order to this football
team. I heard he's really strict. Anyone with his
experience demands respect."
. Athletic Director Steve Orsini believes
O'Leary's popularity can flourish at UCF.
"Coach O'Leary is the total package," he said.
"He had a great relationship with, the _fans and
PLEASE SEE
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Signing up for a date in ptjmetime
Big Man on Campus

TRISH-ANN CAMPBELL
Contributing Writer

When auditions for the reality
show B~g Man on Campus ended
yesterday, students all over UCF
were talking about the TV reality
series to be filmed here this fall.
· Others wondered just how the
university would be represented .
with this type of entertainment.
The show - to be rured on the
WB network in the spring takes 12 eligible UCF females and
pairs them with one eligible UCF
male in a series of dates. The "Big
Man" will then choose one
woman out of the bunch. The
series has a six-show commitment with the WB for prime-time
airing next year.
Amanda Sidor, a senior
radio/television major, and Brandon Jimenez, a freshman studyMICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ing computer science, agree that
Casting agents of the Big Man on Campus television show interview potential contestants outside of the Pegasus Ballroom. Throughout the day, about SO people waited outside.
bringing any publicity to UCF
sounds good to them.
'.'It's kind of cool we even have
a connection with the WB,"
Jimenez said. "It'll be fun for
those who watch it."
"I don't know a whole bunch ofpeople competition."
AMBER FOSTER and STEVEN SOTLOFF
Assistant Professor of ComContributing Writers
on campus," nursing major Leah SimAs to how UCF was picked to host the
munications Jim Cott also welmons, 18, said. "It's hard being a fresh- prime-time WB reality show, casting
comes the series to campus.
associate Ashley Wtlli.all,lS said, "We went
Two and half hours before Big Man on man."
Though he isn't a fan of "overly
Health services administration major to several different universities and the
Campus auditions were scheduled to
exposed" reality TV shows, Cott
begin yesterday, liberal studies major Johnathan Hamilton, 21, said, ''I just want administration here was so excited about
says it'll be an entertaining expeStephen Salaka, 25, waited patiently out- to have a good time and showcase myself it"
rience for the students.
"The amazing thing is that they were
side of the Pegasus Grand Ballroom for for all the lovely young ladies!'
On the other hand, Pat Stucky,
"I'm not doing this just to be on Tv. so helpful," she said "Once we got here,
his chance.
senior secretary at WUCF 89.9
"I'm here for exposure, mainly," he One of the 12 could become a lifetime we fell in love with the students. And you
FM radio station, said this is just
said "It's a good way to get out there in friend," 20-year-old business entrepre- can't beat the weather. The campus has a
an opportunity for students to
lot to offer as far as were concerned"
front of everybody maybe as a propellant neurship major 'fravis Suit said
show how "silly" and "obnoxWith so many reality shows currently
Contestants were taken into the ballfor an acting career."
ious" they can be.
Salaka was one of hundreds of UCF room in groups oflO for about 15 minutes. on television, interested contestants wonStucky said' she hates the
students who showed up seeking a spot Some were then kept behind for one-on- dered how this show :will vary from othwhole idea of reality TV and worers. "It is the first time a whole reality
on the new reality dating show, in which one interviews.
ries it may be "opening the door
Most students were confident in their show is going to take place on a college
one UCF male will be expected to pick
for trouble."
campus," Williams said .
from among 12 UCF females. Though chances.
"I object to providing yet ·
"Simply put, it is a college version of
"I don't think I'm like most females on
auditions ran from 10 a.m. to 7 p.rn., the
another opportunity for that age
reality shows," Simmons said "They do The Bachelor," casting producer Sam
line started forming as early as 7:30 a.m.
group to show their lack of
Students slowly trickled into the hall- anything for attention and don't realize Rhima said "[The Bachelor] is already difmorals,'' she said.
way, sitting on couches, floors and plants, that their whole family is watching. I ferent than a lot of normal dating shows!'
An anthropology professor
~asting director Luke Conklin said
to fill out applications, confidentiality would have some morals."
agreed.
Kirsten Benfield, a 19-year-old athletic that contestants will be announced by the agreements and release forms.
"It's all about appearance,
The applicants' reasons for audition- training major, said, "I'm not worried end ofSeptember and filming will start in
money, and playing the game,
.
about [other girls] because there is no October.
ing were as varied as their personalities.
PLEASE SEE PROF ON A7

One hopeful .eyes the competition: Women 'do anything for atte.ntion'

Police Beat

1\vo in one night and other drunken mishaps
Associate Editor

~~ officer.

;~rt[4fr{fl))141,

This was the second
time Palomba had been
A 19-year-old bartender 1{/l((/~.f//j/I caught for "an alcohol
was pulled over on Aug. 21
,:,~~;· ' violation'' that night, the
when Officer Clement Punter
report said The birth date
saw the man run a stop sign in a on his previous license had been
two-door, white vehicle.
altered so that · he could buy
Mark D. Palomba made a liquor.
Palomba admitted to drinkright turn from College Park
Trail onto Alafaya Trail at about ing two shots of tequila earlier
1 am. without stopping when that evening. His eyes were
Punter turned his patrol lights "slightly red and watery and he
was trembling very badly,'' the
on.
Palomba had some trouble reportsaid
Palomba swayed during the
parking his vehicle, though. He
jerked the car to the right and sobriety test and Punter arrested
him for driving under the infludrove it onto the curb.
Palomba couldn't give his dri- ence.
ver's license to Punter, he said,
because·it had been confiscated It's all in the wrist
Damond J. Cullins told UCF
about two hours ago by another

Police he was already on probation when Officer Derrick Stockdreher pulled the 24-year-old
over for running a stop sign on
Aug. 6 in Pegasus Landing
Apartments.
Cullins tried to exit the grey
Honda Accord, but Stockdreher
told him to stay in the car. Stockdreher's report said that there
was a female passenger in the

dreher wrote.
Stockdreher retrieved a plastic bag from under the car containing three smaller bags "filled
with a green leafy substance."
The way the bags were stored
and packaged indicated that they
were for sale, the report said
Cullins was then arrested for
possession of marijuana with an
intent to sell

car.

When the officer · later
allowed Cullins to stand along
the rear passenger side of the
Accord at 11.:30 p.rn., Stockdreher
said he saw Cullins bend down
and ;talk to the passenger.
"I observed Cullins flick his
wrist, in a tossing motion ...
releasing something from his
hand under the vehicle," Stock-

They're alway$ watching
Patrick J. Abeles laughed
when Officer Clement Punter
asked him if he ran a red traffic
light on Aug. 13 at the intersection of Gemini and University
Boulevards.
The 20-year-old said that he
had just dropped off some
friends and didn't think anyone

Let us know
!(you have an event and want
your information to be considered for Around Campus, send a
fax to 407-447-4556 or an e-mail
to editor@ucfnews.com.

would see him run the light, the
report said
Punter pulled him over
around 1:50 am. and said that
Abeles' breath smelled of alcohol Abeles told Punter he had
consumed almost two beers at
Devaney's a few hours earlier.
Punter said Abeles did not
follow instructions during the
sobriety test, taking too many
steps and swaying from right to
left.
While searching Abeles' pant
pockets, Punter found a driver's
license with a different name.
Abeles said it was ID he used to
buy alcohol while he was at the
bar.
The ID was seized and
Abeles was arrested for driving
under the influence.

Newly discovered virus suspected ·
in two infant death cases

I

MILWAUKEE - A virus
recently discovered in Japan is
suspected in two "crib deaths"
in Wisconsin, raising new questions about how many of these
mysterious tragedies might be
caused by germs.
The cases mark the first time
the virus has been identified in
the United States. Whether i
killed the babies is not clear, bfit
both were sick before they died
and had signs of disease in their
lungs.
Sudden infant death syn- •
drome is a catch-all term for •
unexplained deaths in children
less than a year old. About 2,200
occur each year in the l:,Jnited
States, mostly involving babies f
between 2 and 4 months old.

•
1

Pentagon censors videotape
on government openness
WASHINGTON -The Pen- t
tagon censored some footage in
public versions of a Humphrey
Bogart-themed videotape that
cost $70,500 to produce and was
intended to teach government
employees to respond to citizens' requests for information.
Parts of the training video,
"The People's Right to Know"
were blacked out. Defense
Department officials said they
did so because they worried the
government did not have legal :
rights to some hlstorical footage ,
that was included.
Citing the Freedom of Information Act, The Associated '
Press asked the Pentagon for a
copy of the video nearly 18
months ago. The department
released an edited version of the
tape and acknowledged the
irony of censoring a. video promoting g_ovemment,openness.

Bryant attorneys ask
judge to dismiss charge

;

EAGLE, Colo. - Attorneys '
for NBA star Kobe Bryant asked •
the judge to dismiss the sexual •
assault charge against him, say- .
ing prosecutors have refused to ,
I

. t
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$ 10 Men's and

Women's Hair Cuts
(reg. price $13)
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1Bring this

coupon to the Walgreep.s
: on Alafaya and Lakonatosa for a
1
free picture CD with one hour
: processing of a regular roll order.
(

TAMPA, Fla - On the first
day of campaigning for Florida's
open U.S. Senate ·seat, candidates Betty Castor and Mel
Martinez set out Wednesday to
define themselves in what
quickly became a race on the
national political stage.
Republican nominee Martinez was to head to New York
to speak Thursday at the
Republican National Convention. Castor started her day in
Tampa at an American Legion •
Hall, surrounde9. by the stalwarts of the Florida Democratic • t
Party - U.S. Sens. Bob Graham
and Bill Nelson, former Florida
Attorney. General Bob Butterworth and state party chairmap~ I
Scott Maddox.
Democrats wasted no time irt
listing the differences between
Castor and Martinez. T~
toughest words came from Gr~
ham who said Martinez, format '
secretary of the U.S. Dep~"" • ~
ment of Housing and Urba;n..
Development, was likely to vo~
in lockstep with President Buslt
while saying Castor would be4
voice for Florida voters.

September 2.' 2004 •Volume 37, Issue 5 • 20 Pages

Head·s East Hair Salot1
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Castor, Martinez start new
day of Senate campaigning

auditions draw a crowd
as well as a few critics

CHRISTINE DELLERT
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Higher Education

.Q: What do·

What's ·in the news at
colleges around the country

Student newspaper sex
column draws complaints

c0

FARGO, N.D. - The editor of North Dakota State
University's student newspaper says a sex column will
be toned down.
The writer, who uses the
pseudonym Allison Moorhead, has published columns
in two of this fall's three
issues of student newspaper,
on topics that include
becoming sexually aroused
and oral sex.
The editor said he
planned to speak with the
Spectrum's sex columnist
about toning down the col-

and Jllh lhDRRISDn
have in common?·

A:·They both

umn.
David Wahlberg, NDSU's
director of university news
and an adviser to the Spectrum, said he advised Perrine on Tuesday to pull the
sex column until the editor
can develop guidelines for it.

College celebrates 75th
birthClay with special events

CHARLES OHARAPAK I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Republican Youth Convention attendees say the pledge of allegiance yesterday at Madison
Square Garden in New York before the third day of the Republican National Convention.
FROM

A2

turn over details that could
SANTA MONICA, Calif.,
suggest
he is innocent.
- Forty-nine days before
Court rules require proseWall Street crashed, Santa
cutors and defense attorneys
Monica Juniqr College
to exchange evidence and witopened for classes with little
fanfare on the second floor .. ness opinions before trial, a
process called discovery.
of the ·old brick Santa MoniThe filing said those opinca High School Building.
. ions were not disclosed to the
In the ensuing three quardefense until they contacted
ters of a century, Santa Monthe expert Friday, despite
ica College - whi.c h has
repeated requests to prosecusince dropped the "junior" in
tors
for the information. Prosits name - has grown from
ecutors .have said they have
a modest enrollment ofl53 to
turned over all information
30,000 and has earned a repthey were required to.
utation as one of the best
community colleges in the
Clay County sheriff defeated
natfon. Rolling Stone magaafter grand jury probe
zine has named SMC one of
GREEN COVE SPRINGS,
"Ten of the Best" two-year
Fla. - Clay County Sheriff
schools in America
Scott Lancaster, who was
Reaching its milestone
investigated by a grand jury for
75th anniversary, the college
using his department credit
will be celebrating throughcard for gifts and spa treatout the year with a series of
ments, lost his bid for a fourth
special events - with a speterm.
cial emphasis on the alumni
With no Democrats filing
that have helped create the
for the post, Tuesday's Repubcollege's colorful history and
lican primary put Rick Beseler,
rich tradition.
a former investigator with the
Duval County State Attorney's
Nevada med school expands
Office, in the post.
.
residency programs
No
criminal
charges
were
RENO, Nev. -The Nevafiled against the SO-year-old
da School of Medicine is
sheriff,
the grand jury strongly
expanding its residency
criticized Lancaster and urged
training programs and
voters to decide his fate. Lanadding Nevada's first plastic
caster
reimbursed the personand reconstructive surgery
al expenses on the department
program at the Las Vegas
card.
campus.
The school, based in
Protesters wave pink slips as
Reno, said Tuesday it is
convention
arrests top 1,500 ·
adding four new positions to .
NEW YORK - Thousands
its psychiatric residency proof protesters waving pink flygram in Las Vegas, as well as
ers
that read "The Next Pink
a fellowship in child psychiaSlip Might Be Yours!" formed a
try, a new residency in emersymbolic unemployment line
gency medicine and plans to
stretching
three miles from
d.;mble the obstetrics and
Wall Street to the site of the
gynecology program.
Republican convention yesterSpecialty areas for the sixday.
year program include: genThe peaceful demon.s tra.era! and cancer reconstruction
came a day after police
hand
surgery,
tion,
struggled to contain swarms of
microsurgery, facial recon'struction, treatment for congenital anomalies, burns,
breast and aesthetic surgery.

Southwest Missouri State
celebrates centennial
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.
Missouri's second-largest
university is celebrating its
centennial this school year.
University officials are
planning numerous events
throughout the 2004-2005
school year to mark the centennial. The first event will
be Sept. .10-12, when the university plans to hold a festival at its Springfield campus
featuring everything from an
ice cream social to musical
concerts.
It now has more than
20,000 students from every
county in Missouri, almost
all 50 states and 80 foreign
countries on campuses in
Springfield, West Plains and
Mountain Grove.

Tech school offering
nanotechnology degree
EAU CLAIRE, Wis.
Chippewa Valley Technical
College has enrolled its first
students in a new program
that will offer an associate
degree in nanoscience technology, which involves
working with materials so
small they can only be
viewed under the most powerful microscopes.
The college also plans to
start an $ll million business
incubatm; to · work with
yo1,mg companies in nanotechnology and other hightech fields.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

\}Q'

Week in Science
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

Obesity linked to cancer risk
An article in this month's
Nature Review Cancer points
out that obese men are twice as
likely to develop colorectal can~
cer as normal-weight men.
Excessively heavy men and
women are also as much as
three times as likely to develop
kidney cancer. Recent research
has shown that weighting too
much is linked to about a dozen
cancers.
The American Cancer Society estimates that excess weight
will be a factor in at least 90,000
deaths from cancer this year 16 percent if total expected
deaths from cancer in the United States.

What pandemic?
Governments are preparing
for a flu pandemic - world.
wide spread of the flu.
Specialists believe that it is
only a matter of time before the
next p~demic strikes and they
are trying to be as well-prepared
as possible.
They believe that recurring
bird flu in Asia could be a trigger
if it mutates in a way that lets it
spread easily among people.
.There have been three flu
pandemics in the last century,
with 1918 pandemic being the
worst. More than half a million
Americans and 20 million people worldwide died of flu that
. y ar.

protesters with metal barriers
and orange netting.
The "unemployment line,"
organized by the nonprofit
Washington-based People for
the American Way, was part of
the Imagine Festival of Arts,
Issues and Ideas that called for
a creative response to party
politics.
Police said more than 1,500
people have been arrested in
convention-related protests
since late last week.

Governor's parents, son rally
Florida delegates at breakfast
NEW YORK - Nothing
brings Florida delegates to
their feet like Gov. Jeb Bush,
even when he isn't in the
room.
Florida delegates cheered
wildly when his parents, former President George Bush
and Barbara Bush, joined his
son, George P. Bush, on the
stage at the delegation breakfast to praise the governor.
George P. Bush, wh0 also
spoke at the convention Tuesday night, . said Gov. Bush
already is preparing to deal
with Hurricane Frances,
which is barreling toward the
eastern coast of the state.
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Second-grade teacher
charged with growing pot
LORENZO, Texas - A second-grade teacher in this small
West Texas town has been
arrested on charges alleging
she had 21 :{riarijuana plants
growing in her back yard.
Tina S. Jennings, 33, is
accused of possession of 1.8
pounds of marijuana - the
weight after leaves from the
plants were dried and
weighed,
Jennings
was
arraigned on the state jail
felony charge last week and
released after posting bond of
$3,000.
She has resigned from the
Lorenzo school district.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Yet another'side-effect' of soda
A new study shows that
women who drink more than
one sweetened soft drink a day
are slightly more likely to
develop diabetes tha,t women
who drink less than one a
month.
Involved in the 13-year-long
study were 51,603 healthy
female nurses.
There were 741 new cases of
type 2 diabetes during the
span. Women drinking one or
more sugar-sweetened · soft
drinks a day were twice as likely to develop diabetes as
women who drank fewer than
one a months.
Critics of the study noted
that same conclusion can be
drawn from eating habits
involving other forms of junk
food.

Testing makes blood supply safer
State-of-the-art testing systems to screen donated blood
have improved the safely of the .
nation's blood supply by preventing the transmission of
potentially deadly viruses. '
Nucleic acid-amplification
testing (NAT) has helped prevent the transmission of
approximately five HIV-I
infections and 56 hepatitis C
virus (HCV) infections each
year since its implementation
in mid-1999.
The NAT system was
approved for use in 2002 and
can detect HIV and HCV in
blood donors earlier than
other testing methods.
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the line outside the Financial Aid Office stretches across the bad< half of Millican Hall during the first two weeks of classes every year.

FAFSA deadline affects expected aid
•

F~OM

Al

for the check.
• "I just want to locate :it,
wherever it is, and see if it was
dispersed," DeMaio said.
The disappearil;lg check
phenomena cart be avoided by
activating a SunTrust account
4nd linking it to a UCF SmartCard. This ·allows funds to be
deposited directly into the ·
account and avoids the risk of
lost checks.
"When an account is set up,
students generally receive their
tefunds more . quickly than
. waiting for a manual check to
be cut and mailed to them,"
Lisa Minnick, the associate
director of student ,financial
,, assfstance, said.
.
Otherwise, a check will be
1'Ilailed directly to the address
listed on Polaris withiil. five or

"

six business days, so it's important to keep an updated ad,dress
on that system.
To be considered for the full
range of financial aid available,
students should complete the
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid, which is available
Jan.1 each year.
· Students are urged to turn in
their FAFSA on or before
March 1, the prioritr deadline,
Minnick said.
She added that if students
miss the deadline for any scholarship they will most likely not
be ·c onsidered for that scholarship.
Minnick also said that if a
student missed the March 1
FAFSA deadline, "then t4e student will not be awarded some
of the campus-based financial
aid programs, regardless of
financial need"
Sometimes then~ is confu-

sion about how much a student
is reqµired to pay and how
much is covered by financial
aid. Minnick points students to
their fee invoice on Polaris
where tl1ey can estimate theii:financial aid and use that to
determine how much to pay.
•.She strongly suggests that
students check their "financial
aid to-do list," located at
http://connect.ucf.edu under
the financial aid section, frequently and respond to any
correspondence promptly.
"Essentially,"
Minnick
explained, "if the sum of the
scholarships and finanGial aid
is a greater amount than the
amount of tuition and fees, .
then the student's tuition and
fees are fully deferred. If the
amoU11t of aid is not as much as
the amount of tuition .and fees,
then the balance must be paid
by the deadlin~ date."
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Last year's football, in retrospect, now considered 'unprofessional'
of college sports: the head quest for the title.
coaching job at Notre Dame.
Other than Haynes and a
alumni at Georgia Tech. And I However, within a week handful of others, most of this
believe when we achieve the O'Leary was fired for discrep- team is young. Stephen Moffet
is the team's starting quartersuccess that we think we are . ancies found on his resume.
Junior Kyle Sandburg, a back. The final three games of
capable of achieving here, he
will be looked upon like other microbiology student, says that last season were his only career
prominent coaches in the U:CF was right in giving starts for UCF.
O'Leary's offensive line is ·
O'Leary another chance.
state." .
O'Leary has had plenty of "Everybody has something that also inexperienced, returning
success in the past. The last they're embarrassed about. only two players,· Gagne-Martwo seasons he worked with We've all made mistakes in our coux and Dan Veenstra, from
the Minnesota Vikings as lifetimes. His mistake just got last year's team. The. team's
defensive line returns two playdefense coordinator and line national attention," he said.
The Knights begin their ers from last season as well coach. From 1994-2001, he led
Georgia Tech to a 52-33 record home season on Sept. ll at the tackle Frlsner Nelson and end
with five bowl appearances; In Citrus Bowl against the West Paul Carrington. O'Leary and
2000, O'Leary won the Bobby Virginia Mountaineers, where his staff will try to instill some
Dodd national "Coach of the UCF fans may witness history of their combined 127 years of
Year" award, and he's also won this year. Alex Haynes, a senior college and pro football experitwo Atlantic Coast Conference tailback, comes into this season . ence on the younger players.
needing only 629 yards to pass
Still, students such as fresh"Coach of the Year" awards.
Despite all of his successes,' Willie English as UCF's career man Brian Lockly see a bright
a mistake he made on his rushing leader. Last season he future ahead for the Knights. "I
resume a few years ago contin- rushed for 774 yards .and has think it'll take some time, but I
ues to haunt him. In 2001, 2,502 rushing yards for his think George O'Leary's name is
O'Leary was awarded one of career. O'Lear}r's new run-first really going to help. I saw him
the most coveted honors in all philosophy sh:ould aid H;aynes' on Sports Center and I think
FROM
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more people will begin to rec- the talent we have on our team.
ognize his name and, in turn, The question is, will the talent
UCF," he said.
that we have be e~ough to beat
Brown says it's up to the sopi:e of the tough non-conferplayers to do the hard work to ence and MAC teams that we
succeed. "The coach can only play? I don't know. But in time I
do so much; the ·rest lies with know we can succeed," he said.
the players. The players have to
Despite the team's youth,
belif!ve in themselves and their Lockly is optimistic about its
ability in order to play with chances this fall. "I think they'll
teams on a higher level."
be over .500, maybe 7-3 or so. I
The Knigh,ts will know what think the three teams they play
they're made Of right away. first will take them lightly. If
They face a grueling first three that's the case, UCF will give
non-conference games against ·them ~run for their money."
Other students, like CarmelBig Ten foes Wisconsin and
Penn State on the road and, lo Canti, a senior finance major,
sandwichedbetv.reenthem,the are a little more skeptical. "I'm
Big East's .West Virginia at a little pessimistic about their
home. They follow tl:iat up with chances this year; but if they
their Mid-American Confer- pull it off, it would be a great
ence games at Miami (Ohio) boost to the university. I'll be
there at every game regardand at Marshall.
Orsini has big hopes.
less," he said.
"I expect our team to
Former
Coach
Mike
improve on every aspect on Kruczek's 18-season run as
and off the field. Coach either coach or offensive coorO'Leary will get the most out of dinator for the Knights ended

two games short of a full season last year. He left behind a
team whose 3-9 record was
UCF's worst since 1984.
That team surrendered 31
points per game and 400 yards
of total offense. Its turnover
margin was minus 1.83, the
worst in the NCAA. UCF also
lost eight players, including its
star quarterback Ryan Schneider, for disciplinary reasons by
season's end.
Canti said last year's downfall was just another in a long
saga. "It was pretty unprofessional," he said. "It was a disappointing year for football, but
I've been here for five years, so
it wasn't a big surprise."
Alex LaPage, a sophqmore
aerospace engineering student,
said UCF did wh~t it had to by
firing the coach. "I think it
shows UCF stands up for what
it's worth. Players were going
against UCF values, and the.
right move was made," he said.

with the Kerry crew

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The third floor of the Student Union filled Tuesday afternoon with more than 100 students waiting to hear, from left, Alex Kerry, Andre
Heinz, Cate Edwards and Vanessa Kerry talk about political issues their parents.are running under. The Kerry, Heinz and Edwards
children got stuck on 1-4, making them 90 minutes late. They discussed health care, national security and the environment. The event,
hosted by the UCF College Democrats, allowed students to ask questions, shake hands and talk to the potential Demoaatic first family.

First time1uest, one per customer
Waterford lakes location only

Shelters will be ready if needed
already being made yesterday ties and sororities suffered lost
through mass e-mails to let stu- roof shingles, collapsed walls
major said. "The roads are dents know of cancelled class- and water damage. Electricity
going to be really bad."
es. All university-sponsored also was out for several days on
Culmo watched Hurricane events today and tomorrow Greek Row and in the Lake .
Charley three \\'.eeks ago have been Gancelled, too. Claire Apartments.
through the sliding-glass win- Classes will resume as schedThough the main campus
dow of his Pegasus Landing , uled on Tuesday, "barring any- closed on Aug.13 in advance of
apartment and said the only thing unforeseen," yesterday's Charley, it was up and running
adverse affect of the storm was UCF news release said.
as usual on the following Mon~
the extremely long line to get
The school will make shel- day. ·
gasoline.
ter available for students living
Though
the
oµtside
But Guy Dibeneditto, who ·on campus or at Pegasus Land- entrances of residence halls in
can still see pieces. of wind- ing and Pegasus Pointe apart- the Libra Community had flyblown
aluminum
siding ments, Evelyn said. Some resi- ers posted yesterday telling
wrapped around trees outside dence halls are hurricane-safe. residents what to do if Hurrihis Pegasus Landing apartStudents living in on-cam- • cane Frances hits, freshman
ment, said he's taking this pus housing will be notified Karen Black doesn't want to be
storm more seriously.
today by resident assistants around to find out.
The 18-year-old criminal about where they can go durThe Flagler Hall resident is
justice major said he plans to ing the storm.
carpooling south to Plantation
board up his apartment win- .
Evelyn added that the UCF in Broward County. "I want to
dows before driving home to Arena might be used as a shel- be with my family if this purriSt. Petersburg. "There's not ter if Orange County decides cane does hit Florida," she said.
really anything else we can do," to evacuate its residents. He
On the' UCF Housing and
he said.
could not provide further Resident Life Web site, stuWhen it comes to university details yesterday evening.
dents evacuating are advised to
preparations,
hurricanes
The Marketplace will fill up thefr cars with gas and
Charley and Frances "don't remain open over the weekend shut off computers and lights
compare," Tom Evelyn, assis- for employees and students upon departure. Personal
tant director ofUCF News and who stay on campus.
· items should be moved away
Information, said.
Preparations are also under from windows and taken off
With Charley, which struck way to secure the temporary the floor. Important papers and
between the end of summer roof on the Recrea~ion and books should be covered with
classes and the start of the fall Wellness Center. BetWeen 80 plastic to prevent .water damsemester, the school was and 85 percent of the center's . age.
responsible for only a few hun- roof was damaged during HurProfessor John O'Hara
dred students, Evelyn said. ricane Charley. Most of the 73 reminded students of Hurri"Now we're dealing with electrical· workout machines cane Charley's aftermath in his
40,000. It's a different situa- and 18,000 pounds of free honors speech class yesterday.
tion."
·
weights were rusted. The cost O'Hara, who- had a large tree
As the storm approaches, of repairs is still being estimat- fall in his yard during Charley,
UCF officials plan to keep stu- ed.
·
said that storin taught him
dents updated through e-mail
Otherwise, Charley inflict- "how insignificant electricity
and the school's Web site, ed mostly minor damage to the can seem when you have it, but
http://www.news.ucf.edu.
campus in the form of felled how much you rely on it when
Evelyn said efforts were trees. On Greek Row, fraterni- you don't."
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· Prof:·Show degrades both sexes
A2

Still, she did confess that
she watches and enjoys ABC's
Extreme Makeover: Home Ediunfortunately," she said. tion, a reality show in which a
"That is the focus of our soci- large team of designers and
ety."
workmen radically remake a
The professor asked to house on a strict timetable.
remain anonymous because
Lesbian activist and freshshe did not want to go on man ·sakia Moo-Young says
record disagi:eeing with the she is angry that reality TV
administration's embrace of shows that focus on relationthe show. Next Entertain- ships are driven by the idea of
ment, the production compa- men dominating and women
.ny behind Big Man on Cam- having to prove themselves to
pus, is paying UCF a $10,000 the more aggressive sex.
location fee for its help with
"Sexuality aside, I mean,
the project.
·
·
it's bad enough this show
The professor said reality totally ex.eludes the homosexdating shows are degrading· ual population here at UCF, '
for both sexes and wondered but just look at what it's saywhy such emphasis is placed ing about women," she said.
upon physiques. "Whatever "For Pete's sake, it's called Big
happened to the days of team- Man on Campus. Need I conwork, the days where charac- tinue?"
ter and politeness were
Shamaka Coakley, a senior
importarit?". she asked.
studying human resources
FROM

'management, said she fears
that either the elected woman
or man may be homosexual as
part of a twist.
Others contemplated possible surprise endings for the
series.
Freshnian Ashley Inguanta, an applicant for the show,
said she thought maybe the
"Big Man" won't be all the
man he's cracked up to be.
"Through photo synthesis
and makeup these days, you
never know," she said.
When Inguanta was asked
what she would do in a hypothetical situation where she
found herself ~pressed by
the "Big Man's" appearance,
she said, "I'd get to know him.
I mean, it couldn't hurt.
'"Not like Td lead him on,
though," she added. If there
weren't any sparks, she said,
wouldn't force them.
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College Math Club President
Dumps Supermodel
He crunched the numbers, then crushed her heart

MATT SHANNON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Campus Peace Action met with thousands of other protesters in Madison Square Garden in New York. They held signs and chanted.

·

Hundreds of bicyclists arrested
FROM
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She marched to oppose the
Iraq war and said she hoped
the event would "show how
many people really care about
the issue."
· ''With such a massive
protest like this, everyqne will
see the magnitude of the rejection of the war," she said
As evidenced by their signs,
many marchers came with the
hopes that this m:µ-ch would
foreshadow a defeat of Bush in
the November presidential
election. Others were vehemently against Bush's policies
but still unenthusiastic about
Democratic presi4ential nominee John Kerry- as witnessed
by signs like "Kerry/Edwards:
They Suck Less."
By 3 p.m., the Campus Peace
Action group had arrived at
Madison . Square Garden,
where welcome signs were
posted for convention participants. Chants of "Bush Go
Home" and "Shame Shame
Shame" crescendoed as they
echoed loudly off the tall buildings surrounding the arena.
Secret Service agents and New
York Police officers surrounded the building, but kept a distance from the marchers, who
were separated from the building by metal barricades.
,,
"I don't necessarily oppose
the RNC," Blakely said "They
are allowed to ·have their convention, and I like some
Republicans, but the nee-conservative agenda is a different
story."
· "The RNC is a good focal
point for a lot of frustration
people iire feeling right now,"
he said.
Added DeVlieger, "We're
here to let the Republicans
know they are not welcome in
New York, that thell: devastating agenda is not welcome in
the U.S. by the citizens of the
U.S."
.
Indeed, the decision to hold
the convention in New York
City also had an impact on the
event. It was considered positive for the march, as registered
Democrats outnumber Republicans in New York City five to
one, and most demonstrators
from elsewhere were welcomed by locals with open
arms and offers of free food
and housing thanks to a large
·volunteer committee. It also
was seen by most demonstrators as a low move by Republican strategists who picked the
host city for its c;onnection to
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist

attacks.
"[Republicans] are not
allowed to take tragedy and turn.
it into victory," DeVlieger said.
"It is apparent to people of this
·country that the Republicans
are using the site of .Sept. 11 to ~
their political advantage, and it
i,s an insult and a shame to the
families of those who died and a
dishonor because they .took an
injustice like that and avenged it
.
with injustice."
Shortly after students arrived
at the Garden, smoke began to
rise two blocks ahead. l.n what
would be the only act of vio. lence witnessed during the
entire march by the UCF group,
·a dragon floa,t had been set on
fire. The fire was quickly extin- .
guished and two arrests were
made.
Marchers ·continued down
34th Street until they reached
Broadway, where the, group
turned south to converge again
at Union Square, a site symbolic
in its history, as many mourners_
of Sept. 11 gathered there to
grieve with their fellow New
Yorkers.
At Union Square, another
rally with speakers and musicians convened. Following the
. dosing rally, many marchers
traveled to Central Park - the
location for which rally orgmmers had been denied permits to
hold a formal rally - to meet
other protesters, play music,
and spell "NO" on the Great
Lawn.

Despite the peaceful nature
ofthe march, arrests were made.
On Friday evening, during a bike
ride by a group known as Criti-

cal Mass, police arrested several
hundred bicyclists. Allegations
of violence were made by both
sides. Many protesters who
were arrested have filed formal
complaints against city law
enforcement for police brutality
and unfit detention conditions.
The RNC protest is one of
many to which Campus Peace
Action has sent a contingency.
In addition to sending 50 students to the free-trade protest iri
Miami, another 50 students
went to New York City for an
anti-war march on Feb. 15, 2003
- the first major event for the
group.
The results of the weekend
demonstration remain to be
seen.
"I don't think going to this
large protest will have overnight
results, but it will help the movement continue its work," Blakely said.
"The march made everybody realize how real this is,
how many people can· come
together and get something
done," Simon Mostafa, a sophomore mechanical engineering
major who attended the demonstration, said "It gave us excitement to continue."
"I plan to use every bit of
energy from the rally and multiply it every day until the election," DeVlieger said "I'm positive the American people, my
fellow students and our community are . going to choose
peace in 2004 over wais and
deceptioIL"
The Republican convention
ends tonight with a speech by
President Bush.

College sophomore Brady Burns, left, abri.tptly ended a six-1J1onth torrid love affair wi• a heartbroken
Elene, right.

By JAMIE MURRY
Admitting that there was a good (9-¥3}'
percent chance that he made the wrong move,
college math club president Brady Burns
recently called it quits with
longtime supermodel
girlfriend Elene. Burns, who
claim~d he carefully
calculated the breakup, said
his alleged free checking
account had monthly fees
that just didn't add up. The whiz kid. was quick
to admit that had he known about Washington
Mutual 's Free Checking Deluxe, the relationship's longevity may have had better odds. "'I
I

loved her like a quadratic formula, but the offcampus lunches were killing me financially,"
said Burns. "I felt like a real abacus for
breaking things off." The fact that he was
unaware of Wa.shington Mutual 's Free
Checking-an account with
optional Deluxe services
like free onlirie bill pay
available at warnu.com-left
Elene at ·a total loss. "He
could have just gone to a
Washington Mutual
Financial Center or wamu.com," she said. "We
were totally soul mates, but I guess he didn't
see that. As far as I'm concerned, he can go
juinp off a logarithm. Whatever that is."

"I loved her
like a quadratic
formula ... "

FREE CHECKING DELUXE
1-800-788-7000
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Dating show creates
a bad impression
U

niversity officials hope Big
with booths advising students
Man on Campus will put
on sex toys and sadomasochism,
UCF in the national spotit garnered national attention.
light. With a six-week commitMost of it was negative.
ment on prime-time WB in the
The president of SUNY at
spring, viewers of the dating
New Paltz was asked to resign
"reality" show will get cozy with and eventually did so under
the second-largest public univer- pressure from the board of
sity in Florida
trustees and area officials.
But at what risk to the iniage
At least the actions of the
ofUCF will administrators
. New Paltz students could be
showcase the campus?
considered educational. A show
Reality shows lend themabout two college students find- .
ing a long-term relationship
selves to showing women at
their worst, as in Who Wants to
through a series of competitive
multi-task dating is not.
Marry a Millionaire? They also
broadcast embarrassing stupidiA first-class research univerty like The Simple Life. Reality
sity, which is what UCF is strivTV reached all-new levels of
ing to become, has publicity
moral ambiguity with Barbara
available for the university that
Walter's showing couples comis more credible than a nationpeting to adopt a child and a
wide showing of women falling
Spanish-language network offer- · over themselves to be lucky
ing greeri cards to immigrants.
enough to date some smug guy.
These type of programs ask
UCF has several excellent proat what price does entertaingrams that contribute to
rµent come, and how desperate
research around the world on a
range of subjects. · ·
is Hollywood to exploit the
attention-hungry public? Some
The SGA Senate has the right
people will take their 15 minutes idea in supporting the UCF
of fame at any price, but should
community and trying to bring
the university encourage stuattention to it. It funds student
dents to engage in this embar·and club requests to travel to
rassment in the name ofUCF?
conferences with hopes that
Universities typically don't
those students will impress their
gain prominence by cheap
peers and then return to UCF
stunts. When the State Universi- with fresh experiences to share.
ty 'o f New York at New Paltz
Many such students are
hosted a feminist convention
asked to report back to the Sen-

ate in a constant effort to let the
stuqent body know that SGA is
funding activities that bring
'prominence to the university.
The administration has done
similar good work with its promotion of UCF football and
Coach George O'Leary.
The prominence that a
nationally televised dating show
will bring is not the attention
that UCF needs or deserves. The
university can do much better
than lending out its name and
seal of approval for $10,000, the
atnount of the location fee paid
to the campus by the producers.
The administration should strive
for positive attention that's less
. apt to make a mockery of the
students at UCF.
Even if Big Man on Campus is
a better reality show than most, ,
just the label of "reality show'
can stain the reputation of a
major university. Sure, a large
amount of potential applicants
will soon rec-ognize the name of
\ UCF, but at what cost?
American TV viewers know
who Paris Hilton and Richard
Hatch are, but has it enriched
their lives fu any way? If those
two reality-show icpns don't
bring to mind an image of
respect and honor, it is doubtful
tl.le world will think any better of
UCF's BMOC and his chosen
lady.

OUR STANCE

Take heed when
,.

.

.

a hurricane looms
M

ost of the world consists
powered by interru~ted electrica fallen tree at the entrance and
of procrastinators, and
could not drive out.
ity is still fresh.
this couldn't have been
The aftermath of Hurricane
Hurricanes cause a lot of
more obvious than on Aug. 13.
Charley can still be seen in some damage. Everyone here now
All across Central Florida the
areas of Central Florida There
knows that. Homeowners who
roads were packed with people
are those hurricane virgins who
suffered major damage in
trying to get their last-minute
are still trying to rebuild their
Charley three weeks ago but had
delayed repairs were burning up
supplies before Hurricane
houses and remove fallen trees
Charley hit. Lines at the gas sta- . from three weeks ago. The real
· the phone lines of contractors
tions, hardware and grocery
Floridian knows not to remove
this week as Frances bore down,
stores were full of people in a
the tree from the roof until the
scrambling to put fixes in place
panic. Will this time be differbefore the rain and wind
hurricane season is completely
ent? Let's face it, Hurricane
over.
returned. Others who had made
Frances stands a good chance of
Hurricane Frances looks to be repairs began cursing the cost, ·
headed directly to Central Floripunching Central Florida in its
fearing that now they may be hit
da with a predicted landfall of
again with a second insurance
Mouse~eared head
mid-day Saturday.
deductible. If only they had
UCF students deserve some
credit. A lot of them went out
This would mark the first
known that a second storm was
time in recorded weather history around the comer ...
and bought supplies in advance
that two Category 4 hurricane,s
(Of course, there are always
of the last hurricane. What does
the college hurricane supply kit
those who choose to flirt with
hit the same state within weeks
consist of? Bottles of alcohol;
of each other. The closest thing
insurance fraud. Don't like your
kegs, funnels, chips, pizza bagels, to this freak occurrence was in
car? Park it just west of pine
playing cards and who can for1950 when Hurricanes Easy and
trees on Friday night but just
get pingpong balls? While hurriking hit.South Florida six weeks ip.ake sure your insurance can
apart. Neither storm reached·
cover it. Don't feel like haUllng
cane parties were fun for a little
while, many students agreed
past Category 2 winds.
that old couch to the dump?
Central Floridians are busy
afterward that they should have
Leave it out and hopefully it will
blow away and become somebought ,b ottles of water instead
preparing again.
of Bacardi.
Home Depot stores are low
body else's problem.)
Most students 'didn't bother
We can only imagine what it
on lumber. In those few stores
even trying to get to a house;
that still have plywood, cusmust have been like for those .
instead, they chose to remain in
tomers are limited to how many
who lived in the pre-meteorolotheir rock-solid apartment build- pieces they can purchase. Gengy Florida era We can be thankings. Anyone who believes that
erators, flashlights and batteries
ful that technology has come so
these apartment buildings can
far in predicting these lifeare all being grabbed off the
withstand wind gusts of 100
shelf faster than they can put
threatening storms.
mph are certainly Darwin
Still, that information isn't
them up.
Award-worthy.
·
any help if we Q.on't use it. Yes,
Gas stations are seeing a
Frances still may skirt us in the
Most complexes near campus spike in sales this week as cus· lost a significant amount of sid. end. But the lessons of Hurritomers fill up knowing that a
ing and many had tree damage.
cane Charley should not be forsevere shortage is due to come.
At Boardwalk Apartments, resiThe memory of pumps that did- gotten. Pay attention. and be pre. dents were trapped for a day by
pared.
n't work because they were

I

: UCF's reality

·

Reality television has .once again proved
me wrong. It has, in fact, brainstormed and
come up with even worse shows for
national television.
This time, it's personal.
In fact, even my university has sunken
fo a new low, right down there with the
reality television mongers. The two have
decided to merge, right in the middle of
rily campus. The reality series Big Man on
Campus has decided to take its commercial
interests to UCF ["In search of the
BMOC," Aug. 30].
Big Man on Campus has selected my
college to host its national reality series.
One man from the chosen campus takes
his pick from 12 eligible bachelorettes.
Squnds like a fantastic idea! That's where
it goes wrong.
First off, just take a moment to think
about how this appears to our parents, to
other college students and university-level
educators around the nation. I am shocked
and appalled that my university would
choose to host such trash television. Since ·
when did my campus turn into a nationally
aired date-o-rama, a campus-wide dating
meat market? .
Secondly, how are the women of UCF
not outraged about this reality show? One
single man out of our diverse university
population goes on a few cheap dates and
picks his favorite "catch" out of the 12
women who are lined up for his convenience. Haven't we all seen these tired, sexist programs? Nobody really ends up
happy with their human prize. Yet women
are lining up to score a chance to cheapen
themselves with the aid of Big Man on
Campus.
· If this show is' such an honor, why didn't
they pick Yale? Perhaps Yale didn't want
that kind of environment for their stu:. ·

dents, and I feel UCF should consider: what
this might be dorng to some of its student
population for the sake of its own cheap
promotion.
..,.... BRENNA MARTIN

Primary misinformation

A little more research is in order for this
article ["Senate primary has impact ·
beyond Florida," Aug. 30]. Former U.S. Sen.
Connie Mack was elected in 1988, defeating Democrat Buddy McKay. Mack, a
Republican, was subsequently re-elected in
1994 over Hugh Rodham (Hillary Rodham
Clinton's brother) and retired in 2000. He
never lost a Senate· election.
Our current senator from Florida, Bill
Nelson, was only elected to the Senate in
2000. He narrowly won over Bill Mccollum in the year of the hanging chad.
FYI, the first female U.S. senator elected
in Florida was Republican Paula Hawkins
in 1980. She held office until 1986, when .
she was defeated by our current senator,
Bob Graham.

..
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- BRYAN STEWART

Still paying for Rec Center

My roommate and I were discussing
just now how much we pay in our tuition
for the Recreation C~nter, but now we
·
have to pay again for a different one ...
hmm. So let me ask this: Should we pay
twice to work out at a gym once?
I am not going to pay to work out at
another gym, It is not our fault that UCF
constructed a non-hurricanf;! proof facility
["Hurridne 'wrecks' center," Aug. 23]. The
"Freshman 15" is not on my agenda for this
semester.
Down with paying double to make my
arms look beautiful.
- DAVIN HOMAN AND KRIS BELVIS

The' Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555..
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CAMPUS

'What did you learn from
Hurricane Charley?'

JORDAN SCHAGRIN

DARRAH WINKLER

RONDA JORDAN

Health service administration

Communications

Radio and television

"Don't clean up after just one
hurricane when you know there is
gonna be another one."

(entral 1loriba 1uture

.READERVIEWS

,

"If I park my car next to a tree, I'll get
a new one."

"Make sure my gas tank is full. I mean,
full. Acar charger for the cell phone is

also a must."

The Ce11/rol Florida F11ture Is a free Independent campus newspaper sroing tl1e IJniYer>ity of Central lloilda. Opinions in the Future are those of tl1e indi\idual oolumnlst and not necessarily those
of the editorial stall or tl1e Univer>ity Mministralion. AU conlalt Is property of the eenimJ f1orlda P11h1re :u1d may not be reprinted In part or in whole "1thout permls.<ion from the publisher.
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MATT BRENNAN
Communications

· "Next time 1'~-buy more booze."

Political science

"It was a rude awak ning and I'm sure
I'll be ready for Frances."

Undeclared

"Find a cute gir.i~ to party with and
$100 worth of iquor."
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Your 6-piece gift free with any 19.50 Clinique purchase

•

'
.

.I.

Deluxe size
Dramatic.ally
. Different
Moisturizing
lotion

Different
Lipstick in
Raspberry
Glace

• ti

r

I

Clinique Cosmetics Bag

Makeup quad including a Pair of Shades
Eye Shadow in Levey Dovey & High Impact Eye
Shadow in Fozy, Soft-Pressed Powder Blusher in
New Clover, and Glosswear Mini for Lips in Air Kiss.

New! Advanced
Stop Signs Eye SPF 15

Quantities are limited. One gift per customer. While supplies last

..
New! Dramatically Different
Moisturizing Gel.

'

. dramattcatfy
different

moistµrizing gel

. Perfect for oilier skin. Now Clinique's finest
moisture drink is available in a refreshing gel.
This lightweight formula works to soften,
' smooth and improve.
Shown: 4.2 fl. oz. bottle with pump. $22
Also available in a travel-size 1.7 fl. oz tube. $11

,,

100% fragrance free. Allergy tested.

fE:\

'

.

.

~ Clinique. Proud sponsor of the 5th Annual Latin GRAMMY"' Awards.

*Burdines-macys
'

·

www.burdinesmacys.com

TO ORDER CALL 1·800·334·SHOP EVERY DAY 8 AM -11 PM
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The prestigious Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program is designed to help students get into graduate school and succeed_.
If you meet the qualifications, you. may be one of the students selected _as a McNair Scholar at UCF, so apply NOW.
•~

;;

...

•. Enrolled full time as a UCF student with a minimum 3.0 GPA
• US citizen or permanent US residency status
·Completion of 60 - 90 credit hours
·A seriou.s interest in pursuing graduate study leading to the Ph. D.
• Qualify as first-generation college student with financial need

and/or
·Member of group that is underrepresented in graduate education
(African American, Hispanic American, Native American, Alaskan Native)
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ALL
·Speakers!
. ·Social events!

JUNIORS

-~---

• Faculty mentors!
• Statewide
networking!
......

____

• Workshops to prepare you for doctoral studies
• Earn a $2,800 stipend ·for summer research experience
·Free summer course in research methodology
• Workshops to get you into the graduate program of your choice
·Teaching classes to prepare you for being a GTA (Graduate Teaching Assistant)
• Trip to nationaJ McNair conference
·
• ~radua_t~ adm~ssion fee_waiv~~ fro~ -~artic~~ating institutions
.

www.undergraduatestudies.ucr edu/mcnair/home htril
and select McNair Scholars Progr~m from the menu, or
- call the ·McNair Scholars program at 0 -

·TO apply, go to:

3- 81

On campus, come by the McNair. office in the Classroom
Bldg. 1 Rm. 302 or e-mail us at McNair@rrail.ucf.edu, .
and we'll send you an application.
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Post pep ral,l y party @
Wackadoos
Including Food and Drink
Specials

·'
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State & Nation ·
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Colorado continues restructuring

Years since UCF
volleyball opened a
season at home
)

Years volleyball will
have to wait after
the UCF Fall Classic
was cancelled due to
Hurricane Frances

J

Weeks UCF cross
country will wait to
start its ~eason after
the UCF Invitational
was cancelled

:1

)

J
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-. Briefs
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UCFvs.
Wisconsin

Points Wisconsin is
favored by in
Saturday's football
season opener

·

.

·

BRETI HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF taHback Alex Haynes will lead the Knights' offense against the No. 22-ranked Wisconsin Badgers Saturday in Madison, Wis. Haynes needs 630 yards to break the UCF rushing record.

Due to Hurricane
Frances flying right
at Orlando, U~F cross
country was forced
to cancel the UCF
Invitational this
weekend. Previously,
Hurricane Charley
had downed a
number of trees on
cross country's
course, but workers
had successfully
cleaned them up.
The meet was
cancelled due to rain
and mud from this
past week's
. numerous storms:

Upcoming
Men's soccer heads
to Colorado Springs
tomorrow to take on
Air Force ...
Women's soccer
travels to AlabamaBirmingham
tomorrow to
compete in the
UAB/Nike Classic ...
Volleyball hits the
,road to Baton Rouge
tomorrow to play
LSU, TCU and Rice
... Football opens
the 2004 season in
Madison; Wis.
tomorrow against
the No. 22 Wisconsin
Badgers.

AURORA, Colo. - University of Colorado Regent Jim Martin said Tuesday he
has hired a lawyer amid reports a grand jury
has concluded the regents are "unqualified"
to supervise the embattled football pro. gram.
Martin, who did not seek re-election this
year, said he consulted with Attorney General Ken Salazar's office and decided ~o hire
his own counsel. He would not elaborate.
The comments came as six regents met
privately for four hours to discuss the report
with CU President ~lizabeth Hoffman, CUBoulder Chancellor Richard Byyny and
chief legal counsel Charles Sweet. A university spokeswoman said offidals had no
comment.
Martin did not attend and he declined
comment, saying he would face criminal
·contempt charges ifhe discussed the report.
Nine women since 1997 have accused
football athletes of rape, but no. charges
have been filed. Three of the women have
sued the school in federal court,· claiming
their rights to an education were violated.
Regent Cindy Carlisle, whose husband represents one of the women, recused herself
from the meeting Tuesday and said she
would read the grand jury report after it
becomes public. ·
The grand jury began investigating in
May whether Colorado's football program
used sex and alcohol to lure recruits.
The panel, which finished meeting Aug.
19, handed up an indictment accusing former football recruiting aide Nathan Maxcey
of soliciting for a prostitute for himself. Former call girl Pasha Cowan has said Maxcey
paid her $2,500 for three call girls to visit
"very young, very athletic men" at Boulderarea hotels, though Maxcey has said any
solicitation was for him.
The regents earlier convened a commission that concluded . university officials
could have done a better job overseeing the
athletics department, but found no evidence
they condoned misconduct. The grand jury
has reportedly reached the same conclusions while singling out Boulder campus
Chancellor Richard Byyny, Athletics Director Dick Tharp and football Coach Gary
Barnett for criticism.
Salazar's spokesman, Ken Lane, said the
office does not discuss grand jury procedures.
Barnett was suspended for a limited time
followirig CU's alleged infractions, but has
since been reinstated as head coach and no
other punishments have been enforced.

Citadel holds off home opener

Wisconsin proves
bi$ challenge-for
new coaching staff
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

After a summer of questions and
uncertainty, Saturday will finally provide some answers for UCF football.
The Knights travel to Madison, WI to
face the Wisconsin Badgers to open the
2004 season. Kickoff is set for noon.
The offensive and defensive lines
have been plagued with question marks,
and the Knights are still looking for
results out of the quarterback position.

Both teams have something in common .
at the quarterback position as the
Knights and Badgers will both start
sophomores.
Steven Moffett will be the signal
caller for the Knights, while John Stocco
will be at th~ helm for WISConsin. The
UCF offensive line will be outmatched
and undersized against Wisconsin's
defensive line, but O'Leary maintains
the Knights' work-in-progress attitude.
"I think we have made strides in both
areas," O'Leary said of the offensive and
defensive lin~s during Monday's MidAmerican Conference telecast. "We've
gotten better running the ball, sustaining
blocks, and finishing blocks. And obviously when you get better offensively
running the ball, we get better defensively because you get to see it everyday.
We've llµproved probably not where I'd

O'Leary to miss opener
In two days, a new UCF football team will take the field
against the Wisconsin Badgers. But the Knights will be
without Coach George O'Leary, who will postpone his UCF
debut due to the death yesterday in New York of his mother,
Margaret. Her funeral will be Saturday.
The Knights instead will be led by offensive coordinator
Tim Salem and defensive coordinator Lance Thompson.

like to see it right now. I think that we'll
get better with each week, and we have
to continue to recruit the right players. I
think that coaching is a part of the game,
and I think that good players win big
games. We have to get more big time
players here to get that done." .
Moffett is still being challenged for
the starting job by senior backup BranPLEASE SE~

DAVIS ON B4

CHARLESTON, S.C. - The . Citadel has
postponed its home opener against nearby
Charleston Southern because of the potential that Hurricane Frances could be off the
coast of South Carolina this weekend.
Citadel officials on Tuesday canceled all
of the weekend's home athletic competitions, including two women's soccer matches in the Costco Soccer Classic.
Wednesday
afternoon,
Hurricane
Frances was a Class 4 storm with maximum
sustained winds of 140 mph. The storm was
located about 60 miles northeast of Grand
Turk island and about 700 miles southeast
from Florida's east coast. Projections called
for the storm to make landfall somewhere
from central Florida to North Carolina during the weekend.
The school said the decision was made
early because of the potential need to evacuate students.
"Given the circumstances, it w~s decided
that this is the appropriate decision to make
to ensure the safety and security of everyone at The Citadel," said Maj. Gen. John S.
Grinalds, president of the college.
The schools will try to reschedule,
Citadel Athletic Director Les Robinson said.
PLEASE SEE

MIAMI ON BS
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"I've always
preached family,
religion, and
football. Not going
to my mother's
funeral would be
hypocritical."
- GEORGE O'LEARY

"I have an experienced staff. All three
coordinators been
there before and
they pretty much do
what they need to
do. It's not like I'm
leaving them with a
bunch of rookies. I
stayed out of a lot of
things at practice
today to see liow
~hey handled the
.field"

..
~

-O'lEARYON
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• .WISCONSIN OPENER
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Depth and experience are key for last title
Women pick up
-win and loss
over weekend
CARISSA GRAZEL .
Staff Writer

I

No matter whom you ask
they'll tell you - UCF women's
soccer is good
The Knights were voted No. 1
in the Atlantic Sun Preseason
Coaches' Poll, ranked No. 7 in the
Southeast Region and received
votes in the Soccerbuzz.com
national preseason Top 30 poll.
Add to that three consecutive ASun titles, eight returning starters,
a dynamic coach and a front line
unaltered by graduation and UCF
.seems on the verge of a dynasty.
"This team is my best team

yet," said sixth-year Coach
Amanda Cromwell, citing the
Knights quality and immense
depth as invaluable strengths.
This year's team started their
season an ocean away from the
Florida heat, playing eight .preseason games in Europe. Said
Cromwell: ''.A.huge benefit [of the
trip to Europe] was team bonding
and the overall team experience."
Friendship wasn't the only
thing that came to fruition for the
Knights in Europe. Their veteran
offense scored a blistering 31
goals in eights games. Sophomore
Monique Fireall led the offensive
attack with five goals, while the
Knights finished 7-0-1 for the trip,
recording four shutouts as well.
However, the Knights opened
their season 1-1 last weekend at
home, showing the effects of high
expectations and lengthy travel.
'We had some dead legs from the
travel and everything. We're still

recovering just a bit," Cromwell
said
In a 2-1 win over Florida International University, the Knights
showed their offensive depth as
sophomore Kate McCain came
off the bench to score the team's
winning goal with 15 minutes
remaining in regulation. Also
scoring was sophomore Shannon
Wmg with assists coming from
tri-captain Becca Eshelman and
sophomore Jessalyn Withers.
In their second game of the
weekend the Knights were
defeated 1-0 by defending
Atlantic-10 Conference champ
Dayton. The loss came despite
the fact th~t UCF out-shot the
Flyers 9-2 in the second period
and keeper Julie· Snamari recorded four saves.
·
"I think we physically have all
the talent and effort, but we can
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PLEASE SEE

SENIORS ON B4

Senior Allison Blagriff has earned Atlantic Sun Tournament MVP honors for two consecutive seasons.

BETWEEN THE LINES - UCF VS. WISCONSIN MATCH UP

Wisconsin has advantage in Saturday matchup
Badgers' running
game plays big role
in season opener

•
•

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

It's finally here.
Eight months of expectations, a
strenuous offseason program followed
by three weeks of grueling practices in
the Central Florida sun culminate Saturday with Coach George O'Leary's
debut on the sidelines as UCFs football
coach.
First stop: Madison, Wis., and the
21st-ranked Badgers.
Let's break it down ...

•
•

•

.,.

UCF Offense vs. Wisconsin Defense
Advantage: Wisconsin
Believe it or not, the Golden Knights
can exploit a dent in the Badgers' armor
by runnirtg the ball. Even though UCF
was among the worst teams in Division
I-A in rushing offense last season,
O'Leary has renewed a commitment to
the run, slogging down the field and
chewing up the clock. Alex Haynes has
an opportunity to make .an impact on
national TV with a big game, and he
will get at least 20 carries.
Meanwhile, the Badgers average 142
rushing yards per game. Bret Bielema
will coach his first game as Wisconsin's
new defensive coordinator. They will
look to improve on the 3.9 yards per
carry and 21 rushing IDs they gave up
in2003.
.
UCF's passing attack will be exploited against Wisconsin. A young offensive line, coupled with a quarterback
making his fifth career start under center, may spell disaster in long-yardage
situations. UCF's only aerial hope is for
Steven Moffett to connect with his talented receivers on third downs.
''We have some skilled kids on
offense that have ability to do things
with the ball when it's in their hands,''
O'Leary said.
They might get their chances Wisconsin averaged giving up 12.2
yards per catch last season. UCF's

BRITT HART I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTUl\t

Senior UCF wide receiver Tavaris Capers will once again lead the Knights' receiving corps as quarterback Steven Moffett's No. 1option. Capers pulled in less than 600 yards last season due to the team's quarter~ack dilemma.

biggest chore will be limiting turnovers
on offense. The Knights turned the ball
over 34 times last season.

Wisconsin offense vs. UCF defense
Advantage: Wisconsin
For the Badgers, moving the ball
begins and ends with senior tailback
Anthony Davis. The Sporting News'
preseason first-team All-American is
the latest in a long line of great Wisconsin running backs. But after rushing for
more than 1,400 yards in his first two
years, injuries limited him to just 682
yards in 2003.
UCFs improved defensiye line will
have problems with Wisconsin's enormous offensive line. The Badgers average more than 300 pounds per man in
the trenches, and Barry Alvarez's boys
should have their way with UCF's
undersized front four.
"Defensively I think [our] secondary
area is probably the strength of the
defense. There are some good athletes
back there that can do a lot of different
things," O'Leary said
Wisconsin has never been a passing
powerhouse. John Stocco takes over for

Jim Sorgi under center, directing an efficient, take-what-they-give-us passing
game that averaged just more than 217
yards per game last year. UCFs secondary can take advantage of this weakness, but that is dependent on the front
seven containing Davis - something
very few teams have done in the past
three years.

UCF special teams vs.Wisconsin special teams
Advantage: UCF
·
,
Should UCF manage to stay close,
they have an advantage in the right leg
of place-kicker Matt Prater. Although
he will not punt this year, he has a
strong leg, and will be counted on to
deliver points. UCF will also get a first
look at new punter Aaron Home.
While Tavaris Capers and Luther
Huggins are explosive weapons on
special teams, one of UCF's many
Achilles' heels last year was special
teams coverage. UCF's opponents
averaged almost 10 yards per punt and
18 yards per kickoff return last year.
Wisconsin's senior place-kicker
Mike Allen made just nine-of-12 field
goal attempts a year ago, and for his

career is just 27-for-40. RJ Morse is an
average punter, and his covei:age unit
also gave up 9.3 yards per punt return
in 2003. The key is punt returner Jim
Leonhard, who averaged almost 14
yards per punt return, with two scores
a year ago.

Coaching
Advantage: Push
George O'Leary steps back on the
collegiate sideline for the first time in
more than three years on Saturday,
leading a young UCF team into a hostile Camp Randall Stadium. Although
he made a career out of making the
most of what he had at Georgia Tech,
O'Leary is acutely handcuffed by the
youth of his team. Mistakes will be
part of the growing pains, so his
scheme will go out of its way to limit
them.
"I think that coaching is a part of the
game," 'O'Leary said, "and I think that
good• players win big games. We have
to get more big-time players here to
get that done."
Barry Alvarez is in his 15th year at
Wisconsin, and has had just two losing

.

seasons since 1993. The Badgers are a
force in the Big tJ.O again in 2004;
despite the loss of their quarterbac~
and top receiver from the previous
season. Early season losses have bit hj~
team over the years, including last se~i
son, when the Badgers dropped a 23·i
decision to UNLV in Madison.
~:

•

•

....

Intangibles
Advantage: Wisconsin

;:
::

Although there is a renewed fervGr'
for football in east Orlando with the
arrival of O'Leary, UCF is still an ine!-·
perienced bunch, and mistakes befotc}
a hostile crowd, like what they wiij'
face in Madison, will hurt them earlY."
WiscQnsin is coming off of a mod-,
est 7-6 season that ended in a loss in
the Music City Bowl to Auburn. How-·
ever, expectations are high as exempli-'
fled by their preseason rankings (No.
21 in The Associated Press Poll, No. 20
in the USA Today/ ESPN Coaches'
Poll), and hopes are high for a fourt4
Rose Bowl for the Badgers under
Alvarez. They hope that this season
opener against UCF will be the first
stop on the road to Pasadena
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12000 co11eu1a1e wav

11651 UniVersitv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

:i

• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Break.fas~
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime
•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p

• Limited Maid Service
• Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant ,

•.High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

)
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO~ FL 32837
RAN.DY SNYDER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Senior Akron quarterback Charlie Frye will try to help lead the Zips to the top of the MAC East division standings.
.
.

"

,.»•

Future sports staff takes a

stab at some MAC predictions
Matt's MAC Picks
East

Jeff's MAC Picks
'East

(1) Marshall

(2) UCF
(3) Marshall
(4) Akron
(5) Kent State
(6) Ohio
(7) Buffalo

(2) Marshall
(3) Miami
- (4)UCF
• (5) Kent State
. (6) Ohio
v
(7) Buffalo

.

(2)Akron
(3) Miami
(4) UCF
(5) Kent State
(6) Ohio
(7) Buffalo

West

West

AND 0% FllNCING!

West

•• (1) NIU

(1) Toledo

• (2) Toledo
· ' (3) Bowling Green
• (4) Western Michigan
(5) Ball State
(6) Eastern Michigan
(7) Central Michigan

(2) Northern Illinois
(3) Bowling Green
(4) Eastern Michigan
(5) Ball State ·
(6) Western Michigan
(7) Central Michigan

-

IG DISCOllTS1
UNBEUEVABLEBATES

Ashley's MAC Picks
East

(1) Miami

(1) Akron

·•

)

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

(1) Toledo
(2)NIU

(3) Bowling Green
(4) Ball State
(5) Western Michigan
(6) Eastern Michigan
(7) Central Michigan

CALL USAT(407) 851-3800
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM

.

SGA Medieval March
to Penn State
.UCF Football vs. Penn State
Sept. 18th 2004
.
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FREE TRANSPORTATION

FREE HOTEL

FREE GAME TICKETS

You Can Be A Winner
For More Information Log. On To•.•

. sga.ucf.edu
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--
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Seniors left with bad taste
after two-straight NCM losses

Davis provides tOugh ground
game for Wisconsin offense
FROM

Bl

don Sumner and redshirt freshman
Kyle Israel, who also spent time calling
plays for the first team during summer
practices.
"I think our quarterbacks are talented athletes that obviously don't
have enough grass underneath their
feet as far as enough sunrises to sunsets and experience is concerned,"
O'Leary said. "They all can throw the
ball well which I think is the munber
one thing I look for in a quarterback.
And they all have a good head on their
shoulders, .so they can make the right
decisions, which I think is critical for
young quarterbacks. And they basically do the things necessary to get you in
a good play, and out of a bad play."
Alex Haynes will lead the Knights'
running game, but O'Leary still has
plans to utilize' junior Dontavius
Wilcox and true freshman Curtis
Francis.
"Alex will get his opportunities, but
I'll play all three tailbacks," O'Leary
said. "I've been impressed with Curtis
;Francis, a true freshman, as far as his
ability to see daylight, and get .things
going."
While the offensive line might be
inexperienced, Haynes appears to
have put a great amount of effort into
his offseason workout. Accompanying
the trio of running backs is a deep
group ofwide receivers, led by seniors
Tavaris Capers and Luther Huggins.
Wisconsin Coach Barry ·Alvarez is
well aware of the threat that the UCF
tailbacks pose.
"My first reaction would be speed,"
Alvarez said of his concerns with
UCF's offense during the Big Ten's
teleconference. '~I study the personnel that is returning from last year's
team, I see speed, which you would
expect from a Florida team. You see a
multitalented quarterback, a quarterback that can beat with you with his
hands, with his arm, and with his feet.
You see two good running backs and,
from what I read, a true freshman that
is legitimately an excellent running
back and an excellent group' of wide
receivers and a big tight end that can
run.

So, offensively, they present a lot of
problems with the speed that you
would expect. Defensively, the same
thing, although I think their secondary,
their safety zone fu the secondary are
very physical as well."
Wisconsin enters the season
ranked 22nd in the USA Today/ESPN
Coaches poll and 21st in the Associated Press preseason Top 25. The Bad- .
. gers are led by Alvarez, who has been
at Wisconsin for 14 seasons and compiled a career record of 99-67-4.
"They're a well-coached team, and
we have a lot of unknowns," O'Leary
said. "That's the big problem anyt4ne
you play a first game. They have a new
coordinator there, and just how much
they retain of their old system. Then
we have a lot of young players just
how they react on the field, and how
they handle that type of situation will
be interesting."

COURIBY Of WISCONSIN ATHLETICS

Senior Wisconsin tailback Anthony Davis could be a top Heisman candidate if he can stay healthy this season.

. Wisconsin's offense carries a solid the schemes or the base that he used
balance of passing and rushing, and is , defensively at Minnesota. You don't
anchored by senior tailback and early know whether the offense will use
Reisman sleeper Anthony Davis. their new coordinator scheme or a
Davis missed five games last season scheme that they used at Georgia
and lost a lot of playing time in four Tech, which is similar to the Maryland
other games due to ankle injuries.
scheme. It goes·on and on.''.
"I think he's outstanding," O'Leary
Another obstacle the Knights will
said of Davis. "He's a great daylight face is the use of instant replay in the
runner, he runs strong, and makes game. O'Leary claims that he didn't
. people miss. When you run behind a have a hand in the decision-making on
big line like Wisconsin has, it only the use of the controversial process,
makes him better because I think if he but nevertheless it is something UCF
gets into your second level I think he's will just have to deal with.
"I'm used to instant replay from the
extremely dangerous. He makes
enough guys miss in the hole.
pros, but it's not exactly what the pros
"He's a running back that you look have," O'Leary said "I've never been a ·
for. They make the cut in the hole, not big believer in instant replay. I think if
before it so you got to make .sure you you're going to do it, I think you go the
know where you belong defensively route the NFL goes. But obviously it's
for a responsibility standpoint."
a lot more expensive to do it that way.
The Badgers have some concern I understand why the Big Ten is doing
with their depth at running back as it, and obviously it's a good Big Ten
second stringer Dwayne Smith will rule. Big Ten to Big Ten. I know the
miss the season due to a heart ailment. conference voted on doing it, and
Prior to the health discovery, Smith again I'm anxious to see how it does
was already facing punishment after work with a Big Ten official in the
pleading not guilty to sexual assault stands."
·
charges earlier in May.
'O'Leary's first season with the
Alvarez admits that he is uncertain Knights marks his eighth season as a
how to prepare for this new UCF college football head coach. He spent
team. The two squads have never seven seasons as the head coach at
faced off before and the Wisconsin Georgia Tech, where he was twice
coach expects to see many similarities named ACC "Coach of the Year" and
between the 2004 Knights and in 2000 received Bobby Dodd
O'Leary's Yellow Jackets in the 1990's. "National Coach of the Year" honors.
"It's a much more difficult preparaDue to the ensuing Hurricane
tion because you don't know exactly Frances, the UCF football team will
what they're going to do," Alvarez said postpone its return to Orlando. Norprior to the news of O'Leary's absence. mally the team returns following the
''You don't know if they will take the game, but UCF athletic officials will
coach's former team and use the not allow the team to depart from ·
schemes that he used at Georgia Tech. Madison until Frances has cleared
You don't know whether he will use Orlando.

81

. "What sets us apart from other
teams is that we like each other. We get
work on being mentally stronger," along really well on the field and offthe
Eshelman said "Over the weekend we field," Snaman said
were the better team; it was just mental
With a tough schedule including
issues."
· games late in the season with in-state
''We have to finish better," Cromwell powerhouses Florida State and Miami,
said, echoing the sentiment of Eshel- A-Sun success will not be easy.
,
man.
"Over the weekend we played tWo
With a team returning 21 overall good teams," Cromwell said "Definiteplayers from a championship season ly with the competition and the schedlast year, the Knights certainly havethe . ule we play, anyone can beat anyone.
depth needed to win.
We don't have any gimmes on our
Leading the offensive charge will be schedule."
Eshelman, who last year was chosen to
In addition to winning the A-Sun in
the First Team All-Atlantic Sun, A-Sun their final year in the conference, the
All Tournament Team and the All- ladies have some additional motivation
Southeast Region Third Team.
for this year's postseason.
'
Also fierce in the front will be junAfter a disappointing 3:2 doubleiors Jennifer Montgomery and Court- overtime loss to Sunshine State rival
ney Baines.
Florida in the opening round of tlie
"I have no idea who our leading 2003 NCAA Tournament, the Knights'
scorer will be this year. It could be any- q.ave their sights set on redemption:
one," Cromwell said of the team's This goal is particularly important to
depth. ''We have a lot of goal-scoring the seniors on the team.
threats." ·
"In all my years [at UCF] we've lbst
Dominating in the midfield will inthefirstround[oftheNCAAtourna~
once again be senior tri-captain and ment],'' Eshelman said "I jtist want the
two-time A-Sun Tournament MVP team to get better and move past the'
Allison Blagrlfl: Another threat will be first round"
'
McCain, whose ability was already
Before the team can begin to set its'
showcased in the victory over FIU, as sight on postseason accolades, it must
well as sophomores Shannon Wmg and travel through a treacherous schedule
Jessalyn Withers who started the first continuing this weekend at the Nike
two games for the Knights.
Classic in Birmingham, Ala
.Keeping the back line solid· will be
The Knights will face the returning
the addition of transfers Jessica Hall- Conference USA Champs and host
gren and Kelsey Kravec. The two will team University of Alabama - Birm:
boost the already experienced defense ingham on Friday. The Blazers are comand speed of tri-captain JoAnna Black . ing off their best year in school history
and junior Summer Savage.
and were ranked No. I in their conferThe duo ofgoalkeepers Snaman and ence as well as No. 8 regionally in a sotBeth Harless returns in front of the net cerbuzz.com poll. On Sunday the ut;F
hoping to match their impressive num- J.a:dies take on a Minnesota team under
bers of last season with a 0.84 goals- new Coach Mikki Denney Wright.
against-average, which ranked second
Entering the classic, Cromwell said
in the A-Sun. Snaman has started the that her team simply needed to pley a
season strong with four shutouts in lot better.
Europe and four saves in the loss to
Motivated by high preseason expecDayton.
tations and a desire for success the
The team also plans to build on the Knights have the strength to make 2004
camaraderie formed in Europe and use a terrific season and continue their soc:
that to their advantage on the field
cer dynasty.
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Junior Courtney Baines is one of the many offensive threats UCF women's soccer will field this season.

..,

FORM THE HALI-TIME TUNNEL ON THE CITRUS BOWL RELD •,MEET JIND CHILL WITH NEW FRIENDS!~ ·:
CHARTER BUSES TD CITRUS BOWL JIND BACK TD CAMPUS • T-SHIRTS JIND BIUEJIWJIYS
BE JI PART DI UCl'S NEWEST TRJID"IDN • TlllL BATE PREBJIME PARTY JIT THE STADIUM**
.
.. f;.'

JUST FOR UCF FRESHMEN!

. r----------------------------------------, ~
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
'
l~

f.r.

ONLY FIRST 1,000.ARE ELIGIBLE

l~

:1
I ,
I- .

WHEN: SEPT. 11, 2004 UCF vs. WEST
VIRGINIA, 3 P.M. UNTILP

WHERE: MEET IN FRONT OF
THE UCF.ARENA AT 3 P.M.

COST: ONLY $15 EACH!*

CAMPUS ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

EMAIL ADDRESS_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

'I''

~

... ,,
I

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE UCF ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION, INC.
CONFIRMATION EMAILS WILL BE SENT OUT. MEET ON CAMPUS AT THE UCF ARENA NO LATER THAN
3:00 P.M. ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2004. PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO THE SPORTS MAR·
KETING OFFICE, WAYNE DENSCH BUILDING, ROOMS 130 G OR Hor P.O. BOX 16355, ORLANDO, FL 32816-3555

QUESTIONS? EMAIL gert@mail.ucf.edu. *No refunds.. **No alcohol consumption will be allowed prior to or during the game.
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CAMPUS PHONE_ _ _ __ _ CELL PHONE_ _ __
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_

HOME PHONE_ _ _ _ __

METHOD OF PAYMENT
CASH_ _ _ __ CHECK_ _ _ __
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Hurricane.Fritnces ·derails

•

volleyball's season opener
Knigh~ head to

Baton Rouge to
face LSU instead
MATIDUNAWAY
Senior StaffWriter

-.

The 2004 volleyball seasQn
set to open up with a ·
weekend of tough non-conference matches at the UCF Fall
., classic.
Hurricane l'ranc~s has
Qtller plans for UCF athletics,
ai;id the Knights have had to
' s_t;ttle with a road trip to
Louisiana State University
instead. UCF will still face off
against LSU, but Indiana Purdue-Fort Wayne and Cleveland State, the other two
!!Cnools scheduled to take part
in the UCF Fall Classic, will be
replaced by Texas Christian
University and Rice.
·
The originally scheduled
, ~·
UCF Fall Classic would have
BRITT jiART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
11\arked the first time since Michelle Spaleta is one of the seniors that will lead UCF volleyball against LSU this weekend.
20Cll that the Knights opened
, · the season at the UCF Arena ship roles.
. ber of the 2001 Junior Olympic
· {,JCF will now challenge LSU
"Tanya [Jarvis], Amanda team.
.
the Pete Maravich Assem- [Stoutjesdyk], and Michelle
Kuzmic and Fierce coupled
bly Center in Baton Rouge.
[Spaleta] are leading this team with all-SEC outside hitters
..,
"LSU will be a challenge for through their style of play," Regan Hooa, 479 kills, and Lau- .
us right off tl;ie bat, because · Colado said.
ren Leaumont, 342 kills, proth~y are a team filled with
There will also be a ·new . vide a· challenge right off the
iriternational players," Coach face on the UCF bench. The bat for the Knights.
•
Meg
~olado said. "Internadeparture of Assistant Coach
Scouting TCU
tional players generally tend to Fredrick Wagner opened the
The TCU Horned Frogs
be .a little more experienced door for Sam Ojie to fill the ·were originally set to travel to
Gainesville to compete against
"' and typically commit fewer vacancy.
· errors."
·
Ojie comes to UCF from the Florida Gators at the Gator
, UCF enters the weekend Tulane, where a Green Wave Invitational. However like the
with five new faces. Four of hitter earned C9nference USA UCF . Fall Classic, the Gator
<11
the five new faces are fresh- honors four times in Ojie's five Invitational was cancelled as
i;nen, but are ready to make an seasons. His presence has been well. TCU made immediate
instant impact on the program felt right away during training plans to travel to Baton Rouge
ready to make fans forget about camp and practice, where he to face a different Florida foe in
• ..Colado'~ first two recruits; for- conducts ball control move- UCF.
· TCU Coach Prentice Lewis
mer setter Jenny Frank and ments.
:libero Lindsey Whalen.
"Sam brings an incredible will lead the Frogs, who finOutside hitter Schanell Nei- amount of experience 'not only ished last season with an over11
.derworder emerged during as a player, but a coach on so . all record of20-16 and a schooltraining camp as the number many different levels," Colado best conference record of 5-8.
one option on the right side. · said. 'We are on the same page The Frogs are led by junior
1
:Last season Neiderworder led with not only the technical -middle blocker Erin Estep and
,the state of Colorado in kills aspects of the game, but with junior outside hitter Hayley
;leading her squad to a runner- how we feel the girls should be Harmon.
'Up finish in the state tourna- treated."
·
,f ii ment.
Here's a look at this week- Scouting Rice
"She looks like an effortless end's field at the UCF Fall ClasRice was prepared for a trip
p layer out there," Colado said.~ sic.
to Miami this weekend to face
'"She has a fantastic vertical,
the Miami Hurricanes, but a
and just kind of glides out Scouting Louisiana State
different kind of hurricane
there."
LSU is ready to improve off changed those plans. In5tead of
· Colado has a lot of versatile an 11-19 season. The Tigers have facing the Hurricanes, Illinois
personal, and will have options beefed up the schedule with six and Bowling Green, the Owls
for the first time with what squads from last year's NCAA will join TCU and UCF in
offeilSive sets she can run.
Championships. Three. Tiger Baton Rouge.
"We're a pretty different opponents enter the season
The Owls are coming off a
looking team this year," Colado rariked in the top ten.
19-10 season in which they fin·Said. "We could run a 6-2, or we
The Bayou Bengals intro- ished 9-4 in Conference USA
could run a 5-L That's different duced eight new players into play. The matchup with UCF
.r. <than in the past due to being a
the .fold headlined ·by middle will give the two teams a
bit. bigger, and having a little blocker Ivana Kuzmic, who led chance to get first glimpses at
.more depth."
the NCAA in blocking as a each other, as they will be conWith Frank and Whalen freshman at Arkansas-Little 1ference opponents ·when UCF
gone the new seniors have Rock. Another piece added was makes the jump to C-USA in
transitioned nicely into leader- 15etter Heather Fierce, a mem- 2005.
~as
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Applebee's .. UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055

•
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Frances halts Florida openers
ORLANDO - The threat
:posed by Hurricane Frances
•forced
Saturday's
game
between Hampton and Jackson State, which was to be
played in Orlando's Citrus
Bowl, to be moved to Virginia,
: This is the second game
by the pending
41 ;affected
;st9rm; The Citadel has postiP<?iled its home opener
•against nearby Chariest.o n
:southern because of fears
'.Frances could be off the South
:carolina coast by Saturday.
Other Florida schools are
1
• ;waiting to see Frances' track
•before deciding whether to
:c~cel or postpone their sea'son · openers. No. 11 Florida
:hosts Middle Tennessee State
;on Saturday night, and No. 5
'Flprida State plays sixth;ranked Miami on Monday
might at the Orange Bowl.
· Additional games that may
,be affected are Florida Inter.national's opener against
Jacksonville on Thursday, and ·
:Savannah St. versus Bethune1Cookman on Saturday night
;at'. Jacksonville's Alltel Stadi- ·
•um.
: In baseball, the Florida
'Marlins said they have not
.decided whether to postpone
:any of this weekend's threegame series against the
Chicago Cubs, which are
isc'.heduled to begin Friday
night.
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KEGS
10
GO
· Domestic/Imported .
•Budweiser
• Coors Lite • Bud Lite
• Miller Lite • lee House & ,

Domesti1 Kegs.•• '46" +
Budwiser___ s46
. ·Budlight •-- s46 99 -+K·illians Red ___ 5 68 99 -+Yuengling ___ s68 99 -+Heineken ___ 5 1 24 99 -+Becks ___ 5 1 24 99 -+Miller Li·g .ht ___ 5 48 99 -+Ice House ___ . 5 48 99 -+Tucher___ 5 1 59 99 +
Guinness ___ s1 64 99 -+99 -+-

'

407-482-1900
12090 Collegiate Way
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's
,t •
65< credit cord charge on delivery

Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Fl·a vor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ..... : .................. .............3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ............... :.................... 6.49
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....................................8.99
20 (1or2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) ..... : ........ ........ ... 11 .99
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)......................... 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ...................... 27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ......... ..... ........ 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ................... .47.99
Add Celery . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ... .. .. . .. .. .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch... ..................... .. .69
Add fries to any Wing order ............ ............... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket
(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Plain OR any ohe of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Bleu (;heese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
· Dipped or On Side
3 (1 Flavor) ·· ··· · ··········~··········· ........................ 3.99
5 (1 Flavor) ......................................... ......... .. 6.29
10 (1 Flavor) ............................................. .... 11.99.
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) .......................... ... ....... 21 .99
50 (Up to 3 .Flavors) ........................... ... .... ..47.99

ONLY$ ]99+
.

·BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University. & Dean Rd., N ext to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443 .

Hours: Mon. Sun. 11 am - 2am ~
!"'

-

29

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mf!yo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast• Fried Chicken Breast • 1/2 lb Burger

Pick your Flavor ·
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Addittonar$.99

Wedge F·ries ................ Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ............... .Regular 2.99
......................................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................ .Regular 2.29
............ :...............................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella S~icks (5) ...............,.......................4.49
Fried Mushrooms ............. :...............................4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ....,._. ..................99
Garden Salad .................................................. 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Kid'z Menu
5 Wings & Wedge Fries................................ ... 5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries................... 5.49

Soft Drinks
Cans ........................ ................. . 99
2-Lite r .......... ............................2.49

Cheesecake. .... ... ........ ... ........ ... 2.49
Brownies ....... .. .......................... 1.49

~~~~n~e~ .$1.~!!Lll' off it:~'"'

KIRIN ICHBAN

~------......-~

•

Chicken Finger ·B asket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries..................... ........ .... 7.49

CIGARETTES• CHIPS• CANDIES

(Sept. All beer going up·in price)

served w/Wedge Fries*$7
•substitutions available for
an additional charge

Fresh.Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Pick your Flavor

GOOD QUALITY WINE
12 PK SPECIAL BEER PRICE

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers

·- - -·1-.. · - - - -

$9 minimum order • $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

"They're ex~iting. You can put the ball in
their hands, hofd your breath, and they
can make some things happen."

"We've gotten better running the ball, sustaining blocks and finishing
blocks. And obviously when you get better offensively running the ball,
we get better defensively, because you g~t to see it every day."
-COACH GEORGE O'LEARY

- OFFENSIVE COORDINATOh TIM SALEM
ON UCF'S RECEIVERS

over.
UCF football is,back.
I -

BRITT HART I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore qu<1rterback and offensive multi-threat Steven Moffett leads the passing attack for the.Knights this season after an offseason of preparing and learning a new system.

PLAYERS TO WATCH
QB - #9 Steven Moffett

WR - #5 Luther Huggins

Ahighly touted recruit out of Winter Park, the starting role belongs to Moffett for now.
He has seen his share of competition at the position in the preseason,but he has the
talent to become the next in a line of successful UCF quarterbacks. Moffett enters the
season bigger and stronger and needs to take advantage' of a talented group of
receivers and a deep backfield.

Huggins only had 26 receptions for 375 yards last season but showed tflat he has
explosive speed on punt ~nd kickoff returns.Along side C~pers, Huggins must also step
up as a senior leader for the Knights.This tandem has the talent and ability to match
UCF's last duo of 1,000-yard receivers Doug Gabriel and Jimmy Fryzel.

RB - #4 Alex Haynes

SS - #24 Atari Bigby

·

:

Haynes needs 630 yards to break the UCF career rushing r.ecord, but he'll face two
obstacles along the way: staying healthy and an inexperienced offensive line. Haynes
has received praise for a solid'Work ethic and training regimen in the offseason and is
admittedly in t.he best shape of his life.

WR - #7 Tavaris Capers

•

Capers led the Knights in receiving last season, but the speedy and crafty s~nior didn't
have a chance to show the potential that he believes he has due to a revolving door of
quarterbacks. Capers will again lead a strong group of receivers and must maintain a
leadership role on this young UCF team.
·

WR - #81 Brandon Marshall .

.

Bigby led the Knights in tackfes in 2003, which is a statistic that is unorthodox for a
safety. Bigby is the standout athlete on the UCF defense and he is the type of player
· that can make his teammates around him better with his leadership. The Knights need
· to make sure that Bigby doesn't lead the team in. tackles this year.The defensive line
will have to step up to make sure Bigby's day is easier.

Brandon Marshall has the talent and size to become a dominating wide receiver, but
the choice is his if he wants to showcase that potential. Marshall had a breakout game
against Florida Atlantic last year but also faltered due to the team's quarterback
problems.

LB- #22 Gerren Bray

.

·

Bray has shown strong work ethic and talent to earn the starting role at strongside
linebacker. Teaming up with middle linebacker Stanford Rhule and Bigby, Bray helps
anchor a solid secondary for UCF.
I

PK - #36 Matt Prater
Prater emerged as one 'of the best punters in the country last year with his unorthodox
rugby punting style. Despite his success, George O'Leary has stripped Prater of the top
pynting spot, but to his benefit. Prater has a strong, accurate leg and will help the
Knights with field goals now that he can concentrate solely on place kicking .

1

•

.J
I~

"We've got acoupleof kids that haven't
started s~aving yet, and they're playing on
the offensive line."

'"We're gonnahave to really count on guys like Carrington, Nelson and
Jordan to provide some depth, make some plays for us, and hopefully
provide some leadership:'

-TIM SALEM

- DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR LANCE THO~PSON
ON THE DEFENSIVE LINE

"I think that we'll get better with each week, a.nd we,have to
continue to recruit the right players. I think that.coaching is a part
of the game, and I think that good players win big games.We have
to get more big time players here to get that done." •
- COACH GEORGE O'LEARY

SCHEDUlE BREAKDOWN
At Wisconsin: Saturday - Madison, Wis.

•

dubbed the worst team iri college football East with a 6-1 conference record. MarLast season: Wisconsin finished the by ESPN. The Knights barely squeaked by . shall defeated UCF 21-7.
Key losses: Darius Watts was the gem
2003 season 7-6 overall and 44 in the Buffalo 19-10.
Big Ten.
Key losses: Fortunately for UCF, there of Marshall's receiving corps, and now he
Key losses: Wisconsin's running aren't many differences in Buffalo's roster is a Denver Bronco.
depth took a hit with the loss of froni last season.
,
Returning studs: Marshall should be
backup Dwayne Smith to a heart
Returning studs: Junior tailbacks Dave back to dominating the MAC as long as
ailment, but nothing will prove Dawson and Aaron Leeper were the quarterback Stan Hill can avoid any
rriore hurtful to the Badgers than majority of Buffalo's offense, and they'll injuries. The senior passer could be the .
the loss of last year's standout . certainly be the core of the unit again. The best in the MAC besides Akron's Frye.
receiver Lee Evans. While last . duo could be borderline dangerous if Bw- Senior running back Earl Charles has the
season was a forgetful campaign falo's offensive line can get its act togeth- opportunity to take over this team on
offense and give the Herd a new attack.
for UCF's normally strong pass- er.
UCF X-Factor: This game should be a
ing game, the Knights will still
UCF X-Factor: Hill is a dangerous
miss the on-field leadership of gimme for the Knights, and the defensive passer and Marshall has a reputation for
backs should have no problem grabbing nasty wide receivers like Watts and
Ryan Schneider.
Returning studs: The game will some interceptions from incumbent Buf- Randy Moss. Again, this game will be
feature a inatchup of running falo quarterback P.J. Pistorik.
decided in the air, but the real task lies in
taking control of the clock with Alex
backs as the Knights' Alex Haynes
.
Haynes.
and Wisconsin's Anthony Davis Vs. Northern Illinois: Oct. 9 - Orlando
Last season: The Huskies closed 2003
will fight to control the tempo.
The injury-prone Davis will look with a 10-2 overall record and. a 4-2 con- Vs. Ohio: Nov 6- Orlando
to prove his Reisman value ference record.
Last season: Ohio finished the 2003
Key losses: Running back Michael campaign with a 2-10 .overall record and
against the inexperienced UCF
defensive line, while Haynes sets Turner was one of the best in the nation only one win in MAC play: a 28-0 trounchis sights on breaking the UCF last year, and now the Huskies will have to ing of UCF.
career rushing record.
live without his dominance. NIU will also
Key losses: Fred Ray was a multi-threat
UCF X-Factor: This game will be . miss standout receiver P.J. Fleck, who at quarterback with good talent in rushing
,fought in the trenches as George helped balance the offensive attack.
and passing. Unfortunately for Ray, Ohio's
Returning studs: Quarterback Josh offensive line couldn't give him the time
O'Leary's emphasis on the offensive
and defensive lines wjll take its first Haldi will have his hands full in repeating he needed to create plays..
Returning studs: Quarterback Ryan
step towards fruition. UCF will need to last season's glory. AJ. Harris will replace
stop Davis and leave the game in the Turner in the backfield and has enormous Hawk and running back Brad Young could
help this team emerge from the MAC East
., hansj.s Pk Wisconsin's young quarterback shoes to fill.
John Stocco. ·
·
· UCF X-Factor: NIU is notorious for cellar, but it will be a daunting task
fielding solid offensive lines, so the
UCF X-Factor: The Knights need to
Knight~' defensive line will have to swarm approach this game with one thing on ·
Vs.West Virginia: Sept. 11 - Orlando .
Last season: West Virginia finished Harris and control the Huskies' running their collective mind: revenge for a humiliating shutout at home. Moffett and his
2003 with an 8-5 overall record and 6-1 in game.
receivers should have plenty of time lea.dthe Big East. WVU defeated UCF 36-18.
ing up to thjs game to have timing and
Xey losses: The Mountaineers lost two Vs.Akron:Oct.16-0rlando
Last season: The Zips finished 2003 plays down and tear apart Ohio's lackluskey members of their defensive backfield
with the graduation of Lance Frazier and with an overall record of 7-5 and a MAC ter defense.
Brian King. Frazier and King combined for record of 5-3. Akron defeated UCF 38-24.
Key losses: The Zips lose running At Ball State: Nov. 13 - Muncie, Ind.
11 interceptions in 2003.
Last season: The Cardinals went 4 -8
Returning studs: Quarterback Rasheed back Bobby Hendry, who had 981 yards,
Marshall and tailback Kay-Jay Harris but Akron is a passing team so the.loss is overall and finished with a 3-5 MAC record.
Key losses: Talmadge Hill left BSU as
anchor an offense that should put WVU almost n.egligible.
Returning studs: Quarterback Charlie · one of the school's most prolific passers,
near the top of the Big East with the
Frye returns for his senior season and but even his talent couldn't help the Cardideparture of Miami and Virginia tech.
UCF X-Factor: Again, the Knights will very well could be the.best signal caller nals escape mediocrity last year.
Returning studs: Dante Ridgeway
need to contain WVU's Harris, but Atari in the MAC as well as a Reisman dark
returns as the Cardinals' leading receiver
Bigby and the rest of the UCF secondary horse.
UCF X-Factor: The Knights will have from last season as he racked up l,075 yards
have a tough task of .containing the
to find a way to shut down Frye. Akron and 10 touchdowns in 2003. Tailback Scott
Mountaineers' deep threat receivers.
. will p;iss the ball frequently and the UCF Blair isn't exactly worthy of stud status, but
At Penn State: Sept. 18 - University Park, Pa. corners and safeties wilt have to be sharp he was the team's leading rusher in 2003.
l:JCF X-Factor: Ball State is a taleiltLast season: Penn State finished 2003 and create some turnovers.
depleted team and l,JCF should be able to
with a 3-9 overall record and 1-7 in the
take the Cardinals down if the offense. just
At Miami of Ohio: Oct. 23 - Oxford, Ohio·
Big Ten.
Last season: The Redhawks dominated controls the clock with the run and finds a
Key losses: With as poorly as the Nittany Lions finished 2003, PSU might not their 2003 schedule and finished as the few quick touchdowns early in the game.
miss anyone as much as they'll welcome MAC champions with a 13-1 overall
record and a perfect 8-0 conference Vs. Kent State: Nov. 20 - Orlando
any changes to the lineup.
Returning studs: Zack Mills returns record. Miami slaughtered UCF 56-21.
last season: The Golden Flashes finKey losses: Two words: Ben Roethlis- ished 2003 with a 5-7 overall record and 4for his final season as quarterback for
the Lions. Mills will need to bounce berger. His early departure for the NFL 2 record in the MAC. Kent defeated UCF
back from the uncharacteristicl!,lly leaves Miami with a question mark on the 36-16.
.
poor season for Joe Paterno's Lions. passing game~
Key losses: Elijah Brooks was the
Returning studs: Wide receiver Martin Flashes' starting tailback last season, but
, Mills will have senior receiver Gerald
Smith's speed and height to help Nance was arguably the best in the MAC he failed to even crack 500 yards on the
·
with the passing game, but is last season with 1,498 yards in the air and ground.
accompanied by a young, inexperi- 90 receptions. Quarterback Josh Betts has
Returning studs: Josh Cribbs is probaenced tailback in Austin Scott.
his work cut out for him in repeating last bly the most all-around talented in the
UCF X-Factor: The Knights season's success but Nance could make MAC as he killed opponents on the
need to take advantage of Penn his job very easy. Tailback Mike Smith is a ground and in the air last season. Cribbs
. totaled 2,424 yards in the ;llr and 965 yards
State's poor recruiting over the huge goal line threat as well.
past Jew years. The Lions lack
UCF X-Factor: The entire Knights' on the ground with 28 combined touchdepth at a number of positions, as defense will need to be awake for this game downs. Returning with Cribbs is Darrell
do the Knights. However this as Miami will have a balanced attack . Dowery, Jr., Kent State's leading receiver.
game could be the Knights' best between Betts and Smith. There is•a weakUCF X-Factor: UCF will have to be
ness for Miami, though as Betts' inexperi- weary of Cribbs' ability to confuse opposchance at an upset this season.
ence and expectations could haunt a MAC ing defenses. Cribbs is a crafty quarterchampionship repeat.
At Buffalo: Oct 2- Buffalo, N.Y.
back with big-play ability, and the
Last season: Buffalo finished
Knights' defensive line and secondary
· will need to shut him down and take
with a 1-11 overall record and a 1- At Marshall: Oct. 30 - Huntington;W.Va. ·
Last season: Marshall futlshed with an advantage of a mediocre Kent ground
7 MAC record. The Bulls were .
8-4 overail record and second ~~e MAC game.

LAST SEASON
RESULTS
3-9 OVERALL
2-6MAC

GAMEBYGAME
At Va.Tech
FloridaAtlantic
At Syracuse
At Kent State
Buffalo
At Ohio
At Akron
Central Michigan
At West Virginia
At Eastern Michigan
Marshall
Miami (OH)

L,49-28
W,33-29
L,38-14
l ,36-16
W, 19-10
L,28-0
L,38-24
W,31-13
L, 36-18
' L, 19-13
L,21-7
L,56-21

2003 LEADERS
Offense
Passing

R.Schneider,
194-2811,949 Yards
13TD15 Int

Rushing

A.Haynes,
183 Att.
832Yards
5TD

Receiving

T.Capers,
67 Rec.
585Yards
7TD

.

Defense
Interceptions

P.Sands,2

Tackles

A. Bigby, 113

Sacks
Forced Fumbles

A.Poe, 16
P. Sands, A. Poe 2.

Blocked Kicks

P.Sands,2

FINAL
RANKINGS

2003 NCAA
(out of 117 teams)
Total Offense : ... . . .. ...•..~-•. 101
Scoring Offense . .. .. . .... . ... .102 ·
Rushing Offense .. . .... . .. . ...110
Passing Offense .... .. .•. .•. .. .53
Total Defense .. ... .. ...... .•..80
Scoring Defense .. .... . ... .... .89
Turnovers ..... .. ....... . ....117

DEPTH
CHART
OFFENSE
QB - #9 Steven Moffett,
#12 Brandon Sumner
RB•- #4 Alex Haynes,
#20 Dontavius Wilcox
WR - #7 TavarisCapers, #5
Luther Huggins,#81 Brandon
Marshall, #88 Sergiori Joachim
LG - #55 Adam Butcher
C- #53 CedricGagne-Marcoux
RG - #67 Dan Veenstra
RT - #66 Sean Gilhuly
TE - #84 Darcy Johnson
FB- #34 Evandall Williams
P- #17 Aaron Horne
PK - #36Matt Prater

DEFENSE
DE - #86Trenton Jordan
T- #98 Frisnei Nelson
T- #92 DennisKing
DE- #95 Paul Carrington
CB_:_ #3 Rove! Hamilton
CB- #26 Ron Ellis
SS - #24 Atari Bigby
FS,- #29 Peter Sands
WLB - #46 Tywin Kalandyk
MLB - #18 Stanford Rhule
SLB - #22Gerren Bray

"People knew that I wasatarget out there.Maybe some
people said they were going to try and takethe running
game away and makeus throw the ball towin."

"Stanford's really beena pleasant surprise for us. Ever since
we'vebeen here he's really done everything we'veasked him to
.do; onthefield, inthe classroom and inthe weight room."

- tAILBACK ALEX HAYNES ON UCF'S OPRONENTS

- LANCE THOMPSON ON STANFORD RHULE
I

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
1SO
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

375
4®
500
525

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-rnne
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homl!S

550

600
700
800

900
999

For Sale: Pets
Services
Events
Events: Greek Life
Events:UCF
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost &Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AO

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

. AD RATES

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

€tttttal "odba 1uture Seminole Chronicle

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue
PAYMENT METHODS

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

Cash, Check, Mastercard
•VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4SSS • dassifieds@UCFnews.com ·

UCF's award-winn!ng newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
·Reaching Oviedo,Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

•

rr.fi1 HELP WANTED:

f~Full-Time
Person needed for Pedi Cab driver.
Make up your own hours.
Downtown area. Must be 18 or older.
407-538-6136.

Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher. with experience,
UCF .area. 407-340-4221 .

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000
MINIMUM COMPENSATION
Healthy, nonsmoking, attractive females.
21 - 30 years old. Must be height/weight
proportion·ate.
Info is confidential
www.openarmsconsultants.com
9413773978

WANTED!
Singers for 'contemporary and
Gospel A cappella groups. Music
skllls a must! Call: 407-230-6100
E mail: RNP@rightnote:com
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per survey! ·
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.

University Cats open Cheerleading Team
neeps girls and guys (18 and up) with
co-ed cheerleading exp. For more info.
call 407-679-6620 or e-mail
opencheerteam@bellsouth.net

Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, y9ur call will
be returned ASfo.P. 661-255-3940. ·.

Handyman/house cleaners needed,
$12/hr+, must have great
presentation/customer relation skills,
reliable transportation, work Orlando
area, good work ethic, some experience
preferred, must be dependable! Visit
www.houseboysinc.com & call
407-774-2697.

• LOVE TO SHOP?
Shoppers needed for store evaluations.
Work around your class schedule. FT/PT
Call Today! (800) 417-6416

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com
MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Earn While You Shopl
Call Now Toll Free
1-800-467-4422 Ext 13419
Babysitter for 3 elementary school girls,
Winter Park, after-school. M-F 2:30-5:30.
Must love children & have own car w/
good driver's rec. Please call Barbie at
407-629-2516 (night)/407-679-9004 (day)
Stable Hand PT/FT. Horse experience
necessary. Duties include stall cleaning,
feeding, watering turn out, possible care
grooming of show horses at barn or
shows. Flexible hours, good pay,
convenient location. Contact
Lindsay Alvarado 407-489-7657.

·COMING SOON

c/U6 7r.S

BARTENDERS
DANCERS

:N""OW ~I~I:N""6"
+ COCKTAIL WAITRESS + SECURITY +

+

DJ'S

+

ENTERTAINERS

+

Three Tutors Needed to aid eighth
grader, with homework, clarinet &
keyboard. Alafaya and Colonial area.
Contact 407-384-0139 ,for more.
information.

Political Campaign Work!
Mobilize voters in massive voter
education and Get-Out-The-Vote
operation this upcoming election. $8/hr,
Part-time jobs/internships available for
largest grassroots organization working ·
for Progressive Change. America
Coming Together 407-856-3600;
www.americacomingtogether.com
Top Grade Tutoring - Wanted!
Certified teachers & tutors with
experience, in-home, must have reliable
transportation. Competitive pay!
Call Daniel 407-427-0067 .

Seeking Child Caring Aid

___

....
·~ IAllR£l@@PARTY[1,01R£Jl§.com
~

Web Design I Programmer Internship
www.CreditFN.com
Flex. Schedule. Project Based.
E mail Resume and/or Portfolio to
CreditFN@gmail.com.

GRAND OPENING PARTY

Child care position avail. caring for 15
month old. Approx. 10-12 hrs/wk
Mon. 1pm-3pm, Wed. 'Sam-noon,
Fri. 8am-1pm. Exp/ref necessary.
Own transportation. Call 407-678-8375
ore mall Rachaelblue@yahoo.com
for more info.

FRIDAY OCTOBER lST
12253 UNIVERSITY BLVD. ORLANDO, FL ~2817
ACROSS FROM UCF IN 1HE UNIVERSITY SHOPPE

FREE LIMO RIDES WITH THE VIP PARTY PASS
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

r·

•

I

j

....

.....

.

Wanted Drivers, for pizza delivery,
2 nights a week. Call 40.7-737-7775.
Ask for Gordon. Fratello's Pizza,

i... - . - . - .~~..!~ ~i?..'.:~~ --

I

j

.- .- ...i

Prr childcare for 4 & 2 YR old in
Altamonte Springs. Light tiousework. Exp
& references reqd. E mail letter of
interest, hrs. of avail. & resume to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com.

N'OW :MIR.IN'G

STREET TEAMS •

SALES TEAMS

+

PARTY .GIRLS

$1000 CASH BONUSES - apply online for more information!
12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD. ORLANDO, FL 32817

407-658-2121

'T:J-fE O:F:FICI:A.C S:A.CON O:F

rrj

.

Help Wanted Prr
3 Aftern.oons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

. AUTOMOTIVE DETAILER
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is looking
for Prr car-care. We are hiring
individuals to help clean and upkeep our
company vehicles. The ideal candidate
would be able to work well without
supervision, maintain professional
appearance and attitude, and must be at
least 21 with a good driving record
(or 18 - 20 and a full-time student).
Apply in person at: 283 E. Hwy 4S4,
Longwood, FL 32750. EOE M/FN/D

Compensation up to $570.00 for time & ttavel
Call today for more information:

(407) 240-7878
Orlando ·C linical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview.

s100

sign on bonus!
•
•
•
•

Less than 1O mins. away from UCF
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util. for F to
share with females in 4/2 home. Clean,
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no
pets please. Gall 407-319-3751.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh. ,
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/ other students. $500/mo.
all util. incl. 954-816-3127.

2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2:5
house. $460/mo all included + internet".&- •.
cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact ' •
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email · • - ' •
. . ucfnews4me<f¥yaho~.com

Kid ~s Nite Out

• 18 to 45 years Qf age
• Not taking any
medications
• ·12 outpatient visits
over 32 weeks

•

Suite of fi.irnished rooms for one
w/kitcheriette, lounge, lg. private bath, _
incl. most util. $600/mo.
Call Dr. Greer 407-366-2650.

M/F needed for a 3/2 house. 2 miles
from UCF/Oviedo. Incl. W/D & full
kitchen. Incl. utils. & high speed internet.
Furn except bedroom. No pets. $450/mo.
407-929-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com..

Prep Cook/Dishwasher needed.
15-20hrs. 5pm-9pm Mon-Fri. $8/hr
Falafel Cafe. Across from UCF.
1 yr. exp. req. For info please call
407-701-0069 anytime.

Opportunity To Participate.
~n· A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate l\.n
Inves.t igational Vaccine.

UCF Area/Oviedo

·

I

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-·~

Looking for someone who enjoys
working outsidf:!! Prr help for a fun, small
landscaping business. Dependable
transportatio n necessary! Flex hrs. M-F
Pay $7-10/hr depending on exp. Call Tim
at 321°-228-2292 for more information.

1"I I

Front Studio, own entrance, new, near
UCF Rouse/Colonial. $500 w/util. and
pest. Call 407-810-1895 Iv. msg.
Preferably a student or lady who works.

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·-·,

-

I

•

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes - '
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Ptr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
•**www.dogdayafternoon.net..•
Call 407-628-3844.

. .,

•

1 BR available in a 4/2 2 car house 1 mi.
from l:JCF. W/D, Big -common area,
screened patio. Very quiet neighborhood,
low utility cost! $375/mo. + 1/4 util.
Call 407-625-0238 .

Customer Service Reps Prr
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near Orlando
Intl. Airport. Flexible Schedule + great
pay. AM/PM positions available. Call
Brandon@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2106
or e-mail @ bbrady@gosafco.com.

Call 407-273-CLUB or Log on to apply @

C'

3 bed/2 bath spacious home in
Oviedo/Alafaya Woods.
Call 321-297-1163

Baby Sitter Needed for 20 month old
boy. Own transportation to Waterford
Lakes Area, 5:15 pm-9:15pm Wed.
9:40am-11 :40am Fri.. $6.50/hr neg.
Contact: 863-698-5138 or 407-282-7774

VIDEp PRODUCERS

UCF Area I Oviedo, 3/2, Like new home,
2 car garage, W/D, 1500 sq .ft, fenced
yard, lawn care incl, avail. immediately,
no pets, $1275/mo + dep. 321-277-6102-

3/2 with 2 car garage. 2 properties
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
welcome. Call 407-948-84.0 9.

and line worker. Must work some
weekday mornings, will work around
school schedule, salary +
commission. Magic Suds Car Wash
7050 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
407-681-9274. Apply within.

Asian Indian Egg Donors Needed
Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation
For healthy, fit, nonsmoking females
between 21-29. Visit: ·
www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 377 3978

Close to UCF, just south of Colonial off
Dean Rd. Clean 2/2 duplex prvt. room
, bath. $360/month util. incl. Contact
Venus@ 407-482-1340

Home in E. Orlando 3/1.5
•
$900/month + $750 sec. dep. Clean, no
pets, W/D hookup, covered .patio and
. carport. 10 mins from UCF!
Contact 407-324-8464

Now Hiring PIT sales/cashier

Two positions available to assist with
communication, socialization, and
school work of two autistic children.
Contact 386·848·3415 for more info.

BAR BACKS

BARTENDER T RAINEES NEEDED! '
Make Up to $300 Per Shift! No Previous
Experience Required. Flexible Schedules
Available. FUN and UPBEAT
Environment. Call Now 1-800-714-4060

REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your
real estate license and sales training
·while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680

Two Men and a Truck is looking. for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-09,15.
We are located west of the a irport
·at 29.01 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

11PSC:A..L:E .£..'AS 'V:E§..'A.S STyL:E .£011:N§T.

Adm. Assistant I Receptionist
·for fast growing company located in
Clermont, FL. Strong Adm I Sales I .
Computer I Communication Skills.
,~
fax. resume to 407-905-9173.

Horse ranch needs ba,rn help PT/AM.
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
and _honest. Clean facility. Cl0se to UCF.
If you enjoy working with horses call
407-366-4834.

Studio U
A NEW Creative Entertainment
Experience is coming to Central Florida!
We are looking for a creative, energetic
and artistic team of individuals that have
practical and/or retail experience in:
The arts of decorating
Jewelry making/crafting
Computer graphics
Coffee houses/wine bars.
We are building our GRAND OPENING
team today! PT positions available:
Sales/Design Artisan
Cafe Artisan
Digital Artisan
Please forward resume electronically to:
tracy@studioullc.com or mail to
Hiring Manager
1632 Oriole Avern,Je
Orlando, FL 32803

flexible ·schedules
guaranteed salaries
paid training_
weekly payihetks

You make your own schedule
day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp. is
necessary, we'll get you up and
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
Bilinguals a plus.

Call now and set·up an
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF Area 407-6'l -9700

Private suite in large upscale 2/2 apL •
Two Mins. from UCF. Prime location,
gorgeous gated complex. Full gym,
pool, spa - unit has lake view,. W/D
built in. $450/mo + 1/2 util. - Incl. cable,
power, hi-speed net - Seeking 1 M/F
student roommate to move in ASAP.
407-595-9757

•

1 room in 3/2 house avail. 5 min.
from UCF. No pets. Furnished. Rent
incls. util. phone, DSL, satellite, W/D,
and alarm system. Available
immediately. Call 407-282-6250.

-.i ·

M/F wanted for.furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool •
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished.
except bl')droom (14 x11). $425/mo. +
1/3 util. Community pool, flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420

Two

M;"""'"~h;o' Po""~

'

Landing in River Chase. Fall out of bed
into classl Huge home w/ 3 bedrooms to
rent . Don't wait, call now for your roomi •
Ask for Jason, 239-633-4216
•
Roommate to share clean, private Winter
Park home, 20 minutes from UCF. • •
$495/month includes 2 bedrooms with
private bath, utilities, garage,
washer/dryer, lawn care services. No
pets. Available now. Call 407-869-8160.,
Roommate needed for furnished house
'
with pool 8 min. from UCF.
Close to 408/Waterford Lakes. W/D incl
· Quiet Atmosphere. $450/ Month+ •
1/3 Util. Call Vicky at 321-287-7278.
or victoria_bsas@yahoo.com.
••

,

~~
•
•

4

Female roommate wanted to share 4!,3 _:
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo .. '
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
"'; ·
Call Angf# 407-366-4035 or
•
954-494-8659.

•

•
•

(tnttaf :Jloriba '1rtuie
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LOOK
2 rooms avail.. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + split
util. Call 407-619-5642
2 Bedrooms avail. in 5 BR house.
$400/mo + util. Located behind campus.
F preferred. Hi-speed Internet & cable
included. Call Amy at 321-863-0110

Seeking responsible nonsmoking female.
4/2 home in Stcineybrook, on golf course,
cherry wood bedroom set, prvt. bath', TV,
cable, internet. full comm. amenities.
$525/all included. 10 mins. from UCF.
Contact 407-482-0114.

1988 Plymouth Reliant - cold A/C, very
clean & dependable. V/MC accepted,
$700. Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579
$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For into and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

House seeking roommate. Prvt. room,
bath, hall in 3/2 fully furnished home.
Responsible can'didates only, no pets.
$400+ 1/2 utilities. Contact Lorie @
407-977-5700
.- · Large 5 BR ·ho~e. · Lo~ki~g for 4ih" · "!
. roommate. 5 Mins. from UCF. tact.
I
I cab!(:!, hi-speed Internet, W/D, large j
j yard. $500/mo incl. utilities. F or Grad ·
. students preferred. Call 407-359-0090

1st Month Free Rent!
$495/month 1 out of 4 bedroom
apt. Private bathroom! Utilities
Included! Across from UCF. No
move-in fees. Call 407-687-3316

!
L.--·-·-·-·-·-·
. . . . ... L.--·-·-·-·-·-·
Knights Landing seeking female to share
3 leases avail. in Pegasus Land.

,

212 with prvt. fenced-in back yard for
eight mo. lease. 1 mile from UCF.
$380/month + elec. cable included.
Contact Valerie @941-730-5912

1 room avail at Pegasus Pointe for M.
Rent includes util. phone, power, water,
cable, hi-speed internet, and all day UCF
shuttle. Very nice place & atmosphere,
will pay for move-in tee & 1/2 1st mo.
rent. Call Eric 407-902-8048.

~·

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana 407-281-3708.
Available September!
Seeking roommate for 3/2.5 house on
Dean & University, 2 car garage, storage
beautiful backyard, W/D, $410 all util.,
cable, high-speed internet included.
Contact Andy@ 407-399-1615
Rooms in new house: Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. F
pref. All util. incl. $600/mo. Call
.
Nikki@ 561·212-6291.
Seeking Female for beautiful 3/2
$425/month include DSL, Cable, and
utilities. Available immediately.
Contact: ask for Jen 407-273-6538 or
954-695-4904

•

tll

Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 112 mile from UCF.
4-bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV In every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
ufllltles for just $500/mo! Call James
at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

2·>$480, 1·>$490/month all
included. lmmed. avail. f only, for
!110re Info call Leticia 407-362-4323,
Leilani 850-829-1403
Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and
First 2 months paid!!I $455/mo. all util.
incl. Call 904-996-8756.
fees!! Room avail. in 4/4@ Pegasus
Landing. 1yr lease. Incl. everything.
Shuttle to UCF. Fully furn., utll. Incl.
S~ve money wino deposit fees! Move
in today!!! Call ASAP 305-n3-2522
or 407-362-2467.
OVER $1000 in FREE RENT!
1/1 in 4/4 available at Pegasus Landing,
completely furn & no move-in fees.
Call Lauren at 216-280-8995 ore mail
laur1828@aol.com. Avail Now!

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.CoM····....

Furniture Sale

1994 Chevrolet Lumina, reliable , cold
A/C, CD Player, V/MC accepted, $1695.
Call Dannielle at 407-797-.1579
18" Touring rims & tires. Virtually new!
$700 080. Call 321-231-2441
1996 Saturn SL-1, cold A/C, new tires,
automatic transmission. Runs and drives
very well. $1800 V/MC acc,epted.
Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

312 Manufactured home. 1700 sq. ft.
Appliances Incl. Nice community w/
club house and 2 pools. Close to
colleges and shopping. Newly
remodeled. Call 407-568-9145 or
. 407-466-8346.
Manufactured Dbl. Wide Home for
Sale by Owner
2002 3/2 home Immediately avail. 5
mins. from UCF; new cond W/D incl.
Contact Maureen for appt.
@ 407-620-5616 call anytime

W/D ($200 ea. barely used), desk ($50),
entertainment center ($50), kitchen table
set ($50), chair ($100). Contact Jen at
407-695-3668 or 352-514-1427.
Couch For Sale: Couch and Love Seat
with Ottoman. Great condition,
only 2 years old. $200 obo.
Call Kevin at (407) 619-6367.
BEDSll!
King, queen, full; mattresses and box
springs, very good condition.
$125 king, $100 queen, $75 full .
Contact 407-363-0553.

1·room avail. in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, •Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259.

Dell LAPTOP Computer, less than 1
month old. P4, ne.w battery pack,
preloaded with great software!
Call Melissa 321 -277-0837

Female student seeking 2 females to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $475/all util. included.
Contact 321-302-1528

'99 Honda Accord VX V6, 4 door, black,
tinted windows. Loaded: leather, pwr.
windows/locks, XM Radio, CD player,
sunroof, alarm, Perteet Condition $11,900. Well maintained, all records.
Call 407-467-5036

ACROSS
1 Machinery part
4 Dramatic
divisions
8 Greek citystate
14 The Greatest
15 Noble address
16 Trojan hero
17 Halloween
image
19 Canoe kin
20 Vow
21 Handsome guy
23 Links peg
24 Language of
Bangkok
25 Enjoy a repast
26 Pays heed to
28 "Misery" star
30 Hair of a goat
32 _Penh
35 Contact
40 Sigma follower
41 Most roomy
43 Pension$
44 "The Rime of
the Ancient
Mariner" bird
46 "The __
Sanction"
48 Court partitions
49 Swivel
51 Vedas reader
54 Brewed
beverages
56 6-6-44
60 Lennon's Yoko
61 Get back to
63 Uncommon
64
New1on-John
66 Common
wedding gift
68 Stop
69 Fascinated by
70 Make lace
71 Cooks in
vapors
72 Jacket or collar
73 NASA's ISS
partner

Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
Engli~h & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
Interested in 50% savings on
hospitalizations, doctor and dentist visits,
eyeglasses or hearing aids?
Or want to help others get those
' savings and get paid for it?
Call 407-321-9386 tor more info.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
•

FL accredited child care professional ·
has openings for children. Free
I
registration, state certified, affordable
rates.flex schedule. Over 20 yrs. exp.Contact Ann @ 407-384-5908 or
•
.
407-325-3252

I

L.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.I
Considering adoption? We can help.
Loving families hope to adopt.
All calls taken by a birth mom.
1-877-877-3459 ask for Coley.
www.2kindsoflove.com
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$~0 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 399-5910.

Aug. Rent is free & No Deposit

Master bedroom w/ private bathroom
Walk in clos.et. 212, top floor, furn apt.
Pool, jacuzzi, racquet ball, gym, gated
comm $338/mo.+1/2 util. 5 min from UCF
mattdeshpande@hotmail.com

F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec §>ys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
10 mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205

2000 Kia Sportage
Dark green, ice cold A/C, power
windows, cruise control, 97,000 miles,
asking $5990 will negotiate.
Contact James @407-509-5826
-or- Lucy @ 407-468-7456

Crossword

2001 Gateway Computer
Windows ME, CD burner, Epson
printer. All startup disks and books
Included. 112 MB, 32 bit memory,
$250. Call 407-492-2741
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Classes are M 8·10PM & W 7·9PM In
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more Info call
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus;cc.ucf.edu/-ams
Open House, Wed 9/1 &
Wed 9/8 @8PM

DOWN
1 Actor
Sebastian
2 Arable word for
God
3 Mazda model
4 Invite

10

I SAW U. Cutie at Washington Mutual.
T-shirt, jeans, op~ning a Free Checking
account. Obviously smart. Wanna buy
me a coffee with some of the cash you
save from not paying monthly fees?
Same place next Tuesday? FOCI insured ,
$AVE UP TO 85%
on prescriptions from Canada.
www.CanadianDrugs4US.com
TOLL FREE: 1-877-378-4487
Fax: 1-866-378-4487
Free Shipping On First Orders .

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc. In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650
or e-mail drgreer@lbgtutor.org.

12

13

14
17

71
@ 2004Tribune Media SeNlcea, Inc.
All rJghta reaerved.

5 Noisy insect
B Pioneer marts
7 __ Hall
University
8 Munro in print
9 Child's toy
weapon
10 Even one
11 "Giant" ranch
12 Available buyer
13 Pompous fools
18 Groucho's
brother
22 Part of the Bible
27 Pipe bend
29 Lack of
professional skill
31 Cries of surprise
32 Mom-and-pop
grp.
33 Actor Linden
34 Gist
36 Golfer Ernie
37 Shift dirt
38 Mineral matter
39 Much removed·
42 "A-Team· guy
45 Plus

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

IVISA I
~T'
~~Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
47 Arboreal lemur
50 Comfortable
with
51 Gangsters
52 Bay
53 Dissonance
SS.Composer Blake

57
58
59
62
65
6.7

Italian poet
Regions
Gossipmonger
Has a meal
Routing word
_ Nol of
Cambodia

Please see·solutions in next issue - Tues. 9/7
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Searching for contestants for the
Collegiate Miss of Florida Pageant.
Win scholarships and more! To
enter, go to Www.GalaQuest.com

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
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Get a' Better Job!
A Better Resume will make you
look marvelous to that employer
Ask about student discounts
Call 321-239-6162
www.abetterresume.info

,,

a ~

c..
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Rush 2004
Found - Cocker Spaniel
on Dean between Colonial and Lake
Underhill. 407-208-1688

Our Fraternity is recruiting the business professionals of to.morrow. Stop
by our Rush Table outside BA107 to
learn more about our organization.
• Fonnal Rush: Friday, Sept3 7pm Sand
Key in the Student Union room 220
(Business casual dress suggested)

For more info contact: Keena Patel;
Keenapatel@hotmail.com
www.akpsiudcom

407152.4689

Wanted Female Ballroom and Latin
Dance Practice Partner. No exp
necessary. Must be patient.
.
407-249-1~68.

LOST - Diamond pendant with great
sentimental value, Lost in the area of
Victoria Place apts, UCF, Waterford
Lakes, or Colonial Mall. Substantial
reward. 203-261-5733 or 203-257-2470

Old Cell Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
For more information call 407-823-4502.

Place your ad in minutes! <;:all
us at 407-447-4555 or e-m·a il your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

You owe it to yourself and
your family to attend one o{our
Priority Selection Events.
T

Westyn Bay, located ne.ar Lake Apopka
in Ocoee,
.
.
introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
Tihe Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
November 13 & 14, 2004.M
From Tlfe $160's To Low $200's.
Savannah Landings is located in East Orlando and
offers townhomes with deluxe features, resort-style
amenities, and spacious floorplans. The Priority
.Selection Event is schedµ}ed for October 2 - 4, 2004.~
From The $160's To Mid $200's.
Savannah Pines, located just one-half mile east·of
Savannah Landings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
setting with a lushly landscaped pond. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004 ....
From The $140's To Low $200's.
Victoria Landings, located in East Orlando,
offers secure single-family homes in a beautiful
setting with great resort-style amenities and a choice
of five spacious floorplans. The Priority Selection
Event is scheduled for Octob~r 16 & 17, 2004.M
From The Low $200's To Low $300's.
Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter niile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury
townhome condominium residences in a secure
community with resort-style amenities.
The Priority Selection Event is. scheduled forOctober 16 & 17, 2004.M
From The $140's To Low $200's.

TRANSEASTERN
~L~~~~
·

~

tlnvestor restrictions will apply.

All pricing and premium homesites are subject to change without notice. These prices
will increase after the first release to offset increasi og labor aad building supply costs
for future building starts. This advertisement is not an offer to residents of NJ, CT, HI, ID,
IL, OR, NY or any other jurisdiction where prohibited, unless the property has been registered
or exemptions are available. "All events subject to postponement and/or cancellation. Make
travel arrangements at your own risk
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It's Good!

Visit one of our retail stores at:

Limited-time off~r. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for details. Up to $36
activation fee applies. PhQlle price and availability may vary by market. C~verage is not available in all areas. See

Oviedo:

coverage map at stores for details. Early termination fee: $240 prorated over the length of the seNice agreement.

8085 Red Bug Lake, Rd • 407-359-3630.
Waterford ·Lakes: ?70 Alafaya Tr• 407-737-3738

Independent agents may imi>ose additional equipment-related charges. Mobile to Mobile minute~ available when both
customers are on Cingular network within local calling area.Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime minutes expire after 12
months. Night and Weekend and Mobile to Mobile Minutes do not roll over. MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are
registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. ©2004 Cingular Wireless LLC.
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Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities
UCF Student Resource Center, Rm 155
Phone:407-823-6960

of

Florida

To All University of Central Florida Students,
Welcome to the University of Central Florida. We are pleased you chose UCF to begin or continue your collegiate experience.
The Golden Rule was specifically created to provide the answers for many of your questions regarding university rules and
regulations. This section attempts to define your rights and responsibilities as a member of the university community and to give
you a better understanding of your role as a student at UCF.
The Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities is delegated the responsibility for providing information to students regarding
university policies and procedures. Further, it is our goal to assist all students in intetpreting this information and utilizing the
information as they travel through the various academic programs at UCF. If The Golden Rule leaves any of your questions
unanswered, we hope you will contact the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities for clarification
In addition, students of the University of Central Florida have available the seivices of the Dispute Resolution Seivices office.
This office provides mediation seivices as well as a wide array of alternative forms of conflict resolution. The Dispute
Resolution Seivices office is located on the main campus, in Student Resource Center 153, Orlando, Florida, 32816. The phone

number for the Dispute Resolution Seivices office is (407) 823-3477.
All matters involving the non-academic aspects of student life and student organizations are under the area of Campus Life,
which operates under the supervision of the vice president for Student Development and Enrollment Seivices.
The University of Central Florida may change when it deems appropriate any announcements, information, policies, rules,
regulations, or procedures set forth. The Golden Rule is published once a year and cannot always reflect new and modified
information. When information is revised, the changes will be communicated through the student newspaper, on-line resources
or other means of communications, at which time the revisions will supersede previous information Any reference in this
publication to the Director of Judicial Seivices or university student judicial officer shall refer to the Director of the Office of
Student Rights and Responsibilities.
The University of Central Florida values diversity in the campus community. Accordingly, discrimination on the basis of race,
sex, national origin, religion, age disability, marital status, or veteran's status is prohibited by federal and/or state law. Moreover,
the university seeks to treat all persons fairly without regard for other differences, including sexual orientation/preference.
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Seivices
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1. The Golden Rule
Review Committee

E. Powers of the Proposal Process
1. The Committee shall recommend changes to the Golden
Rule to the appropriate administrative body.

This committee shall be
established for the purpose of
responding to the changing
needs of the student body with
regard to the Golden Rule. It is
intended to give the students a
voice in determining the rules to
which they shall adhere.

2. Any student may make a
proposal to the Committee.

3. All proposals made by faculty, staff, administration, or
members of the committee shall
be submitted to the representative for Student Rights and
Responsibilities no later than
two weeks prior to the upcoming
GRRC meeting. The proposal
shall then be sent to all members
of the Committee via e-mail
within 48 hours of receiving the
proposal.

A. Membership
1. Membership to the committee shall consist of 6 students, 3
of which shall be appointed by
the Student Body President and 3
shall be selected by the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services

4. All proposals which are
approved by a majority vote of
the student members of the committee shall be submitted by the
committee in writing to the
appropriate administrator.
a Within one month of receiving a proposal submitted in
this manner, the appropriate
administrator shall notify
committee in writing of the
decision regarding the proposal.

2. There shall be an application and selection process established by the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities.

B. Ex-Officio .
1. Any student enrolled at the
University shall be permitted to
attend GRRC meetings.
a These students shall be considered ex-officio.
b. They 'also shall have the
right to debate on any proposal but shall not have the power·
to vote.

b. If the appropriate administrator chooses not to incorporate the proposcil into the
Golden Rule, he/she shall outline the reasons for choosing
not to do so in memor<:ilid~111,

2. No faculty, staff, and/or
administrator shall be considered ex-officio.

5. At no time shall a change be
made to the Golden Rule that
does not follow the appropriate
process as outlined in Section E.

C.Advisors
1. At least one representative
from the OSRR shall maintain an
advisory role in the Committee
and shall advise the members of
the Committee as well as any
student in attendance.

6. When reviewing sections of
the Golden Rule for which the
content is mandated by another
University document, the Committee may propose changes to
sections in such a document
which are reflected in the Golden Rule through the appropriate
administrative channels.

2. Staff members with expertise regarding particular sections
of the Golden Rule should make
themselves available to advise
the members upon the Committee's request.

F. Presence
1. The Committee shall meet
at least once each month.
a. all members of the committee shall be notified of the time
and place of each meeting.

D. Notification
1. The existence of the committee shall be publicized to the
student body.
a. at the beginning of each
semester, a message shall be
sent through appropriate distribution channels inviting all
students to attend committee
meetings.

b. the Committee shall propose no changes to this section
of
the
Golden
Rule which can be construed
to eliminate the mandate for
the Committee to exist.

b. the committee shall maintain a webpage which shall
contain
information
on the meeting times, location,
proposals under review and
voting record and which shall
be clearly linked from the
online version of the Golden
Rule.
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2. Student Rights and
Responsibilities
A. Student Rights
Upon enrollment, students
are entitled to the following freedoms and rights, provided the
t·

t
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idential units is not allowed
without prior permission.
Such permission may be
requested from the appropriate University vice president,
dean, or director.

exercise thereof is accomplished
in accordance with University
procedures and does not result
in disruption or disturbance as
elsewhere described in the
Rules.

1. Participation in Student
Government Association and its
elective process.
2. Membership in Student
Organizations.

3. Freedom of expression. The
basic freedoms of students to
hear, write, distribute, and act
upon a variety of thoughts and
beliefs are guaranteed. Freedom
of expression carries with it the
responsibility for seeing that the
essential order of the University
is preserved.
4. Freedom to hold public
forums. The University desires
to create a spirit of free inquiry
and to promote the timely discussion of a wide variety of
issues, provided the views
expressed are stated openly and
are subject to critical evaluation.
Restraints on free inquiry are
held to a minimum and are consistent with preserving an organized society in which peaceful,
democratic means for change
are available. Guest lecturers or
off campus speakers sponsored
by student groups may appear
on the UCF campus following
arrangements with the designated University authority for such
appearances.
5. Freedom to hear, write, distribute and act upon a variety of
thoughts and beliefs. This freedom is subject to the following
regulations:
a Written materials identified
by authorship and sponsorship
may
be
sold
or
distributed on campus within
the guidelines of propriety and
responsible journalism as
established and supervised by
the University Board of Publications which is appointed by
the President or designee. The
· distribution of such material,
as is arranged by the Director
of the Office of Student Activities, is permissible for student
organizations provided steps
have been taken to preserve
the orderliness of the campus.
b. Non-university or off-campus printed materials shall not
be distributed or circulated by
students or student organizations without first being
stamped by the office of the
Director of the Office of Student Activities.
c. The distribution of materials
or circulation of petitions to
captive audiences such as
those in classrooms, at registration, in study areas or in res-

6. Peaceful assembly. Existing
laws and University rules shall
be observed. Student gatherings
must neither disrupt or interfere
with the orderly educational
operation of the institution, nor
violate state or local laws, or University rules.

an appropriate sanction (to
include appropriate compensations) if the charged student
is found to have been in violation of the Rules of Conduct.
e. a victim or survivor may
know the outcome of the student conduct review process,
after making a commitment to
protect the confidentiality for
all persons involved as outlined in the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Regulations, 99.31.13.

B. Student Responsibilities

The most basic responsibility
of
a
student is to study and move
These matters shall include, but
in intellectual developforward
not be limited to:
a. Disciplinary proceedings ment, while taking advantage of
involving alleged violation of the many opportunities providacademic and nonacademic ed in this University environrules and regulations.
ment for total personal growth,
b. Refunds and charges. The development and maturation.
Students and organizations
status of a student charged
with a violation of University are responsible for the observaregulations shall not be affect- tion of all University policies and
ed pending final disposition of rules.
the charges except in the case
Rights and freedoms in any
of administrative action. For
specific procedures and rights environment are protected
of students during the student through exercised responsibiliconduct process, see later sec- ties and maintained through an
tion entitled "Student Conduct established system for justice.
Review Process."
The ideal balance of control for
liberties is strongly weighted
8. Confidentiality of student toward understanding and
records. Each University office observing regulations as acts of
and agency which generates, col- individual responsibility, not
lects, and disseminates informa- always because of agreement,
tion on students must follow the but because compliance also
guidelines for confidentiality of serves the best interests of all
those records in their possession. and helps in the completion of
For further information see, stated individual and University
"Student Record Guidelines."
objectives.
The University has compiled
9. Provisions for Victims/Sur- student-governing information
vivors of Acts of Violence. To in this handbook and has distribensure fairness to victims/sur- uted it to help provide direction
vivors of acts of violence and awareness for the academic
throughout the disciplinary community. It is each student's
process, the University has responsibility to become aware
established the following policy of and learn its regulatory conon victims/survivors:
tent and procedures for dealing
a. a victim or a survivor may with problems which may arise
have a person of her or his
choice accompany her or him ill the course of educational
throughout the Student Con- progress.
When University rules are
duct Review process. This per. son will act as a support per- judged to no longer serve the
son or advisor but will not best interests of all, the considerrepresent the victim or sur- ation for change should be introvivor.
duced through appropriate
b. a victim or survivor may channels.
Within
the
University,
submit a list of questions related to the alleged incident, emphasis is placed on the develprior to the hearing, that she or opment of each individual's
he feels the charged studertt recognition and acceptance of
should be asked during the
personal and social responsibilihearing process.
ties. High ethical and moral stanc. a victim or survivor may not dards of conduct are a part of the
have her or his irrelevant past University's mission and its conconduct, including sexual his- tribution to the well being of
tory, discussed during the society.
hearing. The issue of relevancy shall be determined by the
C. Personal Health Responsibilities
Student Hearing Panel or the
Each student must assume a
hearing officer.
certain level of responsibility for
d. a victim or a survivor may his or her education and for the
make a "victim or survivor maintenance of health. Learning
impact statement" and suggest

7. Fair and impartial hearing.
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and education take place within
a body. A drugged or mistreated
body can neither absorb nor
retain meaningful information.
The University has established regulations against the
misuse of drugs and alcohol and
has designated sanctions for violations. These efforts would
encourage students to develop a
lifestyle free of drug abuse and to
understand the connections
between life, learning, and proper functioning of the integrated
body and mind.
A broad range of student
services provided through the
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services is
available to assist students in
solving problems, which negatively affect their performances.
The Campus Wellness Center
and REACH: Peer Education, as
well as the Student Health Center, are designed to help students
target health related problems
and find solutions. Wellness
encourages self-direction for a
lifestyle, which addresses meaningful living, care enough to recognize problems, initiate action,
and use available services.

i_.

lawful activities of other members of the campus community.
2. The Director of the Office
of Student Rights & Responsibilities reserves the right to impose
an immediate and interim withdrawal (the equivalent of a summary suspension), prior to the
review of all information, if the
Director concludes that the student poses a threat to the welfare
of any individual, the student
body, or any part of the University or its community. In such
cases, there will be a scheduling
of a hearing within three (3) days
to determine the status of interim withdrawal. At this hearing,
the student shall be offered an
opportunity to provide documentation from an appropriate
healthcare provider of their
choice who has conducted a
proper assessment.

3. The Director of the Office
of Student Rights & Responsibilities will call a meeting of the
University Crisis Committee at
the earliest possible date. This
committee is composed of representatives of the following University offices: Student Health
Services, Office of Student ConD. Involuntary Withdrawal
duct, Counseling Center, the
Policy Introduction:
A student who poses a serious Office of Undergraduate Studies,
danger of imminent or serious and other University officials as
physical harm to himself/herself deemed necessary. The student
or others on property at the Uni- may be present at this meeting
and may present information in
v~rsity will be involuntarily
of his/her case. Followsupport
withdrawn from the University
ing
the
student's presentation,
by the Director of the Office of
Student Rights and Responsibili- the committee shall convene in
ties (OSRR) upon appropriate executive session. At the conclunotification and consultation sion of this proceeding, the comfrom one or more of the follow- mittee shall make a recommening: Director of Student Health dation to the Director of the
Services, Director of the Coun- Office of Student Rights &
seling Center, Director of Hous- Responsibilities whether to
ing and Residence Life, a Univer- withdraw the student, reinstate
sity mental health official, other the student, or reinstate the stuUniversity officials or a designee dent with conditions.
of any of those constituents.
4. The Director of the Office
of
Student
Rights & ResponsibilProcess:
1. This notification is received ities will make a final decision
in the form of an incident report regarding the student's enrollto the Office of Student Rights & ment status and notify the stuResponsibilities, or a psychiatric dent in writing within 24 hours
evaluation filed with the UCF of the Crisis Committee's recomPolice Department. The student mendation.
will be withdrawn if the Director
5. A student subject to involof OSRR concludes, on the basis
untary
withdrawal is entitled to
of preponderance of evidence
that the student is suffering fro~ the following:
a Notice of intent to remove
a mental disorder, as defined by
the student pursuant to this
the current American Psychipolicy stating the reasons for
atric Association diagnostic
the action.
manual or its equivalent; and,
b. The opportunity to examfurther, that the student engages
ine the psychiatric or other
or threatens to engage in behavevaluations provided to the
ior that:
committee and to discuss
a Poses a significant danger of
them.
causing harm to the student or
to others.
c. The opportunity to present
relevant information for conb. Substantially impedes the
sideration of his/her case per-

sonally, or by a health professional working with that student, if the student is not
capable of self-representation.
d. The opportunity to have an
advisor of the student's own
choice accompanies the student.
e. The right to appeal.
6. In the event a student disagrees with the decision of the
Director of the Office of Student
Rights & Responsibilities, the
student may appeal the finding.
The appeal must be made in
writing to the Associate Vice
President for Campus Life, or
designee, within three (3) calendar days after the date of the
notification to the student of the
decision. The Associate Vice
President for Campus Life, or
designee, shall, within three (3)
days, sustain the initial decision
or remand the case to the Crisis
Committee for re-consideration.
7. Further administrative
appeal may be made in writing
by the student to the Vice President for Student Development
and Enrollment Services. Such
appeal must be made within
three (3) calendar days after the
date that the student was notified of the Associate Vice President's decision. The Vice President may, within three (3) days,
approve, modify, or reject the
original decision, or approve or
reject the Associate Vice President's decision. The Vice President's decision will be considered final agency action.
8. Upon being withdrawn, the
student may no longer attend
classes, may no longer use University facilities, must vacate
University owned or affiliated
housing, and may be entitled to
whatever refunds of tuition, fees,
and room and board charges as
would be appropriate given the
timing of the withdrawal.

Director has imposed other conditions for readmission, it is the
responsibility of the student to
provide documentation of compliance with such conditions.
10. A student who is not involuntarily withdrawn may be subject to conditions to continue
enrollment at the University. In
such cases, the student will be
provided with a written summary of conditions and must meet
all conditions in order to maintain student status. A student
who fails to meet such conditions will be subject to involuntary withdrawal by the Director
of the Office of Student Rights &
Responsibilities, or will be subject to charges through the University's Student Conduct
Review Process for failure to
comply.
ll. The current medical withdrawal process should not be
used to handle withdrawals
related to mental health issues
where an imminent threat is evident (e.g., the student has been
hospitalized under the Baker
Act) or a violation of the Golden
Rule has allegedly occurred.
However a student could choose
to pursue a medical withdrawal
within six (6) months of the end
of the semester. As a general
principle, the regular Student
Conduct Review Process and its
policies and practices are preferred in serious instances of
misconduct, without regard to
whether there might be mental
health issues present. The pro~edu;es and specifications given
m this rule are to be employed in
those extraordinary situations in
which, in the judgment of the
appropriate administrative officers, the regular Student Conduct Review Process is not applicable or cannot be applied.

E. AIDS Policy
It is the policy of the State

University System (SUS) to balance the rights of Acquired
9. Students who are involunImmune Deficiency Syndrome
tarily withdrawn from the Uni(AIDS) victims to an education
versity shall have a hold placed
~d employment against the
on their records, which will prenghts of students and University
vent them from being readmitemployees to an environment in
ted or reenrolled in the instituwhich they are protected from
tion except as stated in this
contracting the disease. In the
paragraph.
A student may
belief
that education can exerrequest readmission or reenrollcise some control over the
ment at the University and prothe disease, and help
vide the Director of the Office of spread
the
public
to respond in a reaStudent Rights & Responsibilisoned
manner,
the SUS is comties with documentation from an
mitted to providing the Universiappropriate healthcare provider
of their choice who has conduct- ty communities and the public at
ed a proper assessment of the large with education on the
student and concluded that the nature and transmission of the
disease and the legal rights of
student does not pose a serious
AIDS
victims. The policy of the
threat of harm to himself/herself
University
is to treat cases of
or others. In cases where the

of

AIDS on a case by case basis.
When an AIDS case comes to
the attention of the University,
whether student, faculty, or staff
member, the University AIDS
Committee will assume responsibility for conducting a thorough review based upon the best
medical and legal information
available. Any actions taken will
respect the rights of the individual to confidentiality as well as
the individual's welfare and that
of the University community. For
further information, Laura Riddle, LMSP, CAP, CAPP, the University's principal AIDS counselor, can be reached through
HIV-AIDS Education office at
telephone number (407) 8232437.

F. Rules of Conduct
These conduct rules shall
apply to all undergraduate students, graduate students, and
student organizations of the University and its area campuses
and shall be deemed a part of the
terms and conditions of admission and enrollment of all students.
F~ure to comply with duly
established laws or University
regulations may subject violator(s) to appropriate civil
authorities. Violations of University regulations shall be recorded
in the disciplinary file of the individual(s) and/or the organization.
Generally, authority necessary to enforce regulations is
vested in the Vice President for
Student Development and
Enrollment Services or designee.
Selected functions of this authority are shared with faculty, staff
and students. Some functions of
student conduct administration
are assisted through review
boards or councils.
Students and student organizations are also subject to University disciplinary sanctions for
the violation of a University rule
or a federal, state, county, or city
law, which has an adverse impact
on the University.
The following defined and
described actions include, but
are not limited to, conduct for
which disciplinary action may be
taken. These rules apply to all
students for conduct that occurs
against other students or nonstudents on University premises,
while participating in University
sponsored or related activities,
du~ing school sessions, during
holidays, and during periods of
continuous enrollment, or offcampus when that conduct is
determined to adversely affect
the interest(s) of any part of the
University. A student is continuously enrolled, once admitted,
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unless the student fails to register in two consecutive terms,
excluding summer terms, and
must re-apply for University
admission.
LAcademic
Dishonesty/Cheating
a Cheating is a violation of
student academic behavior
standards. The common forms
of cheating include:
i. Unauthorized assistance:
communication to another
through written, visual, or
oral means. The presentation of material which has
not been studied or learned,
but rather was obtained
solely through someone
else's efforts and used as
part of an examination,
course assignment or project. The unauthorized possession or use of examination or course related
material may also constitute cheating.
ii Commercial Use of Academic Material: Selling
notes, handouts, etc. without authorization or using
them for any commercial
purpose
without
the
express written permission
of the University and the
Instructor is a violation of
this rule.
iii. Plagiarism: whereby
another's work is used or
appropriated without any
indication of the source,
thereby attempting to convey the impression that
such work is the student's
own.

iv. Any student who knowingly helps another violate
academic behavior standards is also in violation of
the standards.

2. Possessing and/or Providing False and Misleading
Information and/or Falsification of University Records
a Withholding related information, or furnishing false or
misleading information (oral
or written) to University officials, faculty or staff, including
possession, use or attempted
use of a fraudulent identification card or driver's license.
b. Forgery, alteration or misuse
of any University document,
material, file, record or instrument of identification.
c. Deliberately and purposefully providing false or misleading verbal or written information about another person
that results in damage to the
person's reputation.
3. Disruptive Conduct
a An act which intentionally
impairs, interferes with, or
obstructs the orderly conduct,
processes, and functions of the
University or any part thereo£
b. Any act which deliberately

impedes or interferes with the
normal flow of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic.
c. An act which tampers with
the election(s) of any University student organization or
group.
d. Willful destruction of University property or property of
members or guests of the University.
e. Misuse of any University
safety equipment, fire fighting
equipment, or fire alarms.
f. An act which deliberately
interferes with the academic
freedom or the freedom of
speech of any member or
guest of the University community.
g. A false report of an explosive or incendiary device,
which constitutes a threat or
bomb, scare.
h. Conduct which is lewd or
indecent.
i. Breach of peace: an act,
which aids, abets, or procures
another person to breach the
peace on the University premises or at University sponsored/related functions.

j. Failure to comply with oral
or written instruction from
duly authorized University
officials acting within the
scope of their job duties or law
enforcement officers acting in
the performance of their
duties, including failure to
identify oneself to these persons when requested to do so.

4. Personal Abuse
a Verbal or written abuse of
any person including lewd,
indecent, or obscene expressions of conduct.
b. Physical abuse or threat of
physical abuse to any person.
c. Harassment: defined as
behavior (including written or
electronic communication
such as AOL IM, ICQ, etc.)
directed at a member of the
University community which
is intended to and would cause
severe emotional distress,
intimidation, or coercion to a
reasonable person i.t;l the victim's position, or would place a
reasonable person in the victim's position in fear of bodily
injury or death. This definition, however, shall not be
interpreted to abridge the right
of any member of the University community to freedom of
expression protected by the
First Amendment of the United States Constitution and any
other applicable law.

d Failure to respect the privacy of other individuals.
e. Retaliation against or harassment of complainant(s) or
other person(s) alleging misconduct.

f. This personal abuse policy
does not apply in those
instances where it is found
that a student is acting in self
defense.

5. Sexual Abuse
a. Sexual Assault: acquaintance rape (date, friend,
someone the victim knows
casually or through mutual
friends) or any other form of
rape. Rape is defined as nonconsensual sexual penetration, coercion, or penetration against the victim's will.
Any sexual conduct which
occurs on or off the UCF
campus shall be consensual.
Consent, to be valid, must
be:
i. freely and actively given
ii. in mutually understandable words or
actions
iii. consent to one form of
sexual activity can never
imply consent to other
forms of sexual activity
iv. consent is not the lack
of resistance; there is no
duty to fight off a sexual
aggressor
v. consent can be withdrawn at anytime, as long
as the withdrawn is clearly communicated by the
person withdrawing consent through words or
actions A person shall
not knowingly take
advantage of another person who is under 18 years
of age, mentally defective,
under the influence of
prescribed medication,
alcohol or other chemical
drugs, or who is not conscious or awake, and thus
is not able to give consent
as defined above. Further,
a person shall not physically or verbally coerce
another person to engage
in any form of sexual conduct, to the end that consent as defined above is
not given. Any attempted
acts of sexual abuse are
also violations of this policy.
b. Sexual Harassment: unwelcome
sexual
advances,
requests for sexual favors, or
verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature which prevents
or impairs another person's
full enjoyment of the educational benefits, atmosphere, or
opportunities provided as part
of the University.
c. Public Indecency: exposure
of one's body in such a manner
that another party reasonably
could be offended or to display
sexual behavior which another
person reasonably finds offensive.

d. Voyeurism: sexual stimulation sought through trespass,
spy, or eavesdropping activities.

related activities shall also
be a violation of the golden
rule.

e. UCF will use discretion in
accommodating the victim as
well as protecting the rights of
the accused violator(s). UCF
will not attempt to shelter students from federal, state,
and/or local laws pertaining to
sexual misconduct. For further
information see "Provisions
for Victims/Survivors."

b. Violations of a regulation(s) of a host institution
sponsored/related activity
shall be a violation of the
golden rule.

6. Larceny/Property Damage
a. Unauthorized use, possession, or services or theft of
property. Such property may
be personal or public.
b. Damage or defacing of University property or the property
of another person
whether or not it is on University premises.

7.Hazing
a. Any action or situation
which recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental or
physical health and/or safety
of a student for the purpose of
initiation or admission into, or
affiliation with, any organization operating under registration with the University.
b. Brutality of a physical nature
such as whipping, beating,
branding, forced calisthenics,
exposure to the elements;
forced consumption of any
food, liquor, drug, or other
substances; or other forced
elements; or other forced
activity which could adversely
affect the physical health or
safety of the individual.
c. Any activity which could
subject the individual to mental stress such as sleep deprivation, forced exclusion from
social contact, forced contact
which could result in embarrassment, or any other activity
which could adversely affect
the mental health or dignity of
the individual.
d. Any activity, as described
above, upon which the initiation or admission into or affiliation with a University of Central Florida organization may
be directly or indirectly conditioned, shall be presumed to
be a "forced" activity, the willingness of an individual to participate in such an activity
notwithstanding.

8. Unauthorized use of
Keys, and/or Entry
a. Unauthorized possession,
duplication or use of keys to
any University premises.
b. Unauthorized entry or
attempted entry.

9. Misconduct at University Sponsored/Related Activities
a. Violation of UCF rules of
conduct at UCF sponsored

10. Unlawful Possession,
Use, or Sale of any Controlled
Substance
Use, possession, sale, distribution or attempt to obtain any narcotic or other controlled substances, and possession and/or
use of drug paraphernalia,
except as expressly permitted by
law.

ll. Alcoholic Beverages
Violation
Use, possession, sale and/or
distribution of alcoholic beverages except as expressly permitted by the law and University
rules, and behavior under influence of alcoholic beverages.
12. Possession and/or Use
of a Firearm and/or Dangerous Material
a. Possession or use of
firearms or any weapon on
University premises or at
University sponsored/related activities.

b. Possession or use of fire-

works of any description,
explosives, or chemicals
which are disruptive, explosive, or corrosive on University premises or at University
sponsored/related
activities.
13. Instigation or Participation in Group Disturbances
during
Demonstrations,
Parades, or Picketings.
a. Participation in a demonstration(s), parade(s), or
picketing which invades the
rights of others, which interferes with the educational
function of the University,
or which jeopardizes public
order and safety.

b. Leading or inciting others
to disrupt scheduled and/or
normal activities within any
campus building or area.
The preservation of an open
computing and communications
environment requires adherence
by users to applicable law and
University's rules regarding the
responsible use of computing
systems, software and telecommunication networks. Suspected criminal violations of applicable laws shall be reported to the
University Police Department,
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appropriate law enforc~ment
agencies or any other applicable
authorities or agencies.
The following guidelines are
an interpretation of the University policy titled Use of Information Technology and Resources
and clarifies the Campus Housing Internet Project (CHIP). The
examples provided in the guidelines are not all inclusive and the
guidelines are not limited to
those examples that are listed.
The rapidly changing environment of network computing will
likely generate new applications
that, though not listed in this
document, are still applicable to
the listed policies. .
.
a. The information that is
transmitted across University
computing ·re~ources is S1;1bject to protection by the First
Amendment of the United
States Constitution.
i. Certain types of information, such as obscene material, are not entitled to First
Amendment protection.
b. Users shall not use University computing resoll!ce~ .to
impersonate another mdividual.
L All e-mail messages must
correctly identify the
sender.
ii. Users shall not modify
the original attribution of email messages.
iii. Users shall not use the
University's
computing
resources or telecommunication networks to send email "spam".
.
iv. For the purposes of this
document e-mail shall
include postings to newsgroups and listservs, pointto-point messages such as
those generated by Internet
pagers
including ICQ,
AOL Instant Messenger,
Yahoo Pager, etc., or any
electronic messages involving computers and/or computer networks.
c. University computing
resources shall not be used to
assist in the unauthorized
duplication or distribution of
copyrighted material such as
audio, video, pictures or text.
i. Unauthorized distribution of audio files containing copyrighted content,
such as mpeg audio (mp3),
is prohibited.
ii. Unauthorized distribution of video files containing copyrighted content,
such as mpeg video and
other formats, is prohibited.
d. Users shall not host network servers on computers
connected to University
computing
resources.
Those users who wish to
setup a server must first
register the computer as a
server with the UCF Computer Store and the Net-

work Operations Center
(NOC).
i. A server is defined as a
computer that ~uppo~ts
access to electroruc services or information for network users.
ii. The following servers are
not allowed unless registered with NOC. The list
includes, but is not limited
to: HTTP or Web servers,
FTP servers, Telnet servers,
DCC · or Chat servers,
NNTP or News servers,
SMB or Windows File
Share servers (Network
Neighborhood),
Apple
share servers or NFS
servers.
iii. Those who wish to register a server must provide
full administrative access to
the NOC including root or
Administrator passwords
for the server.
iv. Also prohibited is the use
of recreational file-sharing
software when used as a
server. This rule also
applies to similar applications such as Macster,
Gnapster, Audio Galaxy
File Agent, and other peerto-peer file-sharing software.
e. Users shall not attempt to
undermine the security or the
integrity of the compurl?g ~s
tems or telecommurucatlon
networks and shall not
attempt to gain unauthorized
access to these resources.
i. Users shall not intentionally damage, disable, or disrupt computing or telecommunications equipment or
software.
iL Any attacks on University computing resources or
networks, such as Denial of
Service attacks, flood
attacks, etc., will be punishable by academic/disciplinary action and/or criminal
charges against the offender.

f. Use of the University's Computing
Resources
and
telecommunication networks
for the purpose of personal
financial gain is prohibited.
The University's computer
resources and telecommunication networks shall not be
used for commercial purposes.
g. University Computing
Resources are not to be used in
support of local, state, or federal political campaigns or
campaign fundraising.

15. Gambling
a Play in an unlawful game of
chance for money or for anything of value on University
premises or at any affair sponsored by a student or student
organization.
b. Unlawfully sell, barter or
dispose of a ticket, order, or
any interest in a scheme of
chance by whatever name on
University premises or at any
affair sponsored by a student

•
or student organization.
c. Wager on a University te~
or organizati?n in. a compe~i
tion, with a direct influence m
the success of the competition.

16. University Designated
Student Residence Violations
Repeated or flagrant violations of regulations governing
University student residences.

17. University Wordmark
Violations
Unauthorized use of the official University wordmark, Pegasus, monogram, seal, or other
graphic identity symbol.

18. Commission of a Felony
or a Misdemeanor
Commission of an act, which
is a felony or misdemeanor as
provided in local, state, or federal law.

3. Student Conduct
Review Process
A. Violation Reports
Alleged violations of the UCF
Rules of Conduct shall be reported in writing to the Director of
the Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities ( OSRR) or
designee. The written complaint
of violation of the UCF Rules of
Conduct shall be made no later
than six months following discovery of the alleged violation.
The Director of OSRR or
designee shall make appropriate
inquiries into the circumstances
of the case to determine one of
the following dispositions:
• Case dismissal
• Administrative action
•Mediation
• Informal disposition
• Formal disposition

1. Case dismissal
The Director of OSRR or
designee may dismiss a case if it
is found to not have sufficient
facts or evidence to substantiate
the claim of misconduct, the
accused person is not a student
or the misconduct is not a violation of the rules of conduct.

2. Administrative action
In unusual cases, which dictate a decision for the welfare of
any individual, the student body,
or any part of the University or
its community, the Director of
OSRR or designee may take
immediate and summary action
to resolve the situation. This
summary action may include
any of the disciplinary sanctions
(warning, probation, suspension,
or expulsion) or any lesser sanction that the Director of OSRR or
designee determines necessary

•

•
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to protect the interests of any or
all concerned. Such action is subject to review within ~hree (~)
working days by the Vice President for Student Development
and Enrollment Services or
designee. In the instance of summary suspension or expulsion,
there will be a scheduling of a
hearing within three (3) days to
determine the status of the summary suspension or expulsi~n.
Sanctions taken through administrative action shall remain in
effect until the final disposition
of formal charges resulting from
the circumstances of the case,
unless the Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services or designee shall
decide otherwise.

l . ediation
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at the time formal charges are
prepared.
c. Names of potential witnesses known at the time formal
charges are prepared.
d. A description of any written
or physical evidence known at
the time charges are prepared.
e. Notice to attend a required
preliminary conferefl:ce dur~g
which the student will receive
instructions regarding the disciplinary process and the student's rights, confirmation of
the forum in which the case
will be heard, and an opportunity to inspect and/or copy. the
evidence known at the time
charges are prepared that likely could be presented at the
hearing, and notice on how to
contact the SGA Judicial Advisor. The charged student may
request either a hearing before
a panel of the Office of Student
Conduct Board or before an
Administrative Hearing Officer appointed by the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services or designee.

Depending on the nature and
severity of the alleged violation,
the Director of OSRR or
designee may refer the case to
the Dispute Resolution Services
Office for mediation as an alternative to disciplinary action.
Mediation is a confidential 6. Student Conduct Board
process whereby two or more
The Student Conduct Board
parties voluntarily meet with ~ shall consist of no less than
impartial mediator to commum- twenty five (25) persons. The
cate their concerns and needs to Student Conduct Board shall be
each other and to reach their made up of not less than five (5)
own agreement on the resolu- faculty members and/or five (5)
tion of the case. The participants · administrative staff members
in mediation are responsible for representing the various adminkeeping their agreement or rene- istrative divisions of the Univergotiating it, if necessary. In the sity, and the remainder shall be
event that the participants do not student members, twelve (12) of
reach a full and final resolution, whom shall be the justices from
the case will be referred back to the Student Government Associ- ·
the Director of OSRR or ation (SGA) Judicial Council. All
designee for disciplinary action.
conduct board members shall be
appointed by Office of Student
4. Informal disposition
Rights and Responsibilities
At the discretion of the Direc- except the justices who shall be
tor of OSRR or designee, viola- appointed by the SGA. Board
tions found not to warrant for- members appointed by the
mal disposition may be referred Office of Student Rights and
to the appropriate forum for Responsibilities shall serve
proper disposition and/or set- annual terms beginning and endtled by one or more of the fol- ing in August of each academic
lowing outcomes: disciplinary year. Board members who are
warning; disciplinary probation; justices shall serve concurrent to
restitution; community service; their terms of office as outlined
counseling; or other educational by the Student Body Constitusanctions.
tion. When a vacancy occurs
from a member not on the SGA
S. Formal disposition
Judicial Council, the Office of
If an alleged violation of the Student Rights and ResponsibiliRules of Conduct is not handled ties shall make new appointthrough other appropriate chan- ments to fill unexpired terms.
nels, is not dismissed, or is not Vacancies on the board from jussettled informally, then the tices on the SGA Judicial Council
Director of OSRR or designee shall be filled pursuant to the
shall present in writing formal procedures outlined in the Stucharges
to
the
student. dent Government Constitution.
This written notification shall Whenever the number of board
include:
members available to serve in a
a. The student's name, and particular disciplinary hearing is
address.
reduced, the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities may
b. Brief 0.escription of the appoint additional members on
alleged violation including .an ad hoc basis.
dates, times and places known

...
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7. Student Hearing Panel
A student hearing panel to
consider individual cases shall
be randomly selected by the
Director of OSRR or designee
from the Student Conduct Board
and shall consist of two (2) faculty and administrative staff members combined, and two (2) student members. Each panel shall
elect from among its number an
individual to conduct that hearing and to report its recommendations to the Director of OSRR
or designee. At hearings conducted by a student hearing
panel, the Director of OSRR or
designee shall act as an advisor
to the panel, receive the panel's
recommendation as to "in violation" or "not in violation" of the
Rules of Conduct, and consider
any sanctions recommended by
the panel.
The Director of the OSRR or
designee may accept the recommendation of "in violation" or
"not in violation" or remand the
case for rehearing. If the Director
of the OSRR or designee accepts
the recommendation of "in violation," they may approve, mitigate or increase the sanctions
recommended by the panel,
based on standards set forth in
the Disciplinary Sanctions section of the Student Conduct
Review Process.

8. Administrative Hearings
Administrative hearings shall
be conducted by a faculty or staff
member randomly selected by
the Director of OSRR or
designee from the Student Conduct Board. The charged student
shall be informed of the hearing
officer assigned to his/her case
and shall have the opportunity to
challenge the impartiality of the
individual within three (3)
school days of notification. In the
event that a student has opted
not to challenge the impartiality
of a hearing office prior to the
allotted three (3) school days, the
assigned hearing officer shall
remain as scheduled. The student shall state in writing the
basis for such challenge. A hearing officer so challenged will be
excused; however, indiscriminate challenges shall not be permitted.
The Director of the OSRR or
designee may accept the recommendation of "in violation" or
"not in violation" or remand the
case for rehearing. If the Director
of the OSRR or designee accepts
the recommendation of "in violation," they may approve, mitigate or increase the sanctions
recommended by the administrative hearing officer, based on
standards set forth in the Disciplinary Sanctions section of the

7

Student
Conduct
Review
Process.
Any decision by the Director
of OSRR or designee to alter
sanctions or return a case shall
be accompanied by a concise
and explicit written statement
that explains the basis for that
decision.

B. Conduct of Hearings
The following is furnished as
a guide to the sequence of events
in a hearing:
1. Reading of charges.

2. Student plea of "in violation" or "not in violation"
3. Presentation of evidence
against the charged student.
4. Presentation of evidence
in defense of the charged
student.
5. Deliberation (in confidential executive session).
6. Announcement of the
decision.

C. Case Record
The case record shall consist
of the following items:
1. A copy of the formal

charges in writing.
2. A video tape recording of
the hearing.
3. All staff memoranda
and/or data submitted.
4. All items of physical evidence submitted, provided
such items are not returned
to a rightful owner. In that
case, photographs or other
facsimiles shall be made
before return.
5. The recommendation by
the hearing panel or administrator, if any.
6. The Director of OSRR's
decision.

4. Student Rights
During the Student
Conduct Review Process
The following rights shall be
explained to each charged student prior to the commencement of any formal disciplinary
hearing:
1. All parties shall be afforded
reasonable written notice, at
least five (5) calendar days prior
to the hearing. A letter sent to the
charged student at the address
listed in the registrar's records
shall constitute full and adequate
notice.
Written notice shall include:
a. A statement of the time,
place, and nature of the proceeding hearing.
b. A statement of the nature of
the case and of the forum

under which it is to be heard.
c. A brief statement of the
behavior of the accused student that serves as the basis for
the violation(s) being charged.
If the University is unable to
state the behavior in detail at
the time notice is served, the
initial statement may be limited to an explanation of the
general issues involved.
Thereafter, upon request by
the student, a more detailed
and definitive statement will
be furnished prior to the commencement of any formal
hearing.

2. The student may have an
advisor of the student's choice
present at the hearing. The
Director of OSRR shall maintain
a list of impartial advisors and
resources available to the student for preparing his/her
defense. The advisor shall assist ·
the student in the disciplinary
process but shall not speak for or
present the case on behalf of the
student.
3. All hearings shall be conducted on the basis that the
charged student is not in violation until the preponderance of
evidence proves otherwise.
4. The student may inspect
any evidence presented in support of the charges. Evidence
may be presented in defense of
the student.
5. The student may hear and
question adverse witnesses.
6. The student shall not be
forced to present self-incriminating evidence; however, the University is not required to postpone disciplinary proceedings
pending the outcome of any civil
or criminal case.
7. The decision of "in violation" or "not in violation" on the
charges shall be based solely on
the evidence presented at the
hearing.

8. The results of any formal
hearing shall be furnished in
writing to the student within two
(2) working days following the
hearing.
9. The student's enrollment
status shall remain unchanged
pending the University's final
decision in the matter, except in
cases where the Vice President
for Student Development and
Enrollment Services or designee
determines that the safety,
health, or general welfare of the
student, any individual, or any
part of the University may be
involved.

5.Special Student
Hearing Panels
Certain other Special Student
Hearing Panels function to hear
specified charges of misconduct
as defined below. The Director
of the OSRR or designee may
refer cases to the appropriate
hearing panel after consideration
of the facts. The Director of the
OSRR or designee serves as a
general advisor to these boards.
Designated advisors may be
assigned to each of these boards
as well.

A. Student Organizational
Rules of Conduct Violations
For violations of the rules of
conduct on the part of a student
organization, please see section
15: Student Activities and Organizations.

B. Greek-Letter Hearing Panels
There are several hearing
panels for social, Greek-Letter
organizations. These panels deal
specifically with and are limited
to constitutional violations of
their respective governance
councils, which includes the following:
1. Diversified Greek Council
Judicial Board;
2. Interfraternity Council
Judicial Board;
3. National Pan-Hellenic
Council Judicial Board;
4. National Panhellenic
Council Judicial Board
5. GAMMA Council

Any hearing panels organized
and administered by the OSRR
to deal with issues of organizational
misconduct
will
supercede any actions, recommendations, and decisions produced by the aforementioned
boards. These Greek hearing
panels do not fall under the
supervision of the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities.

C. Student Government
Judicial Council
The Student Government
Judicial Council hears cases
involving interpretation of the
Constitution of the Student Body
of UCF and other powers as
specified in the Student Government Association Statutes. The
Judicial Council, when acting
under the scope of the Student
Body Constitution does not fall
under the supervision of the
Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities.

6. Disciplinary Sanctions
The sanctions which may be
imposed on students for violation of any of the Rules of Conduct of this University shall
include any of the sanctions listed under informal disposition or
any of the following. Review
boards may recommend any
sanction listed below with any
appropriate modifications as
well as any from the sanctions
listed under informal disposition.

A. Disciplinary Warning
An official warning that the
student's behavior is in violation
of the UCF Rules of Conduct,
and that if the student is subsequently found in violation of this
rule, subsequent action may be
more severe.

B. Disciplinary Probation
Disciplinary probation status
shall be for a specific length of
time extending from a week to a
number of semesters. Restrictive
conditions may be imposed and
vary according to the severity of
the offense. Restrictive conditions may include, but may not
be limited to the following: loss
of good standing, which may
become a matter of record; ineligibility to receive any University
award, scholarship, loan, honorary recognition, or initiation
into any local or national organizations, and denial of the privilege to occupy a position ofleadership or responsibility in any
University student organization,
publication, or activity, or ability
to represent the University in an
official capacity or position.
Under disciplinary probation,
the student may continue to
attend classes and is given a
chance to show capability and
willingness to live in accordance
with University rules. However,
if the student is subsequently
found in violation of a rule while
on disciplinary probation, the
University may suspend or expel
L'le student from the University.

C. Disciplinary Suspension
A student involved in an
offense warranting consideration of action more serious than
disciplinary probation or one
involved in repeated misconduct
may face suspension. The length
of the suspension period shall be
defined and may extend from
days to a number of semesters.
During the period of suspension,
a student may not attend classes
and may not otherwise be present on University premises
unless authorized in writing in
advance under conditions
approved by the Director of

.
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OSRR. In determining if and to
what extent suspended students
shall be authorized to be on University premises, the Director of
OSRR or designee shall consider
whether the suspension creates
an undue hardship on the suspended student in regard to considerations that include, but are
not limited to, the medical needs
of the student.

D. Disciplinary Expulsion
When an offense is of such
severity that the University will
not allow the student to reenroll, the student will be
. expelled. When a student has
been expelled from the University for disciplinary reasons, a full
report will be placed in the permanent record of the individual
concerned.

7. Appeals Within the
Student Conduct
Review Process
A.

Students found in violation as
a result of a hearing may appeal
that finding and sanction(s)
imposed as a result thereof on
the basis of one or more of the
following:
Irregularities in fairness and
stated procedures of the hearing
that could have affected the outcome of the hearing.
Discovery of new and significant evidence that could have
affected the outcome of the hearing and that was not known or
could not reasonably have been
discovered and/or presented at
the time of the initial hearing.
The sanctions are extraordinarily disproportionate to the
violation(s).

B.
The appeal must be made in
writing to the Associate Vice
President for Campus Life within seven (7) calendar days after
the date of notification to the student of the disciplinary decision.
The Associate Vice President for
Campus Life shall first determine if sufficient grounds for
appeal exist and then, if so, may
either deny the appeal (thus sustaining the initial decision and
sanction[s] or remand the case
to the original hearing forum for
re-consideration.

c.
Further administrative appeal
may be made in writing by the
student to the Vice President for
Student Development and
Enrollment Services. Such
appeal must be made within
seven (7) calendar days after the
date that the student was noti-

fled of the Associate Vice President's decision. The Vice President may approve, modify or
reject the original decision or
sanction, or approve or reject the
Associate Vice President's decision. The Vice President's decision will be considered final
agency action.

D.
Sealing of a Student Conduct
Record - A student's conduct
record is eligible to be sealed if it
is a single minor offense that did
not result in suspension or
expulsion and where a second
violation would not likely. result
in suspension or expulsion from
the University. A student conduct record may be sealed upon
the successful submission and
review 'Of appropriate paperwork to the Office of Student
Conduct. The factors influencing
the decision by the Director of
the OSRR for sealing are the
severity of the violation, effect of
the violation on the University
community, sanctions applied,
completion of sanctions, and
ethical development . demon. strated by the student. There is
no appeals process regarding
student conduct record sealing.

8. Student Conduct
Review Process for the
Area Campuses
A. Violation Reports
Alleged violations of the
Rules of Conduct shall be reported in writing to the Director of
Campus Life at each area campus, center, instructional site, or
UCF affiliated community campus, or to the Director of OSRR,
if the campus or center does not
have a Director of Campus Life,
who shall make appropriate
inquiries into the circumstances
of the case and determine in consultation with the Director of
OSRR one of the following
courses of action:
• Case dismissal
• Administrative action
•Mediation
• Informal disposition
• Formal disposition

1. Case dismissal
The Director of Campus Life
will forward the case to the
Director of OSRR or designee
who may dismiss a case if it is
found to not have sufficient facts
or evidence to substantiate the
claim of misconduct, the
accused person is not a student
or the misconduct is not a violation of the rules of conduct.

2. Administrative action
In unusual cases, which dictate an immediate decision for
the welfare of any individual, the
student body or any part of the
University, the Director of Campus Life may take immediate and
summary administrative action
to relieve the situation. This
action may include any of the
formal disciplinary sanctions
described in this rule or any lesser sanction that is determined
necessary to protect the interests
of all concerned.
The sanction of disciplinary
probation with restrictive conditions, suspension or expulsion
shall be approved in advance by
the Director of OSRR or
designee, Orlando Campus. All
action taken at the area campus
may be subject to review by the
Director of OSRR or designee,
Orlando Campus, the Associate
Vice President for Campus Life
and the Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services.
Sanctions taken through
administrative action shall
remain in effect until the final
disposition of formal charges
resulting from the circumstances
of the case, unless the Vice President for Student Development
and Enrollment Services or
designee shall decide otherwise.

3. Mediation
Depending on the nature and
severity of the alleged violation,
the Director of OSRR or
designee, Orlando Campus, may
refer the situation to the Dispute
Resolution Services office for
mediation as an alternative to
disciplinary action. Mediation is
a confidential process whereby
two or more parties voluntarily
meet with impartial mediators to
communicate their concerns and
needs to each other and to reach
their own agreement on the
issues discussed. These mediators have been carefully selected
and have completed a rigorous
training program. The participants are responsible for keeping
their agreement or re-negotiating it, if necessary. In the event
that the participants do not reach
a full and final resolution, the
case would be referred back to
the Director of OSRR or
designee, Orlando Campus, for
disciplinary action.

4. Informal disposition
At the discretion of the Director of Campus Life, infractions
not warranting formal disposition may be settled administratively by one or more of the following outcomes: disciplinary
warning; disciplinary probation;
restitution; community service;

I
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counseling or other educational
sanctions. This informal disposition shall take place on the area
campus.

10. Parental
Notification Policy

5. Formal disposition

In the fall of 2000, the Board
of Regents of the State University System of Florida instructed
each University to include provisions for parental notification of
dependent students under the
age of 21 if the student is found to
be in violation of University policies regarding alcohol and other
drugs. The purpose of the
Parental Notification Policy at
the University of Central Florida
is to comply with the Board of
Regents' instructions and to promote the health and well being of
students. This policy will provide parents an opportunity to
partner with their student and
the University to address behaviors that could place students at
risk of harming themselves or
others.
The University of Central
Florida will notify parents or
guardians of dependent students, defined in F.S. 228.093
under the age of 21, when the student is found responsible for violating University alcohol or
other drug policies as found in
the student handbook, The
Golden Rule.

If an alleged violation of the
Rules of Conduct is not handled
through other appropriate channels, is not dismissed or is not
settled informally, then the
Director of Campus Life shall
request that the Director of
OSRR or designee, Orlando
campus, present formal charges.
At this point the same procedure
as outlined in the Student Conduct Review Process for Formal
Disposition shall take place.

B. Appeals Within the
Conduct Review Process
The procedure for Appeals
within the Conduct Review
Process for the Area Campuses
shall be the same as those for the
main (Orlando) campus as previously outlined.

C. Sealing of aStudent
Conduct Record
A student's conduct record is
eligible to be sealed if it is a single minor offense that did not
result in suspension or expulsion
and where a second violation
would not likely result in suspension or expulsion from the University. A student conduct
record may be sealed upon the
successful submission and
review of appropriate paperwork to the Office of Student
Conduct. The factors influencing
the decision by the Director of
the OSRR for sealing are the
severity of the violation, effect of
the violation on the University
community, sanctions applied,
completion of sanctions, and
ethical development demonstrated by the student. There is
no appeals process regarding
student conduct records being
sealed.

9. Evaluation of Student
Conduct Review Process
The student conduct review
process will be evaluated not less
than every three (3) calendar
years by a University committee
composed of three (3) student
members appointed by the Student Body President to the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services
and three (3) faculty and/or staff
members appointed by the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services,
one of who shall be an attorney
within the General Counsel's
Office.

A.

B. Parents will be notified if:
1. The student has been found
for the second or more time(s) in
violation of the University policy
regarding the use, possession,
sale, or distribution of alcoholic
beverages.

2. The student has been found
for the second or more time(s) in
violation of the University policy
regarding public intoxication.
The student has been found
in violation of the University policy that prohibits driving a vehicle while under the influence of
alcoholic beverages or a narcotic
or other controlled substance
not expressly permitted by law.
3. The student has been found
in violation of the University policy regarding belligerel}t and/or
aggressive behavior while under
the influence of alcoholic beverages or a narcotic or other controlled substance not expressly
permitted by law.
4. The student has been found
in violation of the University policy regarding the attempt to
obtain or the use, possession,
sale, or distribution of any narcotic or other controlled substance not prescribed by law.

.-
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5. The student has required
professional treatment in a medical facility for a condition associated with the use of alcoholic
beverages or a narcotic or other
controlled
substance
not
expressly permitted by law.
6. These guidelines do not
preclude the University's contacting parents or guardians for
other policy violations that may
endanger the health and well
being of a student or other individuals in the community.
(.
Parents or guardians will be
notified in writing by the Office
of Student Rights and Responsibilities and, whenever possible,
students will be informed in
advance that their parents or
guardians will be notified.

11. Student Academic
Behavior
A. Academic Behavior Standards
UCF is committed to a policy
of honesty in academic affairs.
Conduct that comprises a breach
of this policy may result in academic action and disciplinary
action. Academic action affects
student assignments, examinations or grades. Disciplinary
action affects student enrollment
status.

1. Violations of student academic behavior standards on the
undergraduate and graduate
level include, but are not limited
to, the following:
a Cheating whereby non-permissible written, visual or oral
assistance including that
obtained from another student
or another source is utilized on
examinations, course assignments or projects. The unauthorized possession or use of
examination or course related
material shall also constitute
cheating.
b. Plagiarism whereby anoth-

er's work is used or appropriated without any indication of
the source, thereby attempting
to convey the impression that
such work is the student's
own.

c. A student who has assisted
another in any of the aforementioned breach of standards shall be considered
equally culpable.
d. The actions described here
do not apply to alleged violations arriving from the production of theses or dissertations. Such alleged violations
are handled by the Office of
Graduate Studies as outlined
in section B(6) below.

2. Academic Action
Action by the instructor.
a. When an instructor
becomes aware of an alleged
violation of student academic
behavior standards and before
any academic action is taken,
the instructor shall inform the
student of the violation, citing
the information on which the
allegation is based. The
instructor shall give the student the opportunity to
respond in defense. If the
instructor continues to believe
a violation of academic behavior has occurred, the instructor in consultation with the
unit head shall duly inform the
student in writing of the academic action being taken and
the reason for such action.
Reports of the initial violation
and the final academic action
report shall also be sent to the
Director of the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities (OSRR) or designee.
b. In response to an alleged
violatien of the student academic behavior standards, the
instructor, along with the unit
head, shall take appropriate
measures ranging from counseling to an academic action
(loss of credit in a specific
assignment, examination or
project; failure of the course;
or removal of the offender
from the course with a grade
of "F") to a recommendation
for disciplinary action forwarded to the Director of the
OSRR or designee. If a student
is found to have multiple
infractions, OSRR may recommend additional action
c. Should an alleged violation
of academic behavior standards arise before the withdrawal deadline in a term, the
instructor shall notify the unit
head who will notify the registrar that the student shall not
be withdrawn from the course
in question. Only a written
release from the instructor of
the authorized party deciding
a student appeal will permit
withdrawal. However, if the
student appeals the academic
action and desires to withdraw
from the course, the process
shall be initiated by the student immediately in the normal University manner. Such
withdrawal requests will be
held in abeyance until a ruling
on an appeal is obtained. If
resolved in favor of the student, the withdrawal request
will be processed at the time.
The individual empowered to
rule on the student appeal
shall appropriately notify both
the registrar and the Director
of the OSRR or designee of the
outcome.
3. Coordination of Academic and
Disciplinary Action
a When an instructor initiates
academic action as the result
of the student's alleged violation of academic behavior
standards, the academic action

will be processed before any

disciplinary action is sought.
At the time of the final academic action report, the
instructor can recommend,
through the unit head and college dean or designee to the
Director of the OSRR or
designee, that disciplinary
action should be pursued by
means of the Student Conduct
Review Process.
b. When information concerning an alleged violation of academic standards is received by
the Director of the OSRR or
designee from somewhere
other than instructional
sources (e.g. other students,
University police, etc.), the
Director or designee shall
inform the dean or designee of
the college in which the violation allegedly took place. The
college dean or designee shall
inform the unit head, who, in
turn, will notify any affected
instructor. The instructor, in
consultation with the unit
head, will then determine if an
academic action is appropriate. At the time of the final academic action report, the
instructor can recommend
through the unit head and college dean or designee to the
Director of the OSRR or
designee, that disciplinary
action should be pursued by
means of the Student Conduct
Review Process.
c. In the case of multiple or
aggravated violations of academic behavior standards, the
Director of the OSRR or
designee shall initiate disciplinary action based on information contained in University
records upon consultation
with the college dean or
designee.

B. Student Academic Appeals
.LScope
a. This rule shall apply to
undergraduate and graduate
student appeals of the following:
i Grades (typically limited
to final grades) resulting
from an instructor's:

a Alleged deviation from
established
and
announced grading policy;
b. Alleged errors in application of grading procedures;
c. Alleged lowering of
grades for non-academic
reasons including discrimination

ii Actions taken by an
instructor pursuant to the
provisions of the UCF policy on "Student Academic
Behavior"
a. This rule shall also
apply to undergraduate
program requirements of
departments, schools, or

colleges.

in which the action occurred.

b. Appeals of graduate
programs actions or decisions by a faculty member, program, or college,
including termination
from an academic program, are discussed in the
following section 6.

b. The unit head or supervisor

c. The professional judgment exercised by an
instructor in assigning a
specific grade or in conducting a class is excluded from the provisions of
this rule except as noted
above.

2. General Policy - The following assumptions are
adopted:
a. Students are entitled to a
fair, prompt, and open resolution of complaints.
b. Faculty members and
administrators are entitled to a
fair, prompt, and open forum
in defense of their action.
c. Students have access to published materials and student
government representatives to
help them become familiar
with and understand procedures for handling complaints.
d. Faculty members and
administrators have access to
published materials and University staff to help them know
and understand procedures
through which charges against
them will be addressed.
e. Resolution of student
appeals should be made as
speedily and informally as
possible.

£ The University as an institution and its faculty are entitled
to procedures that ensure the
maintenance of academic
standards.
g. The appropriate forum for
discussion or alteration of academic matters is the academic
unit responsible for these matters.

3. Resolution of Student
Appeals at Informal Level
a. All student academic
appeals or wrongful academic
action(s) by an instructor or
administrator shall first be
brought to the attention of the
instructor of the course or
administrator perpetuating
the action This action must be
initiated within one semester
of the alleged wrongful action
or grade, or as soon thereafter
as the student becomes aware
of such action. The parties
should attempt to resolve the
problem in an expedient and
satisfactory manner. If dissatisfied with the decision of the
person whose action is being
appealed, or if that person is
not available, the student may
continue to pursue an informal
solution with the unit head or
dean or designee of the college

in consultation with the
instructor or administrator
should make every effort with
the student to solve the problem. This resolution shall take
place within 10 school days of
the complaint being brought
to the unit head or supervisor.
At the time the unit head or
supervisor notifies the student
of this decision, the student
should also be informed of the
formal procedures for appeal,
and that counsel for these procedures are available with the
Student Government Association The decision of the unit
head or supervisor must be in
writing.
c. When the instructor or university official is not available
to discuss the problem, if at all
possible, the resolution should
wait until such time as the person whose action is being
appealed can return to the
campus, but no longer than
one semester. If the unit head
or college dean or designee
determines that an emergency
exists requiring that the problem must be solved prior to the
availability of the instructor or
official (e.g. in a case of probable delayed graduation), the
unit head or dean or designee
shall make every reasonable
effort to inform the instructor
or administrator of the situation The person whose action
is being appealed may elect to
submit a written statement
and to designate a faculty
replacement to aid in solving
the problem. If that person
cannot be reached or does not
elect to designate a replacement and the complaint must
be dealt with promptly, then
the unit head or dean or
designee shall act on behalf of
the instructor or administrator.

4. Resolution of Student
Academic Appeals at the College Level
a If not satisfied with the resolution of the complaint proposed by the unit head or
supervisor, the student may
proceed within 10 school days
of receipt of the unit head's or
supervisor's decision to file a
written appeal with the office
of the dean of the college in
which the action occurred.
The written appeal must clearly specify the action that the
student perceives as wrong.
b. An assistant or associate
dean in the college appropriate
to the case will hear the appeal
and render the opinion in 3
work weeks in writing or provide a reason why the deadline
could not be met. If the student is not satisfied with the
finding of this administrator,
the student within 10 days may
request an appeal to the stu9ent academic appeals committee.
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c. The purpose of the student
academic appeals committee
is to determine whether a
broader segment of the campus represented by the committee also judges the action as
wrong. If so, they are to suggest a resolution for the action.
Before filing the complaint,
the student should consult
with Student Government
Association's Judicial Advisor
or designee, who shall furnish
advice to the student's rights
and responsibilities with
respect to this policy. The
written appeal shall include
the basis of the original complaint, the dates when the
instructor, unit head, administrator, or supervisor, met with
the student to discuss the
problem, and the suggested
resolution at that time.
d. The Student Academic
Appeals Committee
i. Each college shall establish a Student Academic
Appeals
Committee
whenever required.
ii. The committee shall be
made up of at least three
and no more than five
tenured faculty members
and an equal number of students.
iii. Student members shall
be selected by the dean of
the college or designee
from a panel of no less than
thirty (30) students. This
panel shall be appointed by
the Vice President of Student Development and
Enrollment Services from a
list furnished for this purpose by the Student Body
President.
iv. Any member shall be
challenged for cause by
either party. The validity of
such challenges shall be
decided by the Office of
Student
Rights
and
Responsibilities. If a challenge is upheld, the college
dean or designee shall
appoint a replacement from
the college's tenured faculty
or the student panel.
e. The college dean or
designee shall call the Student
Academic Appeals Committee
together for an arranged
appeals date.
f. In conducting a formal
review, the Student Academic
Appeals Committee shall
adhere to the following guidelines:
.
i. The time limits specified
in the following review procedure may be extended by
mutual agreement of the
parties.
ii. The student and the
instructor or instructor's
replacement shall be per-·
mitted to have a non-lawyer
representative appear with
them before the committee

if they so choose.
iii. The committee shall not
be officially convened to
review the appeal until the
faculty member involved,
or
replacement,
has
received a copy of the
appeal or complaint and
has had at least 5 school
days to submit, if desired,
any information. The student will be provided with a
copy of any material submitted by the instructor at
least 5 school days before
the committee meets to
review the case.

iv. The committee should
make every reasonable
effort to meet for review of
the case within 15 school
days after receipt of the student's written appeal and
any information provided
by the faculty member
and/or chair.
v. The committee will function as an objective, fact
finding body when examining all available and relevant information concerning the student's appeal of
academic action by the
instructor. Such information shall include the student's
written appeal, written
and/or oral information
provided by the instructor,
statements made by both
parties before ·the committee, and any other information the committee may
deem relevant.
vi. The student and faculty member shall be invited
to meet with the committee. Each shall be allowed
adequate time to respond to
the appeal and material as
submitted, to any questions
from committee members,
and to present additional
information needed to clarify the issues involved.
vii. After meeting with both
parties, the committee shall
develop its recommendations by majority vote. The
committee chair shall designate a member to record
the committee's recommendations. These recommendations concerning the
disposition of the case shall
be submitted to the college
dean.

g. The college dean shall render a decision within 10 school
days of the conclusion of the
committee hearing. Copies of
the committee's recommendation and the dean's decision
shall be made available to both
parties concerned, to the
provost, and all other involved
parties and departments.

5. Final Appeal
a. If dissatisfied with the college dean's decision, the student may, within 10 school
days, file a written request for
review with the dean of under-

graduate studies or the dean of
. graduate studies (depending
upon the classification of the
student) stating the basis for
review and the resolution
sought by the student.
b. Acting as the University
President's representative, the
dean of undergraduate studies
or the dean of graduate studies
shall make a final decision on
the matter within 10 scho0l
days of receipt of the student's
. request for review. Copies of
the dean's written decision
and the basis therefore shall be
sent to the student, the college
dean, the chair, the Director of
the OSRR , the instructor
involved (if any), and other
involved parties.

6. Appeals ofGraduate Program Actions or Decisions
a Review of Academic Performance. The primary responsibility for monitoring academic
performance standards rests
with the degree program.
However, the college and university may monitor a student's progress and may revert
any student to non-degree status if performance standards
as specified by the program,
college or university are not
maintained. Satisfactory academic performance in a program also involves maintaining the standards of academic
and professional integrity
expected in a particular discipline or program. Failure to
maintain these standards may
result in termination of the
student from the program. A
degree program may revert
any graduate student to nondegree status at any time,
when, in its judgment, the individual is deemed incapable of
successfully performing at
required standards of excellence. Once reversion to nondegree status has occurred, a
student will not be allowed to
enroll in graduate courses in
that major and will be
removed from courses currently being taken. If a student
is reverted to non-degree status, reinstatement to graduate
student status can occur only
through a formal grievance
process. (See Academic Grievance Procedure in following
section).
b. Academic Grievance Procedure. The Office of Graduate
Studies follows the procedures
for academic grievances as
outlined below. Academic
matters are those involving
graduate instruction, graduate
research, or decisions involving graduate instruction or
affecting academic freedom of
graduate students.
The
Appeals Subcommittee of the
Graduate Council is the committee that has jurisdiction for
issues involving graduate students enrolled for graduate
credit, with the exclusion of
the following:
i. grade appeals for individ-

ual courses (not thesis or
dissertation requirements) .
ii. non-academic issues of a
disciplinary nature
Both of the above items (#i
and #ii) are handled by the
Golden Rule process for all
students at UCF (see the
appropriate sections above).
c. The Academic Grievance
Procedure is designed to provide a fair means of dealing
with graduate student complaints regarding a specific
action or decision by a faculty
member, program or college,
including termination from an
academic program. Academic
misconduct complaints associated
with
sponsored
research will invoke procedures determined by the
Office of Research.
d. Students who believe they
have been treated unfairly,
with the previous exceptions,
may initiate a grievance. The
procedure provides several
levels of review, and at each
level of review the participants
are further removed and have
a broader outlook than where
the grievance originated.
i. The graduate student
should discuss the matter
within the academic unit of
the grievance and attempt
to resolve the grievance
informally.
ii. If an informal resolution
fails, the procedure is as follows:
a. The graduate student
requesting consideration
of a grievance, must state
the nature of the grievance in writing to the
graduate program coordinator, within one year of
the date of the occurrence
of the grievance. The
statement should include
a brief narrative of the
grievance, the parties
involved, and a statement
of what remedy is
requested.
b. The graduate program
coordinator may ask the
unit graduate committee
responsible for hearing
graduate student grievances to examine the necessary information. The
unit graduate committee
may invite the grievant as
well as others who may
provide useful information to a scheduled meeting to present arguments
for the grievance. The
unit graduate committee
will
recommend
a
response to the grievance
to the graduate program
coordinator.
c. The graduate program
coordinator will consider
the input of the unit graduate committee and make
a recommendation to the
unit head about the grievance. The unit head will

then make a final unit
decision about the grievance at that level.
d. Should the graduate
student wish to appeal
the decision of the unit
head, the student or unit
head may request in writing to the college graduate coordinator (if this is
the next most appropriate
unit) or the Office of
Graduate Studies (if this
is the next most appropriate unit) that the grievance be considered at this
level. The college graduate coordinator may ask
the college graduate committee to examine the
information and consider
the grievance at a scheduled meeting. The college
graduate committee may
request that the graduate
student attend and present information and arguments about the grievance and invite others
who may provide useful
information to do the
same. The college graduate committee will recommend a response to
the grievance to the college graduate coordinator.
e. The college graduate
coordinator will consider
the input of the college
graduate committee and
make a recommendation
to the college dean about
the grievance. The college dean will then make
a final decision about the
grievance at that level.

£ Should the graduate student wish to appeal the
decision of the college or
unit (whichever is appropriate), the student may
request in writing to the
Vice Provost and Dean of
Graduate Studies that the
grievance be considered
at the university level.
The Vice Provost and
Dean may ask the
Appeals Subcommittee of
the Graduate Council of
the Faculty Senate to
examine the information
and consider the grievance at a scheduled meeting. The Appeals Subcommittee may request
that the graduate student
attend and present information and arguments
about the grievance and
invite others who may
provide useful informa- .
tion to do the same. Graduate students who would
like to invite advisors or
others to the committee
meeting may do so, but
the advisor is only there
to provide consultation
with the student and not
to participate in the committee meeting. The
Appeals Subcommittee
solicits information and
then dismisses any invited parties to consider the

,.
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recommendation that it
will make, either at a continuation of the meeting
or at a future meeting.
g. The Vice Provost and
Dean of Graduate Studies
will consider the input of
the Appeals Subcommittee of the Graduate Council and make a final decision about the grievance
for the university.

12. Student Grievance
Procedure
A.General
1. The intent of this rule is to
provide a procedure w-hereby
student
grievances
are
processed
promptly
and
resolved fairly. Students shall be
given adequate opportunity to
bring complaints to the attention
of the University w-ith the assurance that the proper University
officials w-ill promptly investigate the facts of the case and
evaluate these facts in an objective manner.
2. Student problems should
be resolved, w-herever possible,
before the filing of a formal w-ritten grievance, and open communication is encouraged so that
resorting to formal grievance
procedures w-ill not be necessary.
Informal resolution of grievances may be continued
throughout the process.

11

ing termination from an academic program.
5. Traffic and Parking Violations;
6. Professional judgment of
licensed practitioners in health,
related professions.

C. Definitions
1. "Day" means a calendar day.
2. "Grievance" means a dispute or request for redress of the
interpretation or application of
any rule or regulation of the University or the Board of Trustees.
3. "Grievant" means any
enrolled or admitted student
w-ho presents a grievance under
this rule.
4. "Respondent" means the
UCF faculty or staff member
w-ho is alleged to have caused the
grievance by identifiable acts of
omission or commission.

B. Exclusions

2. The professional judgment
exercised by an instructor in
assigning a grade;
3. Undergraduate program
requirements of departments,
schools, or colleges;
4. Graduate program actions
or decisions by a faculty member, program or college, includ-

10. "peremptory challenge"
shall mean a challenge for w-hich
no explanation need to be given
by the party making the challenge.
11. "challenge for cause" shall
mean a challenge based on
alleged bias, prejudice, interest
or other causes w-hich indicated
that the challenged panel member should not serve because of
involvement, predisposition or
other related causes. While
either party may challenge for
cause, such challenges shall be
review-ed by the University Gen-

eral Counsel w-ho shall advise as
to the fitness to serve of the challenged panel member. General
Counsel's decision as to such fitness shall be final.

D. Informal Resolution
of Student Grievances
1. It is the University policy to
encourage the informal resolution of grievances directly
betw-een the student and the
respondent. If this cannot be
accomplished, the student is
encouraged to continue informal
resolution presenting the problem orally through appropriate
administrative channels up to,
but not including, the office of
the vice president in w-hose area
the respondent is employed.
2. Upon request, the Director
of the OSRR w-ill inform the student as to the administrative
channels to be follow-ed in an
attempt to secure informal resolution.

E. Formal Resolution of Grievances
1. If informal resolution
attempts do not succeed, the student may present the grievance
in w-riting in the form indicated
in (b) below-. This w-ritten grievance shall be mailed or delivered
to the clerk of the University
(University General Counsel's
Office) no later than 25 days follow-ing the date on w-hich the
alleged act or omission causing
the grievance occurred; or not
later than 25 days from the date
the student acquired know-ledge,
or could be reasonable expected
to have acquired know-~e, of
the alleged act or omission
unless the time limit has been
extended by mutual agreement.

2. Formal grievance shall be
presented in the follow-ing format (fig. I).
3. Upon receipt of a formal
student grievance, the clerk of
the University w-ill review- the
grievance to determine w-hether

5. "Party" means either the fig. 1
grievant or the respondent.
.----------------------------------------,
6. "Counsel" means an attorney or lay advisor.

Student Grievance Format ·

7. "Resolution" means an
by or on the behalf of the
University that is satisfactory to
the student.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SS#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

acti~n

8. "Student Grievance Panel"
means a panel of 15 persons
3. Time limits contained in appointed by the President of the
this rule may be extended by University based on recommenmutual agreement of the parties. dations from the President's
Upon failure by the University or · Advisory Staff and from the Stuits representatives to provide a dent Body President. Those elidecision w-ithin the time limits gible for appointment:
provided in this rule or any
a Full-time faculty;
extension thereof, the grievant
b. A & P and Career Service
may appeal to the next appropriemployees who hold adminisate step. Upon failure of the
trative positions;
grievant or counsel to finalize an
appeal, or take prescribed action,
c. Students currently enrolled
w-ithin the time limits provided
and in good standing. The Stuin this rule, the grievance shall be
dent Grievance Panel from
which individual boards will
deemed to have been resolved at
be selected shall consist of:
the prior step.
1. 5 faculty representatives;
Grievances pertaining to the
following matters shall not be
processed under this rule:
1. Disciplinary actions taken
under UCF conduct rules;

members eligible to serve in a
particular grievance, the President may appoint additional
·members on ·an ad hoc basis.
9. "challenge" shall mean a
formal objection, by either the
grievant or the respondent, to
having a member of the Student
Grievance Panel appointed as
either an investigator or Student
Grievance Board member.

2. 5 administrative staff, representing the various administrative divisions of the University;

Address w-here student may be reached:
Street:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State:._ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ __
Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
University or BOT rule or regulation violated if any:
Statement of Grievance including date(s) or acts of omission for w-hich redress is sought:
Name and Position of Respondent: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Remedy Sought: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I w-ill be represented in the grievance by (check one)
( ) Myself ( ) Legal Counsel ( ) Other (specify) _ _ _ _ __
I select the option of checked below- as the manner in w-hich this grievance shall be disposed (check
one only):
A
B.

C.

( ) The respondent's vice president may decide my case on it merits.
( ) The respondent's vice president shall appoint an investigator and decide w-hat
disposition should be made of my case after receiving the investigator's report.
( ) My case shall be reviewed by a grievance board appointed in accordance w-ith UCF Rule
6C7-5.0031 and be decided by the respondent's vice president after review of the board'~
procedures and recommendation.

3.10 students whose names are

to be submitted to the President of the University by the
President of the Student Government Association.
d. Panel members shall serve
annual terms beginning and
ending in August of each academic year. When a vacancy
occurs, the President shall
make new appointments to fill
unexpired terms. Whenever
the exercise of the challenge
reduce the number of panel

I do ( ) do not ( ) w-ant a postponement for _ _ _ _ _ (up to 25) days to seek informal resolution
of this grievance.
This grievance w-as filed w-ith the clerk of the University on the
day of _ _ _ _ _~
20____, by (check one)
( ) Certified or registered restricted delivery, return receipt requested mail
( ) personal delivery
Grievant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office of the Clerk of University by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date Received:._ _ _ _ _ _ __

~.
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or not action under this rule is
appropriate or is excluded under
the provisions of paragraph 2
above. If action under this rule is
appropriate, the clerk of the University 'w ill notify the student of
receipt of the grievance and the
name of the respondent's vice
president who will handle the
step 1 of procedures outlined
herein; simultaneously the clerk
will notify the respondent and
deliver the written grievance to
the vice president in whose area
the respondent is employed. The
clerk will inform the student that
procee\:lings under this rule are
not appropriate if such is the
case. Regardless of the disposition, such notice will be mailed
to the student within 3 days after
the clerk's receipt of the written
grievance.
4. Within 15 days of receipt of
notification of the grievance, the
respondent (or in case of
absence of the respondent, the
respondent's supervisor) shall
prepare a written response to the
allegation(s) made by the student and shall furnish copies of
this response to the grievant, to
the appropriate vice president,
and the clerk of the University
5. Upon receipt of the griev-ance and the respondent's reply
thereto, the respondent's vice
~resident shall take action as
follows:
a. If the grievant selects
Option A (as noted on the format): After review of the grievance, associated documents
and any discussions necessary
to determine the facts, the
respondent's vice president
~establish the University
position and notify the grievant and the respondent. This
notification shall be made in
writing within 25 days after the
vice president's receipt of the
grievance and respondent's
reply thereto, and shall be forwarded to the grievant by the
clerk of the University;
b. If the grievant selects
OptionB:
i. Within 5 days after receipt
of the grievance and
respondent's reply, the vice
president shall appoint an
investigator from among
-r the members of the Student
Grievance Panel. This
appointment shall be subject to challenge for cause
and to no more than 2
peremptory challenges by
either party;
ii. The investigator shall file
his report and recommendations with the respondent's vice president within
25 days after receipt of the
grievance and the respondent's reply thereto. This
report shall be in writing
and shall include, but need
not to be limited to: state-

ments by the grievant and
the respondent; statements
by any witnesses testifying
on behalf of either party;
documents in support of
either position; the investigator's summary and recommendation to the vice
president.
iii. The vice president shall
review the investigator's
report and render a decision, in writing within 10
days to the respondent and
grievant. Notification to the
grievant shall be made
through the clerk of the
University.

c. If the Grievant Selects
OptionC:
i. Within 5 days after receipt
of the formal grievance, the
respondent's vice president
will appoint a Student
Grievance Board to review
the case. This board shall
consist of 8 members who
are uninvolved parties
selected from among the
members of the Student
Grievance Panel Two shall
be faculty members, 2 shall
be administrators and 4
shall be a student. Either
party may challenge for
cause any panel member
selected to serve on the
board and may also
peremptorily challenge no
more that 2 of the selectees.
After the exercise of all
challenges, the Vice President shall name one member of the board to act as
chair.
ii. Proceedings of the Student Grievance Board shall
be carried out under the following general principles:

a The board's record of proceedings and recommendation shall be delivered, in writing, to the vice president no
later than 30 days after the date
the board is appointed.
b. Where applicable, the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure
shall apply for purposes of discovery. The chair may issue
appropriate orders to affect
discovery and to prevent
unnecessary delay. This shall
not be construed to prevent
continuances upon the showing of good cause.
c. All parties to the grievance
may make opening and closing
statements, offer testimony
and evidence and cross-examine witnesses.
d. The rules of evidence need
not be strictly followed but
may be liberally construed in
the interest of a fair and
prompt adjudication of the
grievance.

e. The fact-finding portion of
the grievance shall be open.

f. No provision in the student
grievance procedure shall preclude an informal settlement

of the grievance at any stage of
the process. Deliberation immediately upon conclusion
of the fact-finding portion of
the hearing, or as soon thereafter as is practical, the grievant, the respondent, and all
witnesses shall be dismissed
and the board shall go into
closed session to deliberate.
Within 14 days, a written recommendation shall include
the finding of fact and conclusions. The recommendation
must be agreed upon by at
least 3 of the board's members.
3. The respondent's vice president shall review the board's
recommendation and render a
decision within 10 days. This
decision shall be forwarded in
writing to the grievant and the
respondent through the clerk
of the University.

13. Student Record
Guidelines
A.
1. Records shall be kept to
meet the needs of the University.
Limited access records are not
open to public inspection and
shall be maintained and open to
public inspection only as provided in Florida Statutes 240.237
and 228.093 and 20 U.S.C. 12329
Federal Law. The Vice Presidents for Academic Affairs and
Administration and Finance are
designated as custodians of limited access records.

2. Separate student files may
be maintained at the University
of Central Florida, Orlando,
Florida, 32816, in the following
offices:
• Academic, supporting
documents and general education records (Registrar)
•Student diSciplinary
records (Director of OSRR)
• Medical records (Director
of Student Eealth Services)
• Financial Aid records
(Director of Financial Aid)
• Counseling and Testing
Center records (Director of
Counseling and Testing Center)
• Student Legal Services
records (Director of Student
Legal Services)
• Dispute Resolution Services records (Coordinator of
Dispute Resolution Services)
• Placement Center records
(Director of Career Resource
Center)
• Student Repayment records
(University Comptroller)
• Veterans' records (Director
ofVeterans' Affairs)
• Law enforcement records
(Director of University
Police)

3. Information relating to the
items below is not relevant to the
educational process, except for
counseling, statistical, and
research purposes. Therefore, no
record shall be used outside the
University naming the student in
relation to the following information, except with the
expressed written consent of the
student.
•Race
•Gender
•Religion
• Disability
• Political or social views
• Membership in organizations other than honorary
or professional organizations directly related to the
education process

B.
All persons handling student
records shall be instructed concerning the confidential nature
of such records and shall be
informed of their professional
and legal responsibility regarding confidentiality. Personally
identifiable student records shall
only be disclosed as prescribed
in 228.093 F.S.S.
(.

Record-keeping personnel
may have access to confidential
student records and files as necessary in their job function and
in accordance with the policy on
confidentiality of student
records. This activity is the
responsibility of the chair of the
academic department, or the
director of the administrative
office.
Persons with administrative
assignments may have access to
confidential student records and
files, except counseling and
health records, for internal educational purposes, including necessary administrative and statistical purposes, after prior
approval of the chair of the
department.
The records of a student
which are created or maintained
by a physician, or psychologist,
or other professional or paraprofessional acting in his or her professional or paraprofessional
capacity, or assisting in that
capacity, and which are created
or maintained, or used only in
connection with the provision of
treatment to the student, are not
available to anyone other than
persons providing such treatment, provided, however, that
such records can be personally
reviewed by a physician or other
appropriate professional of the
student's choice and with the

student's written consent. Financial records of the parents of the
student or any information contained therein are limited to professional staff immediately
responsible for those areas of
University operation.
The records of a student
which are created or maintained
by an attorney employed in Student Legal Services (SLS) or
other paraprofessional acting in
his or her capacity, and which are
created or maintained, or used in
connection with the provision of
legal services to a student are not
available to any other person
except as permitted by the Florida Bar Rules. The attorney-client
confidentiality rule is subject to
very few exceptions. A SLS attorney representing a student will
reveal information regarding
representation only in very limited instances such as a student's
own written request, a final
court order, or whenever appropriate in carrying out his or her
representation. No information
will be given in response to telephone inquiries except as permitted by the Florida Bar Rules.

D.
No one having access to confidential student records may
disclose information beyond that
is listed below. The following
information may be given in
response to telephone inquiries:
student's name, confirmation of
current enrollment, current
mailing address, current telephone number if it is a listed
number, dates of attendance at
UCF, and degrees and awards
received at UCF. In addition to
the foregoing information, date
of birth, e-mail address, major
field of study at UCF, participation in officially recognized
activities and sports, and height
and weight of members of intercollegiate athletic teams may be
given in response to a written
· request to the applicable records
custodian.

E.
Students may request this
information be withheld by completing the necessary forms in
the University Registrar's office.
Records shall be released in
compliance with a court order.

F.
Other than the information
listed in the above, the University may not release personally
identifiable information without
written consent of the student to
any party, except the following:
1. Other University officials;

I
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2. Officials of other institutions in which the student
intends to enroll, conditioned upon the student
being notified and receiving
a copy of such records, if
requested, and further
allowing the student an
opportunity to challenge the
contents of the records;
3. Authorized representatives of the Comptroller
General of the United States
U.S. Department of Educa~
tion and the Florida Department <?f Education;
4. In connection with a student's application for, or
receipt of, financial aid;
5. Bona fide educational
research
organizations,
which will use the personal
identification
only
as
described in 228.093;
6. State or local officials or
authorities to which such
information is specifically
required to be reported or
disclosed pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552(a)(b)(7);
7. Accrediting organizations
in order to carry out their
accrediting functions;

8. In response to a validly
issued subpoena or other
order from a court of competent jurisdiction. However, the University will make
a reasonable attempt to notify the student prior to compliance with the court order
or subpoena.

G.
In order for the parent(s) to
have access to the student's
records without written permission from the ·student, the parent(s) must certify in writing
that the student is economically
dependent upon the parent(s) as
defined in Section 152 of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Such written certification is to be
included in the student's record.

H.
Potential employers may be
given the above information if
the potential employer presents
proper credentials and offers
proof that the student for which
the inquiry is being made has
given written permission for
such information to be released
to the potential employer. Each
student shall have access to personal records and files except as
noted herein subject to reasonable regulations as to time, place
and supervision.

I.
Information may be released
to University officials with a
legitimate educational interest
or with a concern for a significant risk to the health and safety
of members of the University
community, as well as to such
officials at other educational
institutions with similar interests
or concerns.

14. Drug-Free
Workplace/Drug-Free
Schools Policy
Statement
This is a statement of the
standards of conduct and disciplinary sanctions to be imposed
for the unlawful possession, use
or distribution of illicit drugs and
alcohol by UCF students and
employees on UCF property or
as part of any of its activities.
The unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession or use of a controlled substance
or
the
unlawful
possession or use of alcohol is
prohibited in and on UCF owned
and controlled property or as
part of any of its activities. Any
UCF employee or student determined to have violated this policy shall be subject to disciplinary
action for misconduct, action
which may include termination
or expulsion and referral for
criminal
prosecution.
No
employee or student is to report
to work, class or any University
activity while under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol.
Violation of these policies by an
employee or student will be reason for evaluation and possible
intervention or treatment for
alcohol and other drug abuse or
dependency disorders. The University's alcoholic beverages policy is stated below.

A. Campus Alcoholic
Beverages Policy
1. Policy- The sale, · service,
possession, and consumption of
alcoholic beverages shall comply
with state and federal laws, city
and county ordinances, and the
licensing agreement with oncampus distributors which
allows for the sale and service of
alcoholic beverages. In addition,
the University has formulated
the following policies governing
the sale, service, possession, and
consumption of alcoholic beverages on campus.
2. Guidelines- The sale or
service of alcoholic beverages to
persons younger than 21 years of
age is prohibited.

a. Possession or consumption

of alcoholic beverages is prohibited by persons younger
than 21 years of age.

6.. Type of alcohol along
with food and alternative
non-alcoholic beverages to
be provided;

b. Possess~on or consumption .
of alcoholic beverages in open
or unsealed containers is prohibited, except in designated
areas or as approved with special events.

7. Method of security
including number of campus police officers;

c. Individuals are responsible
for their actions, regardless of
whether or not their mental or
physical state may be affected
by mind-altering chemicals
such as alcohol and other
drugs.
d. Student organizations may
develop more stringent regulations regarding alcohol use.

3. Location- The sale of alcoholic beverages on the University campus may be permitted
only in licensed areas by licensed
on-campus distributors.
a The sale or service of alcoholic beverages to individuals
of legal age will be permitted
~t other select campus locat10ns for catered functions by
properly authorized distributors.

b. The serving, possession or
consumption of alcohol by
individuals of legal age may be
permitted in private residential rooms in the residence
halls and other on-campus
h?~sing, unless otherwise prohibited by the governing
organization Consumption of
alcoholic beverages in public
or common areas within oncampus residential units shall
foll?w guidelines provided by
their governing organization

4. Approval Procedures for
Student Groups- Prior approvals
for students or student organizations to host an event where
alcoholic beverages are present
in non-licensed campus locations must be obtained from the
associate Vice· President for
Campus Life or designee.
a. The following information
must be supplied by the student
organization
and
approved by the appropriate
University officials, no less
than 15 calendar days prior to
the event(s). The required
form may be obtained from
the Office of Student Activities. These arrangements
include but are not limited to:
1. Sponsoring organization
and nature of event;
2. Date, beginning and ending times and location of
event;
3. Number in attendance
and method of registering
guests;
4. Method of designation
for those of age/underage;
5. Contained area where
alcohol consumption is permitted;

8. Person to be contacted at

event in case of questions
or problems.

5. Approval Procedures for
Non-Student Groups - When an
event is properly scheduled to
take place in a location for which
a campus concession holds a
license, alcoholic beverages are
to be sold through the concession and their license. Groups or
organizations that seek to sell
beer or wine along with a nonalcoholic choice at other locations on campus must obtain
approval to secure a beer or wine
license from the Director of
Business Services prior to making application for the license.
With approval, the license is
then to be obtained by the organization from the Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco Division of
the Department of Business Regulations.

B. Student Organizations
1. Active registered student

3. Off campus groups or
organizations who seek to serve
alcoholic beverages in a location
and situation which does not
require a license must obtain
prior approval to serve alcohol
on campus from the Director of
Business Services. In order to
comply with the Federal DrugFree Workplace Act, the University of Central Florida requires
that an employee employed on a
grant or contract notify the
Office of Human Resources of
any criminal drug statute conviction for a violation occurring in
the workplace no la~ than 5
days after such conviction. The
University will notify the federal
contracting agency within 10
days of having received notice
that an employee engaged in the
performance of such a contract
or grant has had a criminal drug
statute conviction for a violation
occurring in the workplace. The
University will discipline any
employee who is so convicted
and/or require the employee's
satisfactory participation in a
drug abuse assistance or rehabilitation program. In ordfr'to comply with the Federal Drug-Free
Schools and Campuses Act, the
following descriptions are. listed.

C. Health Risks Associated
organizations must secure in
With
the Use of Illicit Drugs
writing permission to serve or
and
the Abuse of Alcohol
consume alcoholic beverages on
This information was insertproperty owned or operated by
the University of Central Florida ed in order: to comply with the
for the purpose of engaging in Federal Drug-Free Workplaceany activity to benefit either Act.
their own organization directly,
or a program that their organiza- · Alcohol consumption causes a
number of marked changes in
tion may sponsor, as follows:
behavior.
Even low doses signifia. Student Union and inside
cantly
impair
the judgnil;nt and
the Pegasus Circle - Director
of the Student Union and coordination required to drive a
Recreation and Wellness Cen- car safely, increasing the likelihood that the driver will be
ter or designee
involved in an accident. Low to
b. Outdoor area immediately moderate doses of alcohol also
a?jacent to any building - offi- increase the incidence of a varicially designated building ety of aggressive acts, including
manager for that facility
sexual assault, and spouse and
child abuse. Moderate to high
c. Other outdoor open spaces
on the campus - designated doses of alcohol cause marked
sponsors, i.e. Lake Claire - impairments in higher mental
Director of the Student Union functions, severely altering a
and Recreation and Wellness person's ability to learn and
Center or designee.
r~member information. Very
high doses cause respiratory
· d. Inside any building- officially designated building manag- depression and death. If combined with other depressants of
er for that facility
the central nervous system,
much
lower doses of alcohol will
2. Permission by active registered student organizations to produce the effects just
use any space on each area cam- described. Repeated use of alcopus or its host institution's cam- hol can lead to dependence. Sudpus for the purpose of providing den cessation of alcohol intake is
or consuming alcoholic bever- likely to produce withdrawal
symptoms, including severe anx~ges must be secured in writing
m advance by the Director of iety, tremors, hallucinations, and
Campus Life on each area cam- convulsions. Alcohol withdrawal
can be life-threatening. Longpus.
term consumption of large quan-

;
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tities of alcohol, particularly
I when combined with poor nutrition, can also lead to permanent
damage to vital organs such as
the braii\pnd the liver.
Mothers who drink alcohol
during pregnancy may give birth
to infants with fetal alcohol syndrome. These infants have irreversible physical abnormalities
and mental retardation. In addition, research indicates that children of alcoholic parents are at
greater risk than other youngsters o[ becoming alcoholics.
The following lists the possible
effects and health risks associated with the use of illicit drugs
and controlled substances.

1

1

Alcohol: Consumption causes a number of changes in behavior and physiology. Even low
doses significantly impair judgment, coordination, and abstract
mental functioning. Statistics
show that alcohol use is involved
in a majority of violent behaviors
on college campuses, including
acquaimruice rape, vandalism,
fights, and incidents of drinking
and driving. Continued abuse
may lead to dependency, which
often causes permanent damage
to vital organs and deterioration
()fa healthy lifestyle.

Cannabis
(Marijuana,
-qashish): May impair or reduce
short-term memory and comprehension, alter sense of time,
and reduce coordination and
energy level. Users often have a
lowered immune system and an
increased risk of lung cancer.
The ac,tive ingredient in marijuana, THC, 'is stored in the fatty tissues of the brain and reproductive system for a minimum of 28
to30 days.
Hallucinogens: Lysergic
acid (LSD), mescaline, and psilocybin cause illusions and hallucinations. The user may experience panic, confusion, suspicion,
anxiety, and loss of control.
Delayed effects, or flashbacks,
can occur even when use has
ceased. Phencyclidine (PCP)
affects the section of the brain
that controls the intellect and
keeps instincts in check. Because
the drug blocks pain receptors,
violent PCP episodes may result
in self-inflicted injuries.
Cocaine/Crack: Users often
have a stuffy, runny nose and
may have a perforated nasal septum. The immediate effects of
cocaine use include dilated
pupils and elevated blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate,
and body temperature, followed
by depression. Crack, or freebase

rock cocaine, is extremely addictive and can cause delirium, hallucinations, blurred v1s10n,
severe chest pain, muscle
spasms, convulsions, and even
death.

al dysfunction, menstrual irregularities, and breathing disorders.

Amphetamines: Can cause a
rapid or irregular heartbeat,
tremors, loss of coordination,
collapse, and death. Heavy users
are prone to irr'ational acts.

A broad range of student
services provided through UCF's
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services
are available to assist students
with non-academic problems
that negatively affect their performances.

Heroin: Is an opiate drug that
causes the body to have diminished pain reactions. The use of
heroin can result in coma or
death due to a reduction in heart
rate.
Ecstasy: Is a psychedelic
amphetamine that causes brain
damage, specifically to the
nerves in the brain that release
serotonin. The immediate effects
of Ecstasy use include dehydration, muscle cramping, increased
blood pressure, and nausea. Confusion, anxiety, depression,
sleeplessness, and paranoia are
also effects ofEsctasy. Hallucinations may occur as a result of
Esctasy use.
GHB (Gamma Hydroxybutyrate): Was banned as a dietary
supplement in 1997 because of
the harmful and deadly effects it
had on the people who consumed it. The use of GHB can
cause nausea, loss of consciousness, convulsions, coma, and/or
respiratory arrest within 20 minutes of ingestion. Recently, GHB
has become a common drug
used in sexual assault. Former
President Bill Clinton passed a
law in 2000 declaring that the
use of GHB in a sexual assault
case will automatically add 20
years to your sentence.
Methamphetamine: Commonly known as Speed, Crystal
Meth, or Crank, methamphetamine can cause agitation, paranoia, and increased heart rate,
blood pressure, and body temperature. The spikes in blood
pressure can cause blood vessels
to burst, which can result in cardiac arrest or even death.
Nicotine: Is absorbed into
the blood stream, affecting the
central nervous system and raising heart rate and pressure. It is
highly addictive - so much that
70% of smokers who quit relapse
during the first year.
Barbiturates: Are depressants that affect the central nervous system. Tolerance occurs
very rapidly. Some of the longterm effects include chronic
tiredness, vision problems, sexu-

D. Drug/Alcohol Counseling,
Treatment, or Rehabilitation and/or
Re-entry Programs Available to UCF
Student and Employees

The Alcohol and Other Drug
Programming Office offers education, prevention, intervention,
assessment, counseling, re-entry
and referral services designed to
enhance students' personal and
academic success. Qualified staff
is available to assist students
with these services. This office
also encompasses the REACH
(Responsible Education and
Action for Campus Health) Peer
Education Program. The professional health educators and
peers of REACH provide a wide
variety of college health related
services, including the ADAPT
(Alcohol and Drug Awareness
and Prevention) class. ADAPT is
designed to provide students the
information they need to make
low risk, healthy choices around
the use of alcohol. It also gives
students the facts about the
effects and consequences of
alcohol and a wide variety of
other drugs, to assist them in
assessing if their use has become
misuse, abuse or dependency.
Student Health Services
works closely with this office to
provide additional support and
expertise to students, as does the
Counseling Center. The Recreation and Wellness Center provide programs and activities to
enhance our students' health and
well being.
UCF has implemented an
Employee Assistance Program
(EAP) to provide services to its
approximately 4500 regular personnel employed at all campuses. EAP services will be available
at no charge to UCF employees
(except OPS personnel which
include adjunct faculty, graduate
and student assistants) and
immediate family who live in
their household as defined by
the State Employee's Group
insurance. UCF's EAP is an
employee benefit designed to
provide initial confidential
assessment, counseling and
referral services to employees
whose personal problems are
adversely affecting their job performance and overall well being.

The program is designed to identify problems and assist employees (with the support of their
affected dependents) by providing professional assistance while
the problems are still in the early
stages. EAP services offered or
referred include and address a
broad range of issues that trouble
employees and/or dependents
(for example, job burnout, personal emotional or psychological
problems, parental problems,
divorce,
stress
bereavement/depression due to
the death of a loved one or other
traumatic experiences) which
may result in the illegal use of
drugs and/or alcohol abuse.
Specifically, the EAP is designed
to:
• Refer troubled employees/dependents;
•Motivate
employees/dependents to
seek and accept assistance;
• Assess troubled employee/dependents' problems
and personal resources;
• Recommend plan of
action;
• Provide initial counseling,
and/or referral to such individuals.

E. Applicable Legal Sanctions Under
Federal, State and Local Law for the
Unlawful Possession or Distribution
of Illicit Drugs and Alcohol
In the U.S. Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement and
Administration 1989 edition of
Drugs and Abuse the following
statement is provided regarding
applicable legal sanctions under
federal law for the unlawful possession or distribution of illicit
drugs.
"The foundation of the federal fight against drugs is Title II of
the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of
1970, commonly known as the
Controlled Substance Act (CSA).
The basic Provisions of that law
were strengthened by the Congress in 1984 and again with the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
The CSA provides penalties for
unlawful manufacturing, distribution, and dispensing of controlled substances. The penalties
are basically determined by the
schedule of the drug or other
substance, and sometime are
specified by drug name, as in the
case of marijuana. As the statute
has been amended since its initial passage in 1970, the penalties
have been altered by Congress."
Florida laws (directed to discourage persons from driving
under the influence of drugs or
alcohol) have severe penalties
including mandatory minimum

incarceration sentences. Other
sanctions include:
• Suspension or revocation
of driver's license;
• Suspension of vehicle registration and return of
license plates, in the case of
a multiple offender;
• Mandatory blood testing
to determine alcohol or
drugs levels;
• Mandated assessment and
counseling, and fines.

F. Biennial Review by UCF of its
Drug-Free Workplace/Drug-Free
School Policy Compliance
The Division of Student
Development and Enrollment
Services and Human Resources
office will review, on a biennial
basis, the effectiveness of the
programs stated in its Drug-Free
Workplace/Drug-Free Schools
Policy Statement and will implement changes to the programs if
they are needed in accordance
with the Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act amendments
ofl989 (Public law 101-226). This
review will also be conducted to
ensure that the disciplinary sanctions stated in the UCF Policy
Statement are consistently
enforced.

15. Student Activities
and Organizations
The University supports a
variety of student organizations
as a belief in their co-curricular
value, their role in the general
education of students, and their
being an asset to the University
community. Opportunities for
student involvement in student
organizations include student
government, academic/pre-professional and honorary, athletics,
military, religious, special interests, minority, international and
service groups. Student organizations play an important role in
the total University life and
must, therefore, exercise judgment and responsibility in the
planning and implementation of
their activities. This judgment
and responsibility extends to
individual members and officers
of organizations. Organizations
and individuals must also
observe certain regulations for
rational and effective operation
in the University community.

A. Student Organization Guidelines
1. Benefits of Involvement:
The University of Central
Florida (UCF) recognizes the
importance of active and effective student organizations.
Research clearly shows that

.
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those students who choose to
become involved in some form
of organized activity do better
academically, persist through
graduation, gain valuable career
related and life skills, and experience greater personal development when compared to those
students who choose not to get
involved. These benefits are
even more enhanced for those
students who take on leadership
roles within student organizations.
2. The Ability to Organize
The University encourages
students to organize themselves
and to pursue personal and/or
professional interests. Further,
the University supports the
choice to form and affiliate with
an organization and strives to
remove administrative barriers
that would hinder such involvement.
3. University Oversight
The University has the
responsibility to exercise appropriate oversight over student
organizations and their related
activities. This includes the official registration of all student
organizations through student
government as well as oversight
for the appropriate time, place
and manner of all activities,
events, etc. Policies and procedures related to the conduct of
student organizations are presented below.

8. General PrindP,les of
Group Responsibility
Any student organization can
be held responsible for its
actions or the actions of a collection of its members acting
together. It is recognized that
occasional misconduct on the
part of individual members may
not be attributed to and/or be
cause to penalize the organization; however, misconduct on
the part of the organization may
be addressed when;
1. Members of the organiza-

tion act together to violate
University standards of con. duct.
2. A violation arises out of an
organization-sponsored,
financed, or otherwise supported activity.
3. The organization's leadership has knowledge of the
incident, behavior, etc. and
fails to take corrective or
prohibitive action before
such incident, behavior, etc.
occurs or fails to stop such
incident, behavior, etc. while
it is occurring.

.
4. A violation occurs on
premises and/or transportation owned, operated, or
rented exclusively by the
organization.
5. A pattern of individual
violations has occurred
and/or continues to occur
without adequate control,
response, or sanction on the
part of the organization or
its leaders.
6. The organization or related activities provided the
context for the violation.
7. The organization chooses

to protect one or more individual offenders who are
members, former members,
or guests of the organization
from official action.

C. Registration of
Student Organizations
Any student association,
group, or organization other than
the Student Government Association whose objectives are consistent with the organizational
goals and mission of the University is eligible for active registration. Registration is permitted
and completed upon the recommendation of the Student Government Association, the review
and concurrence of the Office of
Student Involvement, and the
approval of the Associate Vice
President for Campus Life or
designee. The Office of Student
Involvement will have copies of
the Golden Rule available for
student organizations when they
submit their registration and
officer update reports.
1. Registration Process

To be considered for registration, a student organization must
submit in writing to the Office of
Student Involvement a list of
twelve (eight at area campuses)
UCF student members and their
UCF ID numbers, a list of all officers and their UCF ID numbers,
the signature of all officers and
the faculty/staff advisor(s), and
the organization's constitution.
In seeking, securing, and maintaining the privilege to be regis-tered, each student organization
must agree in writing to abide by
all university policies, procedures, and regulations and to
hold harmless the University for.
any actions or activities of the
organization.
2. Privileges of Registration
Student organizations registered
by the University may be granted the following privileges:
a The privilege to use University facilities depending on

JS

availability,
guidelines;

program

and

b. The privilege to request Student Government Association
activity and service fees provided
said
organization
adheres to the Student Body
Constitution, the Student
Body Statutes, and all Student
Government financial regulations;
c. The privilege to establish
dues and sponsor money-raising projects;
d. The privilege to use the Uni-

versity's name as part of the
organization's name;
e. The privilege to invite guest
speakers to campus;
f. The privilege to grant
awards and honors to organization members.

3. Registration of student
organizations by the University
shall not imply support for any
student organization's purpose,
philosophy or activities. The
University will not assume any
legal liability for any student
organization's activities. Rule
6C7-5.0021, Section (2)

D. Update Reports and
Inactive Organizations
At the beginning of each
semester, and following organization elections, all registered
student organizations must file
an update report with the Office
of Student Involvement. The
report must include a current
listing of the organization's
membership and officers, the
signature of at least two current
officers and the faculty/staff
advisor (s), the purpose, and the
organization's address. Organizations that do not turn in an
update form or do not meet any
of the other informational
requirements listed above will be
considered inactive. Complete
membership and officer lists and
financial statements should be
made available to the Office of
Student Involvement upon
request. Any change in the information indicated above during
the academic year should be
reported to the Office of Student
Involvement. Should an inactive
organization fail to reactivate
within one (1) calendar year, that
organization shall be considered
dissolved. Dissolved organizations may only be reformed by
following the aforementioned
organization
registration ·
process.

E. Funds and Expenditures
Registered organizations may
receive operating and programming funds from Student Government Association funds

through an application process.
All approved Student Government Association funding will be
disbursed and expended through
the Student Government Association accountant. Organizations
that do not receive funding from
Student Government Association may deposit or expend
funds through an off-campus
account or through an account
established with the Office of
Finance and Accounting. Student organizations receiving
funds must comply with Student
Government Office of Finance
and Accounting Guidelines.

F. Membership
Membership in any student
organization is limited to any
student who is currently paying
activity and service fees and is
enrolled with the University of
Central Florida. Organizational
membership requirements must
also be satisfied. UCF faculty,
staff, alumni, and Central Florida
Research Park employees may
be non-voting members. In order
to comply with the University's
commitment to non-discrimination, all students who enroll at
the University will be assured
equal access to educational programs and related opportunities
without regard to race, sex, age,
religion, disability, national origin, marital or parental status, or
veteran's status.

G. Student Eligibility
for Leadership Positions
The University has established the following minimum
requirements for service in student leadership positions. Such
positions may be elected or
appointed and shall include
without limitation, only as the
University deems appropriate in
its sole discretion, student government officials, officers of
active registered student organizations, members of University
department-sponsored groups,
and members of University comThese
minimum
mittees.
requirements may be reviewed
for waiver only under extraordinary circumstances as deemed
appropriate by the University in
its sole discretion.
a. During fall and spring
semesters, a student leader
must be continually enrolled
as an activity arid service feepaying half-time student (currently defined as at least six (6)
credit hours as an undergraduate degree-seeking student or
a post-baccalaureate student,
or at least five (5) credit hours
in a graduate degree-seeking
program). The student is not
required to be enrolled during
summer term; however, the
student must be continuously
enrolled during preceding
spring semester and following

fall semester.
b. A student leader must have
a minimum institutional grade
point average of 2.5 for all
hours earned while enrolled at
UCF and/or previous effilcational institution if student is a
transfer student.
c. A student leader must be in
good academic and disciplinary standing, defined as not
being on academic or disciplinary probation.
d. A student leader must be
free of financial or disciplinary
holds on University records.
Student will have two wee~ to
clear such holds before
removal from leadership position.

2. Students who do not meet
these minimum requirements
may submit a written appeal to
the Eligibility Appeals Board
through the Office of Student
Involvement within 2 weeks
from the first day of class each
semester. The appeal should
address the causes for ineligibility and reasons for believing that
the problems have geen
resolved. The Eligibility Appeals
Board is the deciding body that,
upon hearing the appeal may
waive the eligibility requirements for one semester.
The Eligibility Appeals Board
may review the academic record
of students in those positions of
leadership or responsibility. If
normal progress towards graduation is unsatisfactory, the Board
may recommend to the student,
the advisor, the organization and
the Associate Vice President for
Campus Life that the student
resign from the position of leadership or responsibility.
'
The Student Government
Association has established eligibility requirements for selected
positions within student government. These requirements and
governing procedures are presented in their election and eligibility statutes, which are made
available to any student upon
request, as well as to all candidates filing for office.

H. Faculty or Staff Advisor
All organizations shall have a
UCF faculty or staff advisor in
order to be considered for active
registration. Additionally, a faculty or staff advisor is required in
order to receive Student Government Association funding

I. Conduct Regulations for
Student Organizations
These conduct regulations
shall apply to all student organizations of the University and its
area campuses and shall be

·I •
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deemed a part of the terms and
conditions of admission and
enrollment of all students and
student organization registration. The following defined and
destribed actions include but are
not limited to conduct for which
disciplinary action may be taken.
These regulations apply to all
student organizations for · con-·
duct that occurs against students
or non-students on University
premises, while participating in
University sponsored or related
activities, during school sessions,
during holidays and during perio~of continuous enrollment or
off campus when that conduct is
determined to adversely affect
the interest(s) of any part of the
University.

1. Damage to Property
Malicious or unwarranted
damage or destruction of another's property is prohibited.

2. Theft, Disregard for Property
No student organization shall
take, attempt to take, or keep in
its possession property or services not belonging to their organization.

3. Disorderly Conduct
No student organization
shall:
a. Act in a manner which can
reasonably be expected to disturb the academic pursuits or
infringe upon the privacy,
rights, privileges, health, or
safety of students or the University community or local
community.
b. Obstruct the free movement
of other students around the
campus, interfere with the use
·- of University facilities, or prevent the normal operation of
the University.
c. Condone or encourage such
acts of physical assault, including sexual assault.
d. Engage in obscene or indecent conduct.
e. Fail to comply with the
administrative policies as
enacted by the University.

£ Fail to comply with the directions of University officials or
authorized agents acting in the
performance of their duties.

4. Alcohol and Drug Related
Misconduct
Florida law prohibits possession or consumption of alcoholic
beverages by those under the
legal drinking age and prohibits
making alcoholic beverages
available to persons under the
legal drinking age (see Alcohol
Policy section for more information).
a. No organization shall furnish or cause to be furnished

any alcoholic beverage to any
person under the legal drinking age.
b. The sale of alcohol is prohibited.
c. No organization shall furnish or cause to be furnished
any alcoholic beverage to any
person in a state of noticeable
intoxication.
d. The unlawful possession,
use, sale, and/or distribution of
controlled substances is prohibited. Each organization
shall take all necessary steps to
see that this regulation is not
violated at functions it sponsors as well as any property it
owns, operates, and/or rents.
e. Each student organization
shall take all necessary steps to
see that no person under the
legal drinking age possesses
alcoholic beverages at functions it sponsors as well as
within any property or transportation it owns, operates,
and/or rents.

activity which could adversely
affect the mental or physical
health or safety of the individual
c. Any activity that could subject the individual to mental or
physical stress such as sleep
deprivation, forced exclusion
from social contact, forced
contact which could result in
embarrassment, or any other
activity that could adversely
affect the mental or physical
health or dignity of the individual
d. Forcing or requiring the violation of University policies,
federal, state, or local law.
e. Any activity, as described
above, upon which the initiation or admission into or association with a University
organization may be directly
or indirectly conditioned, shall
be presumed to be a "forced"
activity, the willingness of an
individual to participate in
such an activity notwithstanding.

S. Unauthorized Entry

8. Outstanding Debt

· Unauthorized entry, attempted entry, or remaining in private
or restricted areas of the University, Greek Park, or community
facilities is prohibited.

All registered student organizations are responsible for
ensuring that all bills are paid to
both on and off campus vendors
in a timely manner. Groups shall
not knowingly enter into purchase or rental agreements that
are beyond the resources of the
organization's ability to pay.

6.Gambling
Student organizations are
prohibited from the following:
a. Play or sponsor of an unlawful game of chance for money
or for anything of value on
University premises or at any
affair sponsored by a student
organization.
b. Unlawfully sell, barter, or
dispose of a ticket, order, or
any interest in a scheme of
chance by whatever name on
University premises or at any
affair sponsored by a student
organization.
c. Wage on a University team
or organization in a competition, with or without an intent
to have a direct influence in
the success of the competition.

7.Hazing
The University does not condone hazing in any form and
defines hazing to include but not
limited to:
a. Any action or situation
which recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental or
physical health and/or safety
of a student for the purpose of
initiation or admission into, or
association with, any organization operating under registration with the University.
b. Brutality of a physical nature
such as whipping, beating,
branding, forced calisthenics,
exposure to the elements;
forced consumption of any
food, liquor, drug, or other
substances; or other forced
elements; or other forced

9. Use of Facilities
Registered student organizations planning events in University facilities are responsible for
knowing any applicable policies
and are expected to be in full
compliance with them. Those
individuals acting on behalf of an
organization that reserve facilities should check with the University department or office
responsible for the facility to
guarantee that all procedures
have been followed.

10. Fire Safety and Sanitation:
a. Tampering with or damage
to fire safety equipment is prohibited. Causing, condoning,
or encouraging the creation of
any situation involving incendiary or other chemicals or
substances, explosives, or fire
that reasonably may result in
danger to another's person or
property is prohibited.
b. Possession or use of illegal
fireworks, incendiary devices,
or dangerous explosives is
prohibited.
c. Failure to properly maintain
a student organization's facilities or property (or surrounding property) so as to create a
potential danger to the health
and safety of the occupants or
members of the University
and surrounding community
is prohibited.

11. Advertising

a. Origination or circulation of

any advertising media that
contains matter that violates
federal, state and/or local laws
is prohibited.
b. Origination or circulation of
any advertising media containing false or misleading information or obscene language or
patently offensive material is
prohibited.

12. Falsification of Information
a. Causing, condoning, or
encouraging the alteration or
creation of any official
University record, document
or form to include incorrect or
misleading information is prohibited.
b. Reporting or providing false,
misleading, incomplete, or
incorrect information to any
official is prohibited.

13. Social Events
a. Allowing crowd size that
exceeds such limits so as to
infringe upon the rights
and/or property of others
and/or endanger those in
attendance is prohibited.
Student organizations should
refer to other national parent
organizations or University
~olicies for sp~cific information on crowd size.
b. Failing to provide adequate
parking so that vehicles are
impeding the normal flow of
traffic, parked illegally or
parked on private property
without proper authorization
is prohibited.
c. Failure to provide adequate
security personnel or other
security measures in order to
ensure the safety of those in
attendance at an organizationsponsored event is prohibited.
d. Conducting any event that
interferes with the normal
progress of academic events
on campus is prohibited.
e. Failure to register any potentially hazardous event with the
Office of Student Involvement
and/or Office of Greek Affairs
15 days before the event is prohibited.

£ Failure to adhere to specific
time limits and other restrictions required of all outdoor
events mvolving bands or
other forms of amplified
music is prohibited.
g. Outdoor events must cease
by the time determined by the
Office of Administration and
Finance. Outdoor events taking place on property not
owned by the University must
end at the time determined by
the governing agency for that
property.

14. Solicitation and Fundraising
All student organizations
shall conduct any solicitation
and fundraising activities in a

manner that does not violate or
is contrary to the policies of the
University or its Office of Student Activities, the Student
Union, and/or federal, state
and/or local law.

1S. Misuse or Infringement of
University's Names or Maries etc.
Student Organizations are
prohibited from the unauthorized use of the University's
name, abbreviation, trademarks
or wordmarks, including the
Pegasus, monograms, seal, or
other graphic identity symbols.
The phrases "UCF" or "University of Central Florida" (or some
form thereof) cannot precede
the title of the organization.

16. Compliance with the Directions
or Requests of University Officials
Student organization officers
and members shall comply with
all directions or requests of University officials, University
police officers, etc. in a timely
manner.

J. Student Organization
Conduct Review Process
1. Violation Reports Alleged
violations of the UCF Rules of
Conduct shall be reported in
writing to the Director of the
OSRR or designee. The written
complaint of violation of the Student Organization Guidelines
shall be made no later than one
year following discovery of the
alleged violation. After hearing a
case involving individual students, a student hearing panel
deems that the offense was an
organizational offense in nature
and not just the actions of an
individual member, then the case
will be handled as such. The
Director of the OSRR or
designee shall make appropriate
inquiries into the circumstances
of the case to determine one of
the following dispositions:
• Case dismissal
• Administrative action
•Mediation
• Informal disposition
• Formal disposition
The chief officer of the student organization or another
member designated by a majority of the voting members of the
organization is the sole representative of an organization when
the organization is charged with
a violation. This person will be
sent all notices and will appear at
all hearings to represent the
organization. A lawyer cannot be
designated as the organization's
representative for purposes of
these guidelines. A lawyer can
only be an advisor to the organization or its representatives.
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a. Case Dismissal
The Director of OSRR or
designee may dismiss a case if
it is found to not have sufficient facts or evidence to substantiate the claim of misconduct or the misconduct is not a
violation of the conduct regulations.

b. Administrative Action Organizational
Suspension
In unusual cases, which dictate a decision for the welfare
of any individual, the student
body, or any part of the University or its community, the
Director of OSRR or designee
may take immediate and summary action to resolve the situation. This summary action
may include any of the disciplinary sanctions (warning,
restrictions, probation, suspension, or removal) or any
lesser sanction that the Director of OSRR or designee determines necessary to protect the
interests of any or all concerned Such action is subject
to review within ten (10) days
by the Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services or designee. In
the instance of organizational
suspension or removal, there
will be a scheduling of a hearing within ten (10) days to
determine the status of the
organizational suspension or
removal. Sanctions taken
through administrative action
shall remain in effect until the
final disposition of formal
charges resulting from the circumstances of the case, unless
the Vice President for Student
Development and Enrollment
Services or designee shall
decide otherwise.
c. Mediation
Depending on the nature and
severity of the alleged violation, the Director of OSRR or
designee may refer the case to
the Dispute Resolution Services Office for mediation as
an alternative to disciplinary
action. Mediation is a confidential process whereby two
or more parties voluntarily
meet with an impartial mediator to communicate their concerns and needs to each other
and to reach their own agreement on the resolution of the
case. The organizational participants in mediation are
responsible for keeping their
agreement or renegotiating it,
if necessary. In the event ~t
the organizations do not reach
a full and final resolution, the
case will be referred back to
the Director of the OSRR or
designee for disciplinary
action.
d. Informal Disposition
At the discretion of the Director of OSRR or designee, violations found not to warrant formal disposition may be
referred to an appropriate
forum for proper disposition
and/or settled by one or more
of the following outcomes:
probation; restitution; community service; or other educa-
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tional sanctions.
e. Formal Disposition
If an alleged violation of the
Student Organization Guidelines is not handled through
other appropriate channels, is
not dismissed, or is not settled
informally, the Director of
OSRR or designee shall present in writing formal charges
to the student organization.
This written notification shall
include:
1. The name of the organization, the chief student officer
name, and address as well as
the name and address of advisor(s)
2. Brief description of the
alleged violation including
date(s), time(s), and place(s)
known at the time formal
charges are prepared.
3. Names of potential witness-

es known at the time formal
charges are prepared
4. A description of any written

or physical evidence known at
the time charges are prepared.
5. An invitation to attend an
information session during
which the organization's representatives will receive
instructions regarding the conduct review process and the
organization's rights, confirmation of the forum in which
the case will be heard, and an
opportunity to inspect and/or
copy the evidence known at
the time charges are prepared
that likely could be presented
at
the
hearing.
The charged student organization may request a hearing
either before a panel of the
Student Organization Conduct
Board or before an Administrative
Hearing
Officer
appointed by the Vice President for Student Development
and Enrollment Services or
designee.
£ Student Organization Hearing Board The Student Organization Hearing Board shall
consist of twenty (20) persons
appointed by the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities. The Student Organization
Hearing Board shall consist of
not less than five (5) faculty
members and/or five (5)
administrative staff members
representing the various
administrative divisions of the
University, and ten (10) student members. Board members shall serve annual terms
beginning and ending in
August of each academic year.
When a vacancy occurs, the
Director of the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities or designee shall make
new appointments to fill unexpired terms. Whenever the
number of board members
available to serve in a particular disciplinary hearing is
reduced, the Director of the
Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities or designee

may appoint additional members on an ad hoc basis.
g. Student Organization Hearing Panel A student organization hearing panel to consider
individual cases shall be randomly selected by the Director
of the OSRR or designee from
the Student Organizational
Hearing Board and shall consist of two (2) faculty or
administrative staff members
combined, and two (2) student
members. Each panel shall
elect from among its number
an individual to conduct that
hearing and to report its decisions to the Director of OSRR
or designee. At hearings conducted by a student organization hearing panel, the Director of OSRR or designee shall
act as an advisor to the panel,
receive the panel's decision as
to "in violation" or "not in violation" of the Rules of Conduct, and consider any sanctions recommended by the
panel
The Director of the OSRR or
designee may accept the recommendation of "in violation"
or "not in violation" or remand
the case for rehearing. If the
Director of the OSRR or
designee accepts the recommendation of "in violation,"
they may approve, mitigate or
increase the sanctions recommended by the panel, based on
standards set forth in the Sanctions for Student Organizations section of the Student
Conduct Review Process.
h. Administrative Hearings
Administrative hearings shall
be conducted by a faculty or
staff member randomly selected by the Director of the
OSRR or designee from the
Student Organization Hearing
Board. The charged student
organization shall be informed
of the hearing officer assigned
to the case and shall have the
opportunity to challenge the
impartiality of the individual
within three (3) school days of
notification. The organization
shall state in writing the basis
for such challenge. A hearing
officer so challenged will be
excused; however, indiscriminate challenges shall not be
permitted
The Director of the OSRR or
designee may accept the recommendation of "in violation"
or "not in violation" or remand
the case for rehearing. If the
Director of the OSRR or
designee accepts the recommendation of "in violation,"
they may approve, mitigate or
increase the sanctions recommended by the panel, based on
standards set forth in the Sanctions for Student Organizations section of the Student
Conduct Review Process.
Any decision by the Director
of the OSRR or designee to
alter sanctions or return a case
shall be accompanied by a
concise and explicit written
statement that explains the
basis for that decision.

2. Conduct of Hearings
The following is furnished as
a guide to the sequence of events
in a hearing:
a. Reading of charges.
b. Presentation of evidence
against the charged student
organization.
c. Presentation of evidence in
defense of the charged student
organization.
d. Deliberation (In executive
session).
e. Announcement of the decision.

3. Case Record
The case record shall consist
of the following items:
a. A copy of the formal charges
in writing.
b. A video tape recording of
the hearing.
c. All staff memoranda and/or
data submitted
d. All items of physical evidence submitted, provided
such items are not returned to
a rightful owner. In that case,
photographs, or other facsimiles shall be made before
return.
e. The recommendation by the
hearing panel, if any.
£The Director of OSRR's decision.

K. Student Organization Rights
During the Conduct Review Process
The following rights shall be
explained to each charged student organization before the
commencement of any formal
disciplinary hearing:

1. All parties shall be afforded
reasonable written notice, at
least five (5) calendar days
before the hearing. A letter sent
to the chief student officer and
advisor(s) of the charged student
organization at the address listed
in the registrar's records shall
constitute full and adequate
notice.
Provided, however, that the
required notice stated above has
been given to the group along
with its representative(s) but a
representative failed to attend a
scheduled hearing without providing a satisfactory reason for
the absence, the group will be
placed on immediate social probation until such time the group
appears before a hearing panel.
Social probation includes but is
not limited to the prohibition of
the following: any on or off campus fundraisers, socials, mixers,
intramural competitions, receptions, service projects, conferences, conclaves, etc. Groups

under social probation may gather at regularly scheduled business meetings. The organization
will also not be able to update its
registration until such 1Jme that
it appears before a hearfllg panel.
Written notice shall include:
a. A statement of the time,
place, and nature of the proceeding hearing.
b. A statement of the nature of
the case and of the forum
under which it is to be heard
c. A brief statement of the
behavior of the accused organization that serves as the basis
for the violation(s) being
charged.

If the University is unable to
state the behavior in detail at the
time notice is served, the initial
statement may be limited to an
explanation of the general issues
involved. Thereafter, upon
request by the student organization, a more detailed and defmitive statement will be furnished
prior to the commencement of
any formal hearing.
2. The student organization
may have an advisor of the
group's choice present at the
hearing. The Director of OSRR
shall maintain a list of imparti?!
advisors and resources available
to the student organization for
preparing the defense. The ad\ J. sor shall assist the organization
in the disciplinary process but
shall not speak for or present the
case on behalf of the student.

3. All hearings shall be conducted on the basis that the
charged student organization is
not in violation until the preponderance of evidence proves oth-

erwise.
4. The organization's member
representative(s) may inspect
any evidence presented in support of the charges. Evidence
may be presented in defense of
the group.
5. The organization's member
representative(s) may hear and
question witnesses.
6. The organization shall not
be forced to present self-incriminating evidence; however, the
University is not required to
postpone disciplinary proceedings pending the outcome of any
civil or criminal prosecution.
7. The decision of "in violation" or "not in violation" on the
charges shall be based solely on
the evidence presented at the
hearing.
8. The results of any formal
)
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hearing shall be furnished in
writing to the student organization within two (2) working days
following the hearing.
9. The organization's registration status shall remain
unchanged pending the University's final decision in the matter
except in cases where the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services or
designee determines that the
safety, health, or general welfare
of any individual, or any part of
the Unix_ersity may be involved.

L. Sanctions for Student
Organizations
The following sanctions may
be imposed against a student
organization for the violation of a
UCF conduct regulation. This
list is neither exhaustive nor in
order of severity and may be
enlarged upon or modified to
meet the particular circumstances of any given situation.
1. Recommendation for Charter R~"'Ocation: An official
request to a national office that
the local chapter's charter be
revoked.
2. Revocation of UCF Registration: Permanent severance of
the organization's relationship
with UCF.
3. Suspension· of UCF Registration: Temporary severance of
the organization's relationship
with UCF for a specific period of
time. The period of time and any
requirements that must be satisfied b~ore re-registration must
be specified in the decision of
the hearing panel.
4. Probation: Temporary
restrictions of certain activities
on the part of the organization as
defined by the hearing panel
and/or an officially sanctioned
status of the organization whereas further violations of UCF policy could result in suspension,
revocation of registration, etc.
5. Warning: An official warning that the organization's behavior is ilr violation of UCF policies, and that if the organization
is subsequently found in violation of this policy, subsequent
action may be more severe.
6. Restitution: Reimbursement for a loss caused by the
organization's actions.

7. Community Service:
Assignment to work a specific
numberofhoursatacommunity
service agency or project.

·-

8. Mediation: Official mediation between the organization
and any offended parties.
9. Restrictions: Restriction of
some or all of the organization's
activities or privileges, including,
but not limited to, social activities, intramural competition,
organizational
competition,
Homecoming, etc.

Vice President's decision. The
Vice President may approve,
modify or reject the original
decision or sanction, or approve
or reject the Associate Vice President's decision. The Vice President's decision will be considered final agency action.

16. Event Management

A. Registered Events
10. Organizational Suspension
(see Administrative Action). 1.Scope
a The purpose of this rule is to
Note: disposition of administraenforce policies for events
tive action may be extended in
sponsored by registered stucases involving student organi- .
dent organizations and/or
those events or activities that
zations.
might possibly result in some
degree of harm to persons or
11. Required Educational Proin some amount of defacegrams: Alcohol awareness proment or damage to public or
grams, risk 'management proprivate property. This rule
grams, etc. for a specified
applies to events held on Unipercentage of organizational
versity-controlled property. If
a registered student organizamembership.
tion wants to hold an event
that is not listed in the followM. Appeals within the
ing examples, please contact
Student Organization
the Director of Student LeadConduct Review Process
ership Programs or designee
Student organizations found
for assistance before planning
or scheduling the event.
in violation because of a hearing
may appeal that finding and
b. Registered events include
sanction(s) imposed as result
any or all of the following elethereof based on one or more of
ments, but are not limited to:
the following:
1. Recreational Burning bonfires, torches, cookouts
1. Irregularities in fairness and
or any other form of open
stated procedures of the hearing
flame (also subject to
that could have affected the outapproval by application and
come of the hearing.
permit from Orange County Fire Rescue Services);
2. Discovery of new and sig2. Use of alcohol;
nificant evidence that could have
affected the outcome of the hear3. Aircraft demonstrations
ing and that was not known or
or fly-bys;
could not reasonably been discovered and/or presented at the
4. Events such as mazes and
time of the initial hearing.
haunted houses;
3. The sanctions are extraordinarily disproportionate to the
violation(s). The appeal must be
made in writing to the Associate
Vice President for Campus Life
within seven (7) calendar days
after the date of notification to
the student organization of the
disciplinary decision. The Associate Vice President for Campus
Life shall first determine if sufficient grounds for appeal exist
and then, if so, may either deny
the appeal (thus sustaining the
initial decision and sanction[s])
or remand the case to the original hearing forum for re-consideration.
Further administrative appeal
may be made in writing by the
student organization to the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services.
Such appeal must be made within seven (7) calendar days after
the date the student organization
was notified of the Associate

5. Events held outdoors
including motor vehicle,
bicycle and pedestrian
races;
6. Events that will either sell
food or have catered food
available;
7. Events that will require

Police, Physical Plant,
Insurance, or any other similar services;
8. Events with exhibits,
scenery, displays, or special
effects such as lasers, light
shows or smoke;
9. Assemblies of 50 or more
persons where normal exit
access is modified with furniture, staging, decorations,
or seating;
10. Activities in excess of 150

persons.
c. Examples of prohibited
events include entertainment
activities similar to the following, but are not limited to:
ll.

Demonstrational

destructiveness such as car
bashing;
Amateur or nonlicensed boxing matches or
other non-professional full
contact sport competitions.

12.

2. Procedures
Events may be sponsored by
active registered student organizations (as defined by The Golden Rule). Events may only be
scheduled after the activity has
been planned with the Office of
Student Activities. Events
include, but are not limited to
lectures, speakers, celebrities,
artists, musicians, entertainers,
band parties, dances, socials, and
fun/runs.

3. Calendaring
a The Office of Student Activities coordinates the calendaring process for events for
active registered student
organizations.
Contracts,
vending agreements, purchasing of items and any other
arrangements may be offered
only after prior consultation
with the Office of Student
Activities. To calendar an
event, a representative of an
active registered student
organization must complete a
Registered Event form, which
can be obtained through the
Office of Student Activities.
Submission of the completed
form begins the calendaring
process and assists in obtaining special support services
such as Police, Physical Plant,
and Insurance.

b. If the organization desiring
to sponsor an event does not
complete a Registered Event
form 10 days prior to the date
of the scheduled event, the
organization may be denied
use of University facilities and
may not be able to conduct the
event. The form shall be
signed by an officer of the student organization and the faculty or staff advisor.

4. Approval of Facilities for Events
A request by active registered
student organizations to schedule facilities will only be considered when handled through
appropriate University channels.
Requests from active registered
student organizations for the use
of University facilities may be
denied for the following reasons:
a. Adequate or appropriate
facilities are not available;

by The Golden Rule;
e. Inadequate liability insurance. Denial of approval for
the use of University facilities
may be appealed by the sponsoring organization upon written application to the Vice
President for Student Development and Enrollment Services.

5. Required Approvals
a. Active registered student
organizations must secure the
required approvals at least 10
calendar days in advance of a
proposed event before conducting or publicly announcing the intent to conduct the
event.
b. Applications for approval
shall be made in writing to the
University's Office of Student
Activities. The Office of Student Activities will assist student organizations in obtaining required approvals by
contacting any of the following
University officials for their
information and approval:
1. Director of Environmental Health and Safety
2. Director of Physical Plant
3. Risk Manager
4. Director of Student
Union and Recreation and
Wellness Center
5. Director of Public Safety
and Police

6. Applicant's Responsibilities
In addition to securing University approval to conduct the
event, applicants shall be responsible for ensuring that:
a. The event is conducted as
described in the approved
application including any
requirements therein for
clean-up, extra security, etc.;
b. All restrictions and regulations, such as amplified sound,
contracts, admissions fees,
advertising, and solicitation,
placed on the event by the
University are followed.

7. University Assistance
If facilities and personnel are
available, the University may be
able ·to assist applicants by providing security, clean-up crews,
etc. at cost. However, there is no
assurance that such assistance
will be available for any specific
event.

8. Insurance Requirements
b. Failure to comply with any
of these procedures;
c. Inadequate arrangements
for presentation of the program, including finances;

a. Registered events, depending on the nature of the event,
must be covered by liability
insurance in amounts appropriate for the event as determined by the University.

d. The proposed event constitutes a clear and present danger to the University by advocacy or promotion of
disruptive conduct described

b. University departments acting as applicants shall contact
the University's insurance
office to determine if the curreD:t UCF liability coverage
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provides the required protection or if a special rider must
be obtained. Cost of such a
rider shall be charged to the
applying
department's
account.
c. All other applicants must
furnish at their own cost
appropriate proof of adequate
insurance from a surety firm
licensed to do business in the
State of Florida by the Florida
Department of Insurance.

9. Cancellations and Terminations
a. Application or approval for

conducting a registered event
may be cancelled by either the
applicant or the University
upon giving written notice to
the other party
b. Any registered event may be

terminated during the event
by the Office of Student Activities and/or the Police Department if it is determined that
the event is not in strict accordance with the terms of the
approved application, or in the
event of disruptive or unsafe
situations. Written notice shall
be provided outlining the reasons for termination within
one week of the event to the
hosting party.

B. Potentially Hazardous Events
1.Scope
a. This rule applies to the hold-

ing of potentially hazardous
events on University-controlled property. Exempted
from this rule are official
events which are scheduled
annually in University publications (classes, orientation,
registration, etc).
b. A potentially hazardous
event is defined as any activity
that might possibly result in
some degree of harm to persons or in defacement or damage to public or private property. Examples include, but are
not limited to: bonfires; use of
firearms, explosives or munitions; fireworks; helicopter or
other aircraft landings; low
level aircraft demonstrations
or fly-bys; motor vehicle races;
gatherings in excess of 150 persons, including campus athletic events, which are not registered according to University
policies. Active registered student o~tions may register eve:r:its with these el~ments __
accordmg to the Registered
Event procedure.

2. Required Approvals
a. Except as otherwise provided in (1) (a) above, any University or non-University person
or organization must secure
approval in advance before
conducting
or
publicly
announcing the intent to conduct a potentially hazardous
event on University-controlled property. In the case of
a University person, concurrence of the individual's supervisor is required in advance.
When a student organization
requests such an approval, the
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staff advisor to the student
organization must concur with
the request.

be obtained Cost of such rider
shall be charged to the applying department's account.

b. Applications for approval
shall be made in writing to the
University Director of Public
Safety and Police or designee,
on a University approved form
at least fifteen (15) calendar
days in advance of the proposed event, unless this time
limit is waived by the Director.
The Director of Public Safety
and Police or designee will,
upon request, furnish the
applicant with blank copies of
this form. Each application
shall be accompanied by proof
of insurance as stated in number 5 below.

c. All other applicants must
furnish at their own cost
appropriate proof of adequate
insurance from a surety firm
licensed to do business in the
State of Florida by the Department
of
Insurance.
Specific Authority 120.53(1)(a),
240.227(1) FS. Law Implemented 120.53(1)(a), 240.227 (15),
235.02 FS. History-New 5-2885,
Formerly 6C7-4.292,
Amended 12-22-86 7-27-92.
Amended 1996.

c. The Director of Public Safety and Police will circulate
applications received to the
following University officials
for their information and
approval and will advise the
applicant of the University's
approval or disapproval:
1. Director of Environmental Health and Safety
2. Director of Physical Plant
(if event is held on any UCF
property besides the Student Union or Recreation
and Wellness Center)
3. Director of Student
Union and Recreation and
Wellness Center (if event is
held in the Student Union
or Recreation and Wellness
Center)
4. Risk Manager

3. Applicant's Responsibilities
In addition to securing University approval to conduct the
event, applicants shall be responsible for ensuring that:
a. The event is conducted as
described in the approved
application including any
requirement therein for cleanup crews, extra security, etc.;
b. All restrictions placed on
the event by the University are
followed

4. University Assistance
If facilities and personnel are
available, the University may be
able to assist applicants by providing security, clean-up crews,
etc. at cost. However, there is no
assurance that such assistance
will b e av:ailable 1or
~ any specifi1c
event.

5. Insurance Requirements
a. All potentially hazardous
events must be covered by liability insurance in amounts
appropriate for the event as
determined by the University.
b. University departments act-

ing as applicants shall contact
the University's insurance
office to determine if the current UCF liability coverage
provides the required protection or if a special rider must

6. Cancellations and Tenninations
Application or approval for
conducting a potentially hazardous event may be cancelled
by either the applicant or the
University upon giving written
notice to the other party. Any
event may be terminated at any
stage by the Director of Police
and Public Safety or his/her
designee if that official determines that the event is not being
conducted in strict accordance
with the terms of the approved
application, or in the event of
disruptive or unsafe conditions.
Written notice shall be provided
outlining the reasons for termination within one week of the
event to the hosting party.

C. Loud Speakers and
Sound Equipment
Active registered organizations must secure in writing permission to use amplified sound
on the Orlando campus (including Research Pavilion) for the
purpose of engaging in any activity to benefit either their own
organization directly or a program that their organization may
sponsor, as follows:
1. Student Union and inside
the Pegasus Circle - Director
of the Student Union and
Recreation and Wellness
Center or designee (see Student Union Amplified
Sound Policy);
2. Outdoor area immediately

adjacent to any building officially designated building manager for that facility;
3. Other outdoor open
spaces on the campus - designated sponsors, i.e., Lake
Claire - Director of Student
Union and Recreation and
Wellness Center;
4. Inside any building - officially designated building
manager for that facility.
Permission by active registered student organizations
to use any space on each
area campus or its host institution's campus for the pur-

pose of such fundraising
must be secured in writing
in advance from the Director of Campus Life on each
area campus. All registered
student events must be in
compliance with local, state,
and federal law.

D. Admission Fees
Student or registered students organizations wishing to
charge admission to an event
should receive prior approval
from the Office of Student Activities. No admission fees may be
charged to students for activity
and service fee funded events
pursuant to applicable Florida
statutes.

E. Contracts
No student is permitted to
represent the University as a signatory on contracts.

F. Student Organization Contests,
Campaigns, or Petitions
Any registered student organization sponsoring a fundraising
campaign, contest, competition
or petition must register with the
Office of Student Activities. 1bis
does not pertain to Student Government Association elections.

G. Free Assembly Areas
1. University buildings and

grounds may be scheduled for
political activity and other exercises of free speech and assembly in areas specifically designated for that purpose by the
President or designee. Such use
must be on a noninterference
basis with the conduct of classes
or other normal activities of the
University. Determinations of
what constitutes interference
shall be made by the University
President or designee in the best
interests of the University.
2. In the absence of specific
designation made pursuant to
(1.) above and subject to other
regulations of the U Diversity
regarding the assembly of large
numbers of people, the use of
sound amplification equipment,
and maintenance of free access
to all U Diversity facilities, four
areas shall be deemed free
assembly areas for the conduct
of political activity and other
exercises of free speech:
a. The open grass area
between the Information
Kiosk and the Math and
Physics Building as bounded
by Apollo Circle and the sidewalks leading to the southwest
entrance of the Math and
Physics Building,
b. The brick mall area between
the John T. Washington Center
and the Student Union

c. Open grass area bounded by
the Chemistry Building and
Apollo Circle to the north and
south and the sidewalks to the
east and west.
d The grounds near the northeast corner of the Arena,
across the entry driveway and
the service access road at that
northeast comer.

H. Advertising and Signs
Exterior signage is allowed
for students sponsored activities,
clubs and events to promote student participation.
.,.
• Student organizatio~ may
use exterior signs to advertise activities, clubs, and
events three times per
semester.
• All signs must be registered and properly "stickered". Stickers may be
- applied for at the Office of
Student Activities (407) 8236471 and are issued by the
director or his/her designee.
Stickers may only be issued
for 5 days increment with
provisions for renewal.
•A maximum of three wood
signs may be posted for
advertising an activity, club
or event.

• All signs must be removed
by the posting organizatior;
within 24 hours after the
registered event or immediately after the fifth day. Signs
not removed within the
specified timeframe will be
removed by Physical Plant
and a $50.00 per sign cbarge
levied. The sign wlli be
released after the fine has
been paid at the "Cashiers"
office, and credited to
Account # 2421000, object
code #499000.
• The placement of printed
materials on vehicles, light
posts, benches, trees and
exterior doors are not permitted.
Signs must adhere to the following standards:
• The maximum size of a
sign is 4 feet by 8 feet.
• Signs must be free standing and not staked into the
ground or hung, fastened or
attached to shrubbery, trees,
and light posts. Signs are not
permitted in any street
median.

• All signage must be placed
in a minimum of 50 feet
from any motor vehicle
intersection.

- :'\·
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• Signs can only be placed in
locations designated ort the
UCF Signage Location Map.
• ~ny signs in violation of
any of the above stated regulations will be removed by
Physical Plant and a $50.00
per sign charge levied. The
sign will be released after
the fine has been paid at the
"Cashiers" office, and credited to Account # 2421000,
object code #499000.
These· posting rule do not apply
to Student Government elections.

I. Solicitation on Campus
1. General Policy
·
I

!.
,<

All business entities and all
natural and legal persons (hereinafter
referred
to
as
"Vendor(s)") wishing to solicit
business or otherwise engage in
any form of commerce on the
main campus of the University
of Central Florida ("UCF") must
coorlW1ate such activities
through UCF's Director of Student Union and Recreation and
Wellness Center or designee.
The conduct of all such activities
shall be confined to that area of
campus situated within the
boundaries of Pegasus Circle
from Centaurus Drive to Aquarius Agora Drive.
Vendors wishing to utilize the
free speech area must secure
permission from the Director of
Student Leadership Programs or
designee.
2.P~dure

Vendors must comply with
the following guidelines to
reserve and allocate space for the
conduct of solicitation:

Market Day Guidelines

l
11

I'

a. Contact UCF's Student
Union Event Services to
request space. Space is limited.
Reservations must be made in
advance at UCF's Student
Union Office, Room 312. All
fees for the reservation of
space must be paid at the time
the reservation is made. (See
Student Union Event Services
mr current fee schedule.) UCF
reserves the right to require
any Vendor to submit proof of
insurance coverage for comprehensive and general liability insurance in amounts
deemed acceptable by UCF.
b. Placement of Vendors within the bounds of Pegasus Circle will be at the sole discretion of UCF's Student Union
Event Services staff.
c. Vending space will be clearly designated for Vendors
upon their arrival at set up
time. Displays may not extend
Jeyond the allotted space.

d. UCF's Student Union
reserves the right to restrict
the participation of any Vendor or Vendors.
e. If a Vendor is not set up by
10:00 am., UCF may, but is not
obligated to, remove the Vendor's equipment, if any, and
will consider such Vendor a
NO SHOW This information
will be noted in Vendor's file
and could impact future reservations.
£The market will end promptly at 5:00 p.m. UCF's Student
Union patio will be open to
load merchandise and equipment from 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Vendors must completely
vacate UCF's Student Union
patio by 6:00 p.m.

business transactions with individuals or organizations on campus unless a permit has been
issued. Permits to conduct such
business with students and student organizations may be
issued by the Director of the Student Union, and Recreation and
Wellness Center, for all others by
the Director of Business Services.

4. Exception to Policy

Officially registered, active
student organizations of UCF
desiring an exception to the
above policy must secure, in
advance, the written permission
of either the Director of the Student Union and Recreation and
Wellness Center or other indig. In case of inclement weather, the market may be canceled vidual listed below to use, free of
at the sole discretion of Stu- charge, space on UCF property
dent Union staff. If the market to conduct a solicitation to beneis canceled, reservation fees fit only the student organization.
will be refunded to UCF's Ven- No person or entity outside of
dors who paid the fees. No . the student organization shall
prorated refunds will be issued
if the market is held and participate in the solicitation or
inclement weather occurs dur- receive any financial or other
benefit or thing of value from the
ing the day.
solicitation. Examples of such
h. Vendors are to purchase a solicitations include but are not
parking pass on the days they limited to, bake sales and similar
will be on campus. Parking is
available in Lot T-600 after the fundraising activities, distribuvendor unloads the materials tion of literature, speakers, giveand merchandise at UCF's Stu.:. away promotions, or signing of
dent Union.
petitions.
i. UCF is not responsible for
any loss, theft, or damage to
Vendors' equipment or goods.
Vendors are responsible for
the security of their property.
j. Vendors must adhere to the
requirements established by
UCF's Student Union for the
safety of the event and any
rules as may be mandated by
UCF's Department ofEnvironmental Health and Safety.

k. UCF shall not tolerate the
placement of tables, displays,
tents, or other activities for
solicitation purposes outside
Pegasus Circle. UCF's Police
will be responsible for monitoring all such activities outside Pegasus Circle. Those violating this policy will be
instructed to leave immediately and may be issued a no-trespass warning by UCF Police.

3. Campus Locations for Solicitation
Posted materials should not
be fastened to or hung from
shrubbery or trees;.drawn, taped,
painted or otherwise displayed
on sidewalks, walls, glass and
painted surfaces, or building
exteriors. No holes may be dug
into the ground (except for wood
stakes) nor nails or tacks hammered into trees.
Solicitors and tradesmen,
including students, faculty and
other University personnel, are
prohibited from conducting

On UCF's main campus, permission must be secured as follows:
a. Student Union and inside
the Pegasus Circle, Recreation
and Wellness Center, Recreation and intramural sports
areas, Student Resource Center Auditorium area, Wired
Cafe, Student Resource Center
Courtyards - from the Director of the Student Union and
Recreation and Wellness Center or designee.
b. Residence Halls and outside
areas immediately adjacent
thereto - from the Director of
Housing or designee.
c. Greek Park area and other
spaces on campus
- (including free speech area)from the Director of Student
Leadership Programs or
designee.
~pen

d. UCF Arena and areas immediately adjacent thereto from the Director of the UCF
Arena or designee.
·
e. Inside any other building
and outside areas immediately
adjacent thereto - from the
officially designated building
manager of that facility or
designee (identification of the
building manager for a particular facility may be obtained
from the Office of the Vice
President for Administration
and Finance.

host institutions, permission to
use space to conduct solicitations must be secured from the
Director of Campus Life on that
area campus and, as may be
requj.red, from the appropriate
official of that host institution.
Failure of officially registered,
active student organizations to
comply with this solicitation policy and procedure may result in
student disciplinary action taken
against such organizations,
including the loss of the privilege
to engage in solicitations on UCF
property, the loss of the privilege
to register as a student organization, as well as other ·disciplinary
action.

5. Responsibility
The Associate Vice President
for Campus Life or designee
shall be responsible for implementing this policy.

17. In-line Skating,
Skateboarding, and
Scooters Procedure
A.
Each building of the University will have properly posted
signs prohibiting in-line skating,
skateboarding, and scooters
within or adjacent to building
structures. The building manager is responsible for posting the
signs with the assistance of the
Physical Plant.

. B.
Any staff or faculty member
shall discourage anyone from inline skating, skateboarding, or
using scooters within the confines of each building or adjacent
to the property, the disruptive
individual will be referred to the
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services or
Human Resources as applicable.
In the case of a person not affiliated with the University, University Police will issue a Trespass
Warning according to policy.
The University Police will assist
the reporting party as necessary.

c.
This procedure applies to all
hallways within University
buildings and stairways and
entranceways adjacent to the
exterior of each building.

D.
In-line skating, skateboarding,
and scooters are prohibited on
the roadways.
The

University

F.
Scooters used by persons
with disabilities to aid in their.
mobility are exempt from this
policy.

18.Student
Communication
Responsibility Policy
To communicate in a more
expedient manner, UCF uses email as the primary means of
notifying students of important
university business and information dealing with registration,
deadlines, financial assistance,
scholarships, tuition and fees,
etc.
To avoid missing important
communications from the university, students must ensure
that the university has an up-todate "preferred" e-mail address,
as well as both a permanent and
mailing (local) address.
It is critical that students
maintain and regularly check
their "preferred" e-mail account
for official announcements and
notifications. Communications
mailed to a student's "preferred"
email address are considered
official notice. The university
does not accept responsibility if
official communication fails to
reach a student who has not notified the university of a change of
e-mail or mailing address.
Please ensure that your e-mail
address, as well as your permanent and mailing (local) address
and telephone number are current with the university at all
times.
Students can update their
contact information on the web
at: https://connect.ucf.edu

Office of Student
Rights and·
Responsibilities
UCF Student
Resource Center,
Room 155

407- 823-6960

E.
On the area campuses or their

Department is responsible for
enforcing this procedure.

Police
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HAPPENINGS
Break out the
accordions,
here comes Al
The parody and polka king
brings mirth to Orlando
JOE ANDERSON
StaffWriter

You know him, you've heard his songs,
you might possibly think he's the most
annoying entertainer o~ the planet. B~t
like it or not, Weird Al YankoVic is coming
Sunday to Orlando for a concert at the
House of Blues.
With 11 albums anci
3 Grammy awards to
his name, Weird Al has
been putting out paro- Poodle Hat Tour
dy albums for more
than 20 years. From Wh
his first album, 1983's.
en: 6:30
Weird Al Yankovic, feap.m. Sunday
turing "Ricky," "My Where: House
Bologna," and ''.Another One Rides the Bus,"
of Blues
to his newest release, a · Price: $27 .50 to
2003 venture titled
$29.50
Poodle Hat, Weird Al
has always been the
man with his fmger on
the pulse of pop culture Americana. On
his latest album, Weird Al parodies several artists, including Eminem, Nelly, The
Not only does Weird Al write his own
Backstreet Boys and even Billy Joel in a ·
song called "Ode to a Super Hero." The songs, he also plays accordion on virtually
song is about the plight of super heroes, all his tracks. Forced to take accordion lessons by his parents at about age 7, Weird
set to the music of ''Piano Man."
While most critics downplay -weird Al has become very proficient on the oddAl's talents as an artist, saying anyone can sounding and increasingly rare instrutake someone else's music and write new ment For proot: check out the accordion
lyrics over it, Weird Al is quick to point solo on "Syndicated, Inc.'1 from the 1996
out that not all the songs on his albums are release Bad Hair Day. The song is a paroparodies. In fact, about half of the songs in dy of Soul Asylum's hit ''Misery."
Weird Al's catalogue are original compoBacked by very .competent musicians
sitions by Al himselt
Steve Jay, Ruben V~t!~rra; Jim West and

WEIRD AL

Jon ''Bermuda" Schwartz, Weird Al is able
to recreate any song from any genre with
almost scary precision.
A Weird Al concert is like no other
concert you have ever seen. For starters,
his opening act is U$Willy a comedian or
some sort of vaudevillian act Something
along the lines of a fire-eater or a sword
swallower.
Secondly, there is a longer-than-normal
break between songs because Al has to
leave the stage to change costumes. ·The

last thing that's different about a Weird Al
concert is the audience. From old timer
Pac-Man Atari geeks to less-than-sober
.college students to prepubescent
teenagers who have never seen a concert
before, everyone in the audience of a
Weird Al show looks like they belong in
the audience of a Weird Al show.
So for all of you out there looking for
something to do on Sunday night, head
out to the House of Blues and check out
the funniest concert you will ever see.
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.W ho would have thought advertising without sex would actually-work?
Maybe we just shouldn't use editor
John Thomason as bait (remember
the 'Wm a date with John Thomason?" contest? We had maybe five
entries. And that was about as sexy as
we get).
At any rate, we have a bevy of new
writers thanks to the sexy'plain-text
ad we ran last week They stormed

the office, demanding to work
Hopefully they'll stick .a round; they
turned out some good stllff. I look forward to seeing more, and I hope you
do too. They're not working fot much, ·
so if you liked what they wrote and
you know who they are, tell them.
We still don't mind new faces. If
you want in e-mail editor@theind.ie.
com
'
- BRANDON HARDIN

I
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HAPPENINGS.
CALENDER

CAMPUS
Seaetary Hood ·
election disrussion
Sept. 2, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., free
Studen~ ~nion, Key West Room 218CD

407-823-4295

How to be a Working Actor
Sept. 2, 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m., free
UCFTheatre
407-823-0871

Free Trade in the America

Football viewing &
box lunch party

Casiopeia, Yip Yip, Another
Hindenburg (electronic)

Sept.4, 11 a.m.to4p.m.,$15

Sept. 2, 7 p.rn., $5

Reservations required
Teaching academy
407-823-2465

Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

James Weldon Johnson Lecture
Series ·
·
Sept. 7, 10:30 a.ni. to 11 :45 a.m., free
Student Union Key West Room 218(
407-823-0026

Sept. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., free

Comedian Megan Mooney

Student Union Cape Florida Room 316
407-823-0935

Sept. 7, 8 p.m., free

Legacy of the Spirit lecture

Student Union - Wackadoo's
407-823-6471

Sept. 3, 11 a.m. to 12 p.m., free

Film and Forum

UCF Library
407-823-2576

Sept. 8, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., free

Ilove the '90s Shabbat
Sept.3, 7 p.m., free
UCF Academic Village Hercules Activity Center
407-362-3317

Student Union Cape Florida Room ~16CD
407-823-6471

SHOWS
Hanson, Ingram Hill, Michael
Tolcher (pop)
·
Sept. 2, 6:30 p.m., $19.50-$22.50

SGA football viewing party
Sept. 4, 10 a.m., free cover with UCF ID
Pounder's.
10028 University Blvd.
407-823-6356

House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2483

Down to Earth Approach, The
New Transit Direction (rock)
Sept.2, 5:30 p.m., $8
Screamers,360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Staring Contest, Music Versus the .
Heart, Second Track, The Finals
. (rod<)
Sept2, 10p.m.,$5
Screamers,360 State Lane·
407-244-0299,

Pop Suicide (rock)
Sept. 2, 7 p.m., free •
Alpha Bar, 102 N.Orange Ave.
407-841-6544

OZZfest (Black Sabbath, Judas
Priest, Slayer, Slipknot,
Hatebreed, etc)
Sept. 2, 9 a.m., $49.75-$75.75
Ford Amphitheater at the Florida Fairgrounds
813-74G-2446
PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON i4

Want a cheap drink? Or 10% off your order
of wings? The Orlando CityBeat VIP Card
hooks you up. Sign up today at
OrlandoCityBeat.com/VIP or at any .O rlando
CityBeat event. It's Free! Present your VIP ·
Cord at participating locations and toke
advantage of:
•' Drink Specials
• Discounts on Dining and Clubbing
• Spa Treatments
• Merchandise
•And Morel
)

Specials and discounts will .be updated regularly
on Orl.andoCityBeatcom. Sign .up nowt

ORLANDO CI

.com

CLUB LISTINGS • DRINK SPECl,ALS • MOVIE REVIEWS

Alcohol offers are valid for those 21 and up only. OrlandoCityBeat.com
encourages you to be areal VIP and drink responsibly.

Want your company to be part of the VIP Program? Contact Diane Politi at
407-420-5588 for more details or email dpoliti@tribune.com.
- - - - - - - - -------·----------------------·-----~-

HAPPENINGS
CALENDER
FROM

i3

Distance, Rreflight,Julington,
Capitol Speedway (rock)
sept 2, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth, 37 W. Pine St
. 407-999-2570

Otingy (hip-hqp)
Sept. 2, 9 p.m., $13
Hard Rock Live, GtyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

I

I
1·

HIGHLIGHTS

rmned Pilot, Cider (rock)

ART

Sept4,8 p.m., $2050
Rock and Roll Beach Oub, Downtown Disney
Pleasure Island
407-8244321

lndorphine (metal)
Sept4, 9 p.m., $5
AKA Lounge, 68 E. Pine St
407-839-3707

Transitions (opening reception)
Sept. 3, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
dmac
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Fran<hise, Detective Sandy
V.agina (rock)

Terri Binion and the Longhaulers,
Skinny MtGee and his Mayhem
Makers (Americana)

Sept 9, 9 p.m., free
Stardust Video and Coffee, 1842 E. Winter Park
Road
407-6B-3393

Sept3, 9 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub, 1850 N.Mills.Ave.
407-898-5070

Weird Al Yankovic, Gary Menke

Darkest Hour, Nenous

Sept 5, 6:30 p.m., $2756-$2950
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Breakdown, Hearts Over Rome, I
Don't Die Young (hard rock)
Sept3,5:30p.m.,$8
Screamers,360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Blood Moon, Dead Spot, Divine in
Nature, Paper Street Soap Co.

(metal)
Sept3,9p.m.,$5
The Haven,6700 Alorna Ave.
407-673-2712

Doug E. Fresh, Slick Ride (hip-hop)

(pop)

MU330(ska)
Sept5,8 p.m.,$7
· TheSocial,54N.OrangeAve.
407-246-1419

Structural Realities (opening
reception)
~pt4,4 p.m. to 7 p.m., free
Arts on Douglas
lBDouglasSt
New Smyrna Beach
386-428-1133 '

Terri Cook (artist reception)
Sept 5, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., free
Orlando Museum of Art
2416 N.Mills Ave.
407-8%-4B1

UPCOMING
30 Years of Grateful Dead

Uf Wayne (hip-hop)

· Sept9,6:30p.m.,$14.95
Hard Rock Vault
8437 lntemational Drive
407-599-7625

Sept 6, 10 p.m., $25
The Oub at Firestone,578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872--0066

House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Josh Martinez, Sleep Are the
Oticarones, Therealone, Cracker
Jackson, Escher, Science Non-fietion (hip-hop)

Deadspot (hard rock)
Sept. 8, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Sept.4, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Cruxshadows, Butterfly Messiah,
DJ eX (Industrial)

Nebula, Messinine,Asphalt, ·

Sept8, 10 p.m.,$1(}.$12
Screamers,360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Sept 9, 7:30 p.m., $15
dmac
37 S. Magnolia Ave. ·
407-992-1200

Anding Nerno on ice
Sept 10 to Sept. 12, various times, $15.50
to$35
TD Waterhouse Centre
600W.AmeliaSt.
407-849-2020
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live Bands

(various)

1STTH,URSDAYS
It's the first Thursday of the month, and that means it's time
to get some culture at the Orlando Museum of Art.
.
Each month, the museum features local artists, live music and ·
all the art yoµ can handle during an event simply called 1st
Thursdays. You can wine and dine on guided tours, oogling
priceless pieces of art while chugging down some ale from
Shipyard Brewing Co.
This month's title is useasonal Allegory," where artists express
their impressions of a place, time of day or weather condition.
· You can find 1st Thursday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. today at the
Orlando Museum of Art,2416 N.Mills Ave.Call 407-896-4231 for
more information.

Gabrielle Mountain
Saturday Night

The Wynn Brothers
10 p.m. -1 a.m.

- - $ 3 cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

HEALTHY ·
MEN&WOMEN
Opportu~ity

To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
lnvestigational Vaccine.
• 18 to 45 years of age
• Not taking ~ny
medications
• .12 outpa~ient visits
over 32 weeks

"Your Home Away From Home"
Come Study or Socialize/Have Fun

1

...

Friday Night

Popcorn flicks: King Ktmg
Sept 16,8 p.m., free
Central Park, Winter Park
North Park Avenue and West Morse Boulevard
407-629-1088

Sept4, 9 p.m., $60
Disney MGM Studios, Walt Disney World Resort
407-8244321

• Coffees • teas • Pastries
• Soup$, Salad$
a SQndwichet
• Beer&Wine

Starting at 9a.m. Monday, Dave Plotkin, former editor of your
very ow·nThe Independent Journal, will be going on the radio for
11 Ohours straight. In an effort to raise money for Winter Park's
college radio station WPRK 91.5, Plotkin is trying to break the
Guinness Book ofWorld Records tally for longest radio broadcast by
asingle DJ.
While Plotkin will be on the air from 9a.m. Monday to 11 p.m. ·
Friday, he'll have countless special guests to help fill the time, as
well as more than 40 live bands performing in the cramped WPRK
studio, including Dodger, Unicomicopia, Gestalt, Supervillains,
Hurrah and Watch Me Disappear.
Doctors, nurses, delivery runners and timekeepers will be on
site to monitor Plotkin's progress, in accordance with Guinness law.

labor 1111 llllis •

Kerry-oke

Alter Bridge, Submersed (rock)
Sept8, 6:30 p.m., $25

Sept 4, 9 p.m., $26-$25
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
401-934-2583

Alicia Keys, Anita Baker, Otingy,
O'ryan, Omarion, Twista, Big Boi,
New Edition, Monica, Hammer

Rrst Thursday
Sept 2, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.r$5 to $8
Orlando Museum of Art
416 N.Mills Avenue
407.-8%-4B1

SUNDAY SEPT. 5TH
PLOTKIN ON WPRK

Compensation up to _$570.00 for time & travel
Call today for more information:

(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange A ven~e - Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net

MOVIES
Presented by

****•
Maria Full of Grace is a

COMING TO DVD- SEPT 7

FILM REVIEW

Kevin Smith
returns to Clerks

film full of brilliance

AISo, mast~rpiece from
Korea comes to DVD

Harrowing drama does a .
1ot more than:shed light
_on seedy drug transport

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

JERSEY GIRL AND CLERKS:
10TH ANNIVERSARYEDfflON

JOHtrrHOMASON
indieEditor

P

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Aug. 27-29
All dollar figures in millions
RANK· ALM· WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RillASE •

1.Hero-$18.0
$18.0. One week. 2,031
2.Anamnda.dhe Hmrtforthe Blood Onhid-$12.8

$128·0neweek· 2,905
- 3.Withouta Padcle- $8.6

$27.7 ·Two weeks· 2,730
4.lhe Princs Diaries2: Royal &igagernent
$75.1·Three weeks· 3,331
S.EXDRist 1he Begi.q- $7.1
$312 ·Two weeks· 2,813

$8.1

6.Colateral- $6.S
~1·Fourweeks·2,728

7.Aien vs.Predatnr-$4.9
$721·lhreeweeks·2,880
8.0pen Water-$4.8
$i33 •Fourweeks • 2,7<:1J
9.lhe Bourne Supn!mac:y--$4.6
$157.7-Six weeks. 2,079
.
10.Suspectlero-$3A
$~.4·0neweek• l,500

SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. AlAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

The Cookout (P6-13)
1:204:308:1010-.2012:30a

Paparazzi (PG-13)
1:10 3:407:4010-.3012:40a

WKlrer Park (P6-13)
12:104:107:2010:1012:50a

VanityFair (PG-13) ,
- - 12.'()0 3:507:3010'.30

Anamndas: The Hunt for the Blood Ord1id
(P6-13)
.

.

12:20 3:20 7:009'.3012:30a

Hero (PG-13)
12:404:007:008:009:5010:5012:40a

Superbabies: BabyGeniuses 2 (P(i)
12:10 2:40 5:10

Suspectlero (R)
1:004:307:4010:1012:40a

Exorcist: The Beginning (R)
12:40 4:007:009:5012:40a

Without a Padcle (P6-13)
12.'()0 3:207:109:4012:20a

A&en Vs. Predator(PG-13) .
12:30 3:10 7:009'.3012:20a

f>t.EAsE SEE MOVIE TIMES ON i6

overty, imniigration and drug smuggling can make for pretty compelling
cinema, but they can also be turned
into sentimental melodrama. If for nothing
else, Maria FuR of Grace deserves credit for
never-lapsing into the obvious and the overdone.
Even in the film's .first reel, which sets up
Maria's numerous trials and tribulations, the
naturalism of the performances and the
authenticity of the dialogue keep the drama
afloat. After the first half-hour, the picture
really soars, as writer/director Joshua
Marston turns an ordinary sob story into one
of the year's most emotionally exhausting
and unforgettable films.
_
Maria's life isn't so hot She just quit her
dead-end job, her boyfriend is a dick, her family is dirt-poor and she has to.spend all her
money to support her sister's baby while carrying one of her own.
In a lesser movie, such perpetual suffering
could be seen as laying it on too thick, but
Maria's multitude ofpredicaments are necessary to provide tl!e levity of her possibly lifecosting decision: to·smuggle drugs inside her
stomach in return for more money than she
could dream ot:
A tagline for Maria Full of Grace reads,
"based on 1,000 true stories," a quote that
serves two purposes. It confirms the film's
universality (this movie may happen to be
about Maria, but it could just as easily center
on the many other teenage girls bound for the
States with drugs in their tummies, in it for
the same reasons) and makes known the
·tragic reality of ~e situation.
In addition to the compelling drama,
' Marston's film is an indictment of povertystricken I.atin America, shedding provocative light on Colombia's repulsive working
conditions, and, of course, the seedy underground culture that allows such drug runs.
With its authentic location shooting and use
of nonprofessional actors, Maria Full of
Grace sheds a naturalistic to shed light on the
characters' plights.
A better comparison is to Jean-Luc
Godard's My Life to Live, another heart-rending film that sets up a woman's predicament,
then reduces her to an object. When the
object is used up, so is the woman, and nothing remains.
Wrth the same clinical stoicism that intro-

COURTESY HBO FILMS

Catalina Sandino Moreno is excellent in Maria Full of Grace,
opening at Enzian tomorrow.
duces Nana into the world of prostitution in

My Life to Live, here Maria is treated with no
humanity by the drug lords. To them, she is

Kevin Smith's die-hard fans and ardent
haters will both have more fuel to debate the
director's credibility come Tuesday, which
sees the release of his 2004 bomb Jersey Girl
and an expanded three-disc reissue of his
seminal indie hit Clerks.
As for the reissue, this set has.more special
features than you can knock over a corpse at a
wake with. The theatrical cut, the 103-minute
first ctJ.t with new commentary, a new featurelength documentary about the film, old Jay
and Silent Bob shorts fromMTY, Smith's ''Flying Car" short from The Tonight Show and
Smith and Scott Mosier's Vancouver Film
School documentary Mae Day are just a portion of what you'll get.
Unfortunately, everyone reading this
already has the Miramax Collector's F.dition
version of the DVD, so you better hit up your
local CD Warehouse and get what you can for
it before they stop taking them (Walk into any
vendor ofused DVDs and count the copies of
the original Great Escape since the reissue
came out; it's pretty sad).
Rel~ 10 years after Clerks, Jersey Girl
may be the sound of a once-pr<;>mising upstart
descending into mediocre genre banalities,.
but Smith has nonetheless loaded the DVD
with extras. While many can debate the film's
merit, few can debate the natural chemistry
between Smith and Ben Affleck, who show up
here on a commentary track and a "conversation with Smith and Affleck" feature. Affleck
rarely seems more at home than when working with a Smith script; their collaborations
may not be up to the level of Scorsese/De
N"rro or Kurosawa/Mifune yet, but give it time.

simply a set of data, a group of inconsequen- ·
tial statistics like age (the 17-year-old Maria
lies, telling them she's 18, but of course they
don't check). To the stateside contacts in the
hotel room, she is simply a means of transportation; instead of a preferred method,
these drugs had to be carried inside a body,
and promptly extracted through ·bowel
movements. After picking through her feces
to retrieve the drugs, she is discarded like a
run-down jalopy.
•
But how different is this from Maria's
SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN,
treatment in Colombia? Is the drug smµ.gWINTER ••• AND SPRING
gling not more than an exaggerated dehuThis masterful visual poem from Korea is
manization ofthe way she is treated at home?
one ofthe year's best films by a longshot GorTo her unemployed sistei; Maria is meregeous, heartbreaking and filled to the brim
. ly a paycheck; her family cares not about
with wisdom and spirituality, the film lyricalMaria's personal reasons of quitting her job,
ly examines a boy's ascent into adulthood and
only the lack of money flowing in because of
. the tumultuous relationship with his monk
it To her boyfriend, she is simply a good lay;
father. Told in five vignettes signified by the
it's clear the guy doesn't love her. He doesn't
different seasons of the title, the film is a unieven have the decency to dance with her.
·versal parable about the overwhelming power
When she tries something spontaneous, like
of life and love. With symbolism in nearly
symbolically . climbing up to a roof, her
every frame, this is an example of grand
boyfriend shows her disinterest and even
themes shared in the simplest of ways. If you
contempt
.
didn't get to catch this during its impressively
Indeed, while it's getting the filmits much. long Altamonte Cinema 8 run, now is the
needed attention, the presence ofdrug smugtime.
gling may not be Marston's main target
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.MOVIES
Hero took
· theaters by
surprise
with an
amazingly
strong (for
a foreign
film)$18
million
opening.

MOVIE TIMES
FROM

iS

Yu-Gi-Oh! (PG)
12:20 3:00 5:30

The Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G)
12:103:30 6:509:40

CINESCENE

Double-dipping no
longer just for chips
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

Collateral (R)
12:00 3:30 7:10 9:50

VDs usually hit the shelves on a Tuesday.
Occasionally there will be a Friday release,
. 12:50 3:10 5:207:5010:0012:10a
but
for the most part you can bank on your
.
The Manchurian Candidate (R)
_
favorite
movie
coming out on a Tuesday. More and
12:30 3:507:3010:40
more
in
the
recent
months though, studios are
The Village (PG-13)
indulging in what DVD nerds call "double dipping."
8:0010:50 Double ·dipping is the act of the studio releasing
The.Bourne Supremacy (PG-13)
multiple versions of the same film in order to
12:50 4:00 6:50 10:30
exploit its audience for more cash.
Garden State (R)
This summer no less then five films offered
12:404:207:2010:00
"Movie Cash" inside the box so you could see the
I, Robot (PG-13)
sequel to said product for free. In theory this i:5 a •
7:5010:50
·win-win for both the consumer and the sh\dio.
Spicfer-Man 2(PG-13)
1:104:208:10
What they've ·done with movie cash is essentially
Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
released the same produ~t for a 's econd time, as
1:204:208:0010:40
Universal did with Pitch Black and The Bourne
FILM REVIEW
Ideriti.ty, then given you a check to see their newest
REGAL WINTER PARK VILLAGE 20
product. By giving you this said check, the studio to
510 N.ORLANDO AVE.,407-628-0163
. beefs up its numbers on opening weekends, showThe Cookout {PG-13)
ing video chainS that they have good product to sell
. 12:35 2:55 5:408:0010:45
and exploit in the DVD market. What they've done
Paparazzi (PG·13)
is tantamount to cooking their own books. Gf?Ilted,
the cost of the plan at hand Rarely does a
12:45 3:10 5:358:1010-50
it's a genius way of involving the consumer in these
puzzle structure work, but in Hero it causWicker Park fPG-13)
practices. But when the logic of it all is really exames the 'v iewer to think like Nameless, to
12:403:356:409'3512:30a '
measure the weight in thoughts. Many of
ined, practices like these should be illegal.
Vanity Fair (PG-13)
Essentially just part of the cog in the wheel now,
the
fights
take
place
seemingly
in
the
12:10 3:30 7:0510:15
minds of the fighters~ with much ·of the .
a theatrical release of a film is nothing more than a
Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid
commercial for the DVD. No longer does it feel like
fight already transcribed in the mind like a
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
(PG-13)
the experience.it once did when many would go to
well thought out chess match. The chore• Staff Writer
12:30 3:05 5:45 8:1510-50
the theatre to see their favorite film a multitude of
ography in the film will surprise many,
Hero (PG-13)
times during the theatrical release. Now if they just
fter an opening-weekend's gross of especially those who have been pro12:15 2:45 5:20 7:5510:40
have the patience to wait a month, as is the case '
$18 million and an initial theater grammed by interminably boring Matrix
Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2 (PG)
11:50a2:154:357:00
with Fahrenheit 9/ll, they can just purchase the
presence on more than 2,000 Revolutions-type fighting. Hero is fresh
Suspect Zero (R)
DVD. But looking at Michael Moore, I think he is a
screens, Jet Li's movie Hero proves itselfto and fun; coupled with good storytelling
1:204:15 7:15 9'5012:35a
man very f3.miliar with the concept of double dipbe the exception and not the rule to both the film is leaps and bounds ahead of
Exorcist: The Beginning (R)
action and foreign films.
many Hollywood films.
p4ig.
1:404:45 7'1510:05
The multiple releases haven't stopped at more
Hero begins with the introduction of
·Hero is brought to an even higher plane
Without a Paddle (PG-13)
· speci3r features either. Why is it unacceptable to
Nameless, played by Jet Li. Nameless is on thanks to Tingxiao Hup and Zhenzhou
1:304:206:559'3012:05a
release an NC-17 or unrated film in.theatres, but it's
his way to meet the King of Qin. Nameless Yi's lavish production design that is one of
Alien Vs. Predator (PG-13)
to throw an unrated director's cut on the .
A-OK
walks
amongst
thousands
of
citizens
of
the
·
finest
three-way
collaborations
in
12:05 5:0510:20
Qin
on
his
way
to
see
the
king,
and
in
the
recent
memory
between
the
cinematogshelves
at Best Buy? I'm glad there is a market for
Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G)
these products, but why can't the consumer be
process it is felt the magnitude of what rapher, director and production designer.
1:154:057:2010:00 .
must have transposed! Nameless has Cinematographer Christopher Doyle has
rewarded the first time instead of having to invest
Collateral (R)
killed three assassins and is granted done some beautiful work in Asian cineso much cash in the franchise before getting to the
1:053:50 6:50 9:4512:40
real meat of the meal? Studios have made the
unprecedented access.to the king, who is ma previously ( Chungld.ng Express, In the
Open Water (R)
2:357:45
release of a film into a true three-course meal
the frequent recipient of death threats. But Mood for Love) but never has he done
The Manchurian Candidate (R)
what are his motivations to get this close something with the breathtaking scope of
The next time you run to the store to buy the lat12:55 4:107:3010:30
to the king?
Hero. Director Yimou Zhang has done
est cinematic gem, think about how much_you realTheVillage (PG-13)
Hero is about the role of the individual what any good· director should do, bring
ly want the disc. Does the film have a sequel com-:
3:45 9:4012:20
in society. Nameless's quest is juxtaposed the best out if his cast ~d crew.
ing out soon? You know another edition is just
Intimate Strangers (NR)
Jet Li gives a strong performance as
against the King's plan for pre-unified
going to come out soon. Don't buy it. Is the.release
1:006:45
China Hero raises many intelligent ques- Nameless, a quiet, resourceful warrior
void of special features even though it was a big hit
She Hate Me (R)
tions throughout its rather brisk running who relies heavily on his skills rather then
at the box office? In matter of months another edi12:204:007:1010:25
time of 96 minutes. Is one man's revenge his words. Li's performance exemplifies
tion will street with a fun name like "Deluxe EdiThe Boume Supremacy (PG-13)
worth
the
destruction
of
unity?
Can
one
this,
and
his
scenes
with
the
King
are
or "Ultimate Edition." This isn't to say that I
tion''
1:103:55 6:40 9'1512:1Ga
man impact the outcome of history? What played with the simple, regal feel of a pingdon't buy everything in sight but please, everything
Garden State (R)
is the cost of freedom?
pong match played out in slow motion.
in moderation.
11:55a 2:40 5:157:5010:35
Released in 2002 in other countries,
Heavily influenced by Rashomon and
Thanks to all who entered last week. This week
Spider-Man 2(PG-13)
9:1512:15a
Memento alike, Hero is an action film with Miramax left Hero on the shelf for almost
I am giving away a poster of one of my favorite films
The Hunting of the President (NR)
· a brain firmly attached to its skel~tal struc- two years before releasing it with a
of the year, Th~ Girl Next Door. Please e-mail
1'15 4:307:4010:1012:4Ga
ture. Hero deals with a very small cham- "Quentin Tarantino Presents" card. But
Brett@theindie.com with the answer to receive thy
her of characters, each intelligent and the film's age doesn't show. It's magnifiprize. The c~cter Eli in The Girl Next Door is priPLEASE SEE MOVIE TIMES ON i8 .
sympathetic to the price of their lives and cent, refined and timeless.
riiarily based on ~hat writer/director?

D

Open Water (R) ·

'****•
Hero is a brainy a~tion moVie
Film is suq)risingly not _a
re1nake of Dustin
Hoffman flick
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Thrill-less thriller
SuspeCt Zero ·is no Seven .
Instead of
wasting
your'time
with this
·pieced- .
together
_thriller; just
gorent · ·
Seven.·

COURTESY PARAMOUNT

.

}

The only thing
·suspect is film's
deriva~ve storyline

Mackelway is· predictably fresh
off a six-month suspension for
loose canon behavioi; in which.he
bypassed procedure in ·order to
catch a serial rapist. Bodies soon
start appearing with lidless eye.balls, · ~d faxes . persoruilly
JENNIFER GONZALEZ
addiessed to Mackelway indicate
Staff Writer .
the killer has taken a. personal
lame Seven. It's the only interest in him.
·
explanati.on for Suspect :
OnethingleaClstoanotherand
Zero and all the countless along with his ex-lover of a partother cop/serial killer/psycholog- ner (Carrie-Anne Moss, trapped
ical thriller-type movies that have in a thankless role of love inter-followed You know the kind, est), Mackelwajr discovers Ben- .
· with its checklist reci~ of .ingre- jamin O'Ryan (played by Sir Ben
dients: there's the eerie pacing · Kinsley). O'Ryan is an ex-FBI
(check), the dusty lone back secretagentwhousedtoworkfor
roads and interstates (check), the a now-defunct program in which
rain.:.filenched alleyways (check) compatible agents were train~d
and yes, there's that scene in_ to see and draw crimes scenes ·
which the brilliant young cop has · using nothing but their minds.
pictures of victims and crime
Kingsley is a killer of killers,
scenes collaged onto a wall and is - tracking down a mythic enticy he
desperate to· find the where- has created called suspect zero,
abouts of a highly dj.sturbed killer based on the idea of the ~rfect ·
(check). That ch~ alone has serial killet: The only problem is
probably led your mind to. that he can't 'turn off' th~ ability
recount half a dozen movies.
to see and is haunted py the·vic- ,
The latest edition to the genre tims he couldn't save.
·
is Suspect Zero, directed by E.
While not unbeaiable, Suspect
Elias Merhige (Shadow ofa Vam- ZerQ is simply tired and ineffecpire), who should have known ·tive. Whereas in previous sucbetter~ His attempt to create a
cessful thrillers like Sil.enee of the ·
mood-driven film with disjointed Lambs or Seven, the tension with:shots and extreme .c lose-ups ·is _in them is a palpable force, estabadmirable for such a stylistically lished eaFly on and increased
predictable genre but doesn't With every scene. ter-o .fails to
hold up under the heavy-handed build and as a result teeters on
plot
dullness.
Written by '.Zak Penn (Behirld
Some ·action-in·the third act
Enemy Lines) and Billy Ray (SIJ.at- seems promising but leads· to a
tered Glass), the film begins·with f~ ending instead ·similariAgent Thomas . Mackelway ties like this to other fi]ms prevent
(played by Aaron Eckhart, who the fi]m from distinguishing itself
was so likable in Erin ijrockovich as anything besides' a clone, and
but .is stuck in serious FBI agent with a cast o( actors ·who have.
mode here) being transferred to _ proven they ran do bette:t~ that's
an office in Albuq~erque, N.M. unfortunate.
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MOVIE TIMES
FROMi6

Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
12:00 2:20 4:55 7:35 9:5512:25a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3374

Paparazzi(PG-13) .
12:25 2:25 4:25 6:308:3510:4012:45a

Cookout (PG-13)
12:301:302:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:35 7:35 8:40 9:40
10:4511:4512:45a

Wicker Park (PG-13)
12:002:204:507:209:5512:3Qa

Vanity Fair (PG-13)
12:10 3:15 6:15 9:1512:1Qa

Hero(PG-13)
12t401:20 2:50 3:35 5:05 5:50 7:158:1010:30
12:1Qa 12:45a

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid
(PG-13)
1:253:45 5:55 8:159:5010:3512:1012:5Qa
Su~Zero(R)

12:15 2:35 4:45 7:00 9:20 11 :40

Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2(PG)
COURTESY FOCVS FEATURES

While still being a decent adaptation of the'900-page novel , Vanity fair is still marred by fast introductions and unmotivated character actions.

FILM REVIEW

***•.

·Indeed, new period piece is fair
, Depth of Witherspoon's c~aracter a strong point in Vanity Fair
ates quickly and dizzily. Along the plastic-looking water lilies. But
way.the
audienc~ is introduced to
despite the illusory beauty of the
Staff Writer
a lot of relatively tom but lVell- moist and dim natural backdrop,
eriod pieces like Mira meaning characters like Bend It like ·condensation on -a mirror,
Nair's Vanity Fair (an Like Beckham's Jonathan Rhys character motivation is still very
adaptation of the William Meyers (steely, but off) and apparent
Makepeace 1backeray 900-page Romola Garai (Becky's light-headBecky is definitely .a climber,
novel) are seldom a total disap- ed and unsure best friend).
however apologetic her character
pointment. For instance, Cher's
However, characters such as may appear on screen. And her
throaty and laconic performance Eileen Atkins' elder benefactor penchant for showmanship is perin Tea.With Mussolini or Sandra and Moulin Rouge's proud Jim sonified in her almost formulaic
Bullock's quiet and sub-rosa.role Broadbent make heavy-handed pairing with the silver-tongued
in In Love and War were both pie- .hypocrisy and dime-store malevo- gambler, charitabiy played by
turesque and accurate portrayals lence look as choreographed as James Purefoy. Purefoy's Rawdon
of a historical climate.
afternoon tea. And, in retrospect, is, at first, tolerant of Becky's wit
And because although you their portrayals help trem~ndous and backdoor barging-ins, but
may encounter fast-paced intro- .ly in solidifying one qf the film's when Byrne's character resurfaces
ductions, unmotivated character principle themes: social elevation. to offer Becky a chance at a new
In addition, the film wanders . level of social scholarship, Rawactions and that one lovesick crea-. ·
ture that mimics the romantic off with some of the more minor don's pride interferes.
architecture of the time nearly . characters into some extraordiBurBecky, intent on defying
precisely, you still almost have to naryvisuallocations.Forexample, the caste system of 19th century
try to hate a period piece after the one or two 30-second cameos in England - littered with lords,
barrage of imagery you are pre- an Indian desert are a poignant ladies, duchesses and street ratssented with. Broken castles, age- and jarring release from the ethe- she ultimately overlooks the one
less battles, faraway places, teas, real and crickety noises that per- thing that made her feel high,
spices, feathers and cloudless · meate the anemic and clammy bringing a shocking amount of
weather are· among some of the English streets during the honesty to her character that
culprits.
Napoleonic wars of the time. might have been tragically omitIn Vanity Fair, Reese Wither- Some of the film's most impacting ted. However, it is this honesty,
spoon is a stone-broke artist's moments take place within the amidst the deep purples and
daughter in 1800s London. After externalities of the Kingdom's bright gold-encrusted costume
however.
For jewelry, that makes Vanity Fair not
one of the film's first scenes, foreground,
where Witherspoon's Becky hag- instance, the initial outdoor cotil- just another ·period piece but
·gles with well-heeled Gabriel lion where Becky tries for a something worthwhile. '
Byrne over a portrait of her moth- wealthy suitor is vibrant in pale
And yes, she keeps the accent
er, the protagonist's age acceler- greens, lacey whites and perfectly the whole way through.

GENO MEHALIK
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12:55 3:00 5:10 7:25

Exorcist: The Beginning (R)

Open Water (R)
1:153:10 5:407:5510:1012:2Qa

Alien Vs. Predator (PG-13)
1:35 3:55 6:20 8:55 11 :15

Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G)
12:00 2:20 4:40 7:1O9:4512:05a

Collateral (R)
1:504:206:509:3512:05a

Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
12:05 2:05 4:10 6:158:3010:2512:3Qa

Manchurian Candidate (R)
12:05 2:45 5:20 8:0510:50

The Bourne Supremacy (PG-13)
12:20 2:40 5:157:4010:0512:25a

I, Robot (PG-13)
1:053:406:409:1011:25

Spider-Man 2(PG-13)
9:30

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
. 1300 S. ORLANDO AVE.,40Hi29-1088

Maria Full of Grace (R)
' ,.

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

. The Blonds (NR)

12:00 2:25 5:00 7:4510:1512:45a

Without a Paddle (PG-13)
1:10 3:20 5:458:0010:2012:45a

Friday: 4:30 7:00 9:30
Saturday and Sunday: 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

I

Friday: 7:30 9'30
Saturday:3:005:007:309:30

Alllisted times are weekend and subject to change
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MUSIC
Mrnf}w

LOCAL BAND SPOTLIGHT

Park Ave CDs: Top ·25 for
the week of Aug. 15-21
1. SOUNDTRACKGarden State
2. YOUNG BUCKStraight Outta Cashville
3. FURTHER SEEMS FOREVER Hide Nothing
4. VARIOUS ARTISTSRock Against Bush 2
5. SAVES THE DAYUps and Downs: Early Recordings and
B-sides
6. RISE AGAINST-·
Siren Song of the Counter-culture
7.R.KELLYHappy People/U Saved Me
8.JASON MRAZ Tonight, Not Again: Live
9. HOT ROD CIRCUITReality's Coming Through
10.COPELANDKnow Nothing Stays the Same
11. TAKING BACK SUNDAYWhere You Want to Be
12. HEAD AUTOMATICA -Decadence
13.MASEWelcome Back
14. LESS THAN JAKE BIS FOR B-SIDES
15. KILLERSHot Fuss
16. FRANZ FERDINAND Franz Ferdinand
17. VARIOUS Rock Against Bush 1
18. MODEST MOUSE Good News for People Who Like Bad
News
19.RILO KILEYMore Adventurous
20.SHYNE·
Godfather Buried Alive
21. DANE COOK Harmful if Swallowed
22.HIVESTyrannosaurus Hives
23. POLYPHONIC SPREE Together We're Heavy
24.KITTIEUntil the End
25. VARIOUS ARTISTS Por Vida: ATribute to the Songs of
Alejandro Escovedo

Capturing-tlle Friedman band

~

r •

Heather Friedman
brings jazzy class
. to rock scene
EMILY JANE SCOTT
Staff Writer

I think I was probably born
singing." Heather Friedman
makes this statement almost
but as sincerely as can
laughingly,
' '
be. 111is statement does not come
as a surprise, either, for anyone
who has ever heard her sing. She is
· an all-around performer - the 20year-old UCF senior is a Bachelor
of Arts music majo~ sings classically in the music department
here, is in musical theatre and has
her own band, aptly named the
Heather Friedman band. While
this seems like a lot on her plate,
she feels like she's prepared for any
opportunity that may come her
way. And between talent like hers
and a vehicle like her band, it's hard
to imagine that she would be
denied any opportunity to perfonn.
Her forays into popular music
come from a combination of her
love for expressive writings, poetry, journals, etc., and her natural
love for music. She says she didn't
start writing songs until her sophomore year of college. Heather
formed her band this past January,
which \vas comprised of guitarist
. Phil Swasey, bassist John Friskics
and percussionists Ramon Lopez
on drums and Justin Steger on congas, vibraphone and other auxiliary percussion. Together, they
create an ensemble sound with a
·.jazzy feel that goes down easy but

·grabs a listener's attention. She
says that she didn't go on a huge
search for these musicians, but
that they all just sort of ended up
playing together. "I don't think
we'd organically come together
and be ·fiv~ friends - ifs the music
that brings us together' It doesn't
hurt to be in classes that are choeka-block full of music students,
either.
"I just asked people in my
music classes if they knew anyone
who played certain inst:nu;nents.
Phil was in my musk theory class.
He said he played guitar, but he
Once she and the band_~e
said Tm not gonna play in your again, as anyone who has seen
band or anything,' at first."
·
them live knows, because one these ''worlds," Heather's personal
:{leather started booking shows would be hard pressed to find a stories are then expressed in a
around town, fully prepared to . better ensemble of young musi- multitude of ways. She says about
play solo, hoping that a band cians playing "rock'' music in using music expressively versus
would come along. Lopez was the Orlando. Lopez has been using words expressively, ''What I
first to come on board after he described as being the best thing to really love about a lot of what we
heard· a demo that Heather had hit Japan since technology. do is that it appeals to people who
done. John came on after he heard Heather also describes all of her think very textually, and then we
the original ensemble play. ''I w~ fellow bandmembers as artists can appeal to people who think
so thankful that I had four other who will be willing to go out on a creatively and express the words
people interested in my music limb when it comes to creating in a completely different waY:'
Great musicianship aside, she
other than my best friends," says each song.
Friedman
While the technical capabilities feels that her music relates to peo,. The lineup of the band is in of the band's players are a huge ple on a very personal level "Some
fluctuation, however. This sum- draw for fans, Heather says that guy at Back Booth once said to me,
mer, they lost Steger to grad school creating these
tremendous 'I really needed your n'ltffiic
in PennSylvania. Heather says that arrangements is a special sort of - tonight.' I was having a rougl]. day
he still records tracks on vibes and process. Even through spectacular too, so I guess I really needed him."
continues to collaborate with the instrumental solos, you can hear a She says that this is the reason she
rest of the band this way. Unfortu- very personal meaning in all of performs music with her band as
nately, Lopez is also on the way out Heather's songs. ''It all started with such - "If ifs not to touch other
- he will be spending the next year writing in journals when I was people, then it's just for artists' valmaking big bucks playing full time young." The dichotomy between idation." Said validation is, as many ·
at Disneyworld Tokyo, free ride her personal songs and the flour- will agree, a pretty lame reason to
over and room included While the ishing performance arrangements, be making music.
While the drummer situation is
band will miss him, Heather insists however, doesn't seem to phase
that they will only seek a replace- . . her. ''I will write teXt, a rough song, less than ideal for Heather and her
ment for the time that Lope~ is chorus, verses and then rn have an band, their future looks bright.
gone.
.
idea ofthe world in which it should
PLEASE SEE HEATHER ON i12
This lineup is so important, be:'
c

MUSIC
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Censorship ldlled.the.awards star
. With no host or · theatric~, Video.Music Awards·hit _hew nadir
nature .of MTV's prograinming
~d how quickly one star -is
proctissed ·and· consumed after
ears from now the 2004 . • ·
another, the \tideo seems like it
MTV
Video
Music
e Genre~awards show
. arred eons ago, not the actual 10
Awards will be seen as the
Televis~d date: Aug. 29
· months. Other winners included
•
Usher for . "Best Male Vide(),"
historic event that it was, tlµ-ee
hours of television ·that set an awards first began ailing in 1984. ·Beyonce with "Best - Female
alarming precedent. The days of Moving from Thursday to the Video" and Linkin -Park for ·
the sporadic, exciting awards more family-mendly Sunday, the "Viewer's Choice," making me show are dead. And in its place awards took place in Miami, in an - lose even more faith in democra_; <
we are left with a neutered, steril- arena of all places, which does cy.-G~d was thanked many tiriies,
ized production that offers noth- not fit awards shows well. Fans but was unavailable to appear
ing remotely · stimulating _or ·filled the floor of the arena, while due his cirrrent litigation battles
entertaining. Viacom, wary of the celebrities sat in ·upper sections. with the producers of Exorcist:
Nipplegate scandal, has taken no. Aiid there was no host this year Tbe Begi.nµing for using his name
chances, expanding the length of either, a presence sorely missed. without permission.
the on-air audio delay and adding The lack of a host and the legions ' Perhaps the best part of the
a vitleo delay as well. No notori- of screaming fans made the night was watching the audienc~
ous lesbian kisses or Fartman a:Wai:ds disjointed ·and uncom- royallYi,·_ piss qn the, daughters of · m
costumes this time. The biggest fortable to watch. Maybe it's the John Kerry ~d George · Bus~
surprise of any kind waS Stevie traditionalist in me, but I don't with.a shower of liarsliboos. The but to-keep in tow with the banalWonder appearing as the special think these changes bode well.
charlsmatfo-les·s dauihters ·were ity of the night, they remained
guest slated to perform with AliEven the nominees and win- . there iri support ofRock the Vote, ·non-partisan and made no opincia Keyes, and even ·that moment ·ners were unbelievably safe. I telling viewers to get -politically ionated comments.
_
was utterly predictable.
can't complain about Outkast <mvolved. Other celebrities
Jay-Z was also there to
. Much has changed since the winning , but with the frantic preached· this -message as w<:ll,_ announce his ·retirement, much·

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

.
Y
Staff Writer

il VIDEO MUSIC AWARDS .
• BY MTV

to the.-Sadness of three white kids
in -Des Moines. Perhaps MTV
should follow suit, and resign
from having award shows if they
continue in this PG, corporatecontrolled.fashion

CD REVIEWS

BLACK KEYS
Rubber Fadory
Genre: blues/rock
Label: Epitaph
.Release date: Sept. 7
Rubber Factory, the Black Keys' studio/home, is
actually an old General Tire factory in the industrial
district of sleepy Akron, Ohio. Rubber Factory is also
the band's third studio album in just 2years. Made
up of singer/guitarist Dan Auerbach and drummer
Patrick Camey, the Black Key.s are a power duo that
invites immediate comparisons to the White Stripes.
With driving backbeats and a lot of slide guitar
work, The Black Keys lean more toward the delta
blues side of rock. However, they distance themselves from the likes of the White Stripes with
Auerbach's powerful, gritty vocals, which sound a lot
like Chris Robinson ofThe B!ack Crowes, only fuziier.

The Black Keys have progressed since the last
album, Thickfreakness, which was recorded in one
marathon 14-hour session. On Rubber Factory,
Auerbach shows some creative use of open tunings,
-but the slide playing could use some work, along
with the lead breaks and fills, which don't always fit.
The drums are a little hurried and don't always
match the beat of the music, but it seems to work.
For all of the flaws on the album, of which there
are several, the album moves along smoothly, with
an intere.sting dichotomy. From the first track, the
driving semi-acoustic number"When the Lights Go
Out," to the-last track, the head-oopping "Till Iget
My Way," the boys ofThe Black Keys keep you guess- ·
ing. Fans of hip-hop moguls The Roots will .recognize
the group's style on"The Desperate Man';with
Carney's smooth backbeat. Two tracks later, listeners
are treated to "The Lengths'; a slow groove with a-Rolling Stones-"Angie"-type feel.
.' . After being fired by their landlord/employer in
2092, (the were landscapers for low rent apartment
buildings in and around Akron), The Black Keys have
been touring around the U.S. and have since IJIO\fedinto the aforementioned factory. The Black Keys
start their new tour Sept. 4 in Seattle and move
around the west and Midwest.until October, when
they do a northeast swing before heading-across t_he
pond to Europe.in November. Unfortunately, if you
are a local fan here in central Florida, you are going
to have to wait" a while to see the bqys from the·factory, unless you plan on being in Boston in October ' .
or Europe in November. In which case, enjoy the
show.
- JOE ANDERSON

THE LIBERTINES ·
The Libertines
Genre: indie rock
Label: Sanctuary R~cords
,Release date: Aug. 31
,

LANDING
Sphere
Genre: slo-core
Label: K
Release date: Sept. 7.

Labeling The Libertines' selftitled release as Franz Ferdinand ·
minus the personality may be a
. bit short-sighted, but as the
album plays on, you can't help ·
but.Jee! it's missing something.
The first pair of tracks start
the album off strong, with catrny, .
upbeat melodies that'll inspire
you to bounce around your room.
· Unfortunately, that energy
seems to waver throughout the
rest of the record,-starting with
the monotonous droning of
"Don't Be Shy." The punk

blitzkrieg "Arbeit Macht Frei" and
· the surprisingly doo-wap''What
Katie Did" provide highlights and
strong contrast to the (est of the
album, but unfortunately are not
enough to make the album
stand out from a sea of similar
bands.
There a!eseveral good songs
on this album - unfortunately, ·
there are no great ones. The
Libertines need to begin taking
· risks with th~ir musicifthey
want to·st~ft tuming~eads.

Slo,.core minimalists Landing
are four people who, at least this
time around, listened-to Yo La
.Teng.o's And Nothing Turned Itself
Inside Out too many times
(Actually, you can't listen to aYo
La Tengo record too many times).
Crafting intricate and pensive
mood pieces driven by the drone, ·
Land!ng landed on·Klast year,
and Sphere is their second album
for the label. The mellow loops
and aquatic atmosphere are
somewhat of a shock given the
label's rep_utation for cute and
bouncy love rock.

The album drifts along like a
feather, even sporting some
direction, but like a handful of
albums under the slo-core
umbrella, it has-a tendency to
bore·as well as entrance, particularly towards the end.The ~lbum's
longesttra.ck"Gravitational iii"
sounds like Mogwai falling asleep
on their guitars. But by and large, ·
these are lovely, deep compositions thatbecom~ more rewarding .with repeated listens.Just ·
don't expect to hear a single ·
catchy n~te.

-'- IVAN VEtEZ

- JOHN THOMASON •._. .
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NOT JUST SEX

Alcohol now sucks
thanks to invention

Psychology
of sexuality

New Alcoliol Without Liquid device
provides hangover-free consumption
SHARON PARE
Staff Writer

W

hat would you do if
you ~ew you could
ingest alcohol without experiencing the effects of
hangovers the next morning?
Believe it or not, this is not in
reference to the infamous
hangover-cure pill Pharb, but
the Alcohol Without Liquid
machine, also known as
AWOL. Think of it as cin alcohol bong.
The simplest way to
describe how this machine
works is that it vaporizes any
bottle of your favorite liquor
poured into it. The vaporized
alcohol then mixes with pressurized oxygen, hence the
name Alcohol Without Liquid. Aside from decreasing
the effects of hangovers .the
next day, AWOL also claims to
have no calories and no carbohydrates. If you know what an
oxygen bar is, you can think of
this machine as being like
that. Or an emphysema

patient's oxygen tank. Or a
hookah. Anyhow, you and
your friends basically suck the
living hell out of a tube (or
two or four) hooked up to a
machine_with the now-vaporized mixture of alcohol and
oxygen.
According to AWOL, you
must only breathe normally
\\Then using the AWOL
machine. The ·primary reason
AWOL consumers skip hangover effects because the
vaporized form of alcohol
· absorbs directly into the
.bloodstream, instead of heading straight to the stomach as
the liquid would. You also get
a quicker "high'~ since the oxygen is mixed with the alcohol
and goes straight to the brain.
The effects will also supposedly hit you 10 times quicker.
"I think there are pros· and
·cons," graduate student Audra
Campagru\ said. "No-carbs, no
hangovers! And I usually. don't
prefer the taste of alcohol.
The bad thing is that the oxygen kills brain cells and it

With these tips, anyone
can emanate sexuality
DANADELAPI
Staff Writer

I

COURTESY WWW.AWOLMACHINE.COM

would probably be easier to
become an alcoholic."
Each session fasts about 20
minutes, and it is advised that
you do not exceed a one-hour
session .in one day. The average pricing is $10 for every 20-

minute session. Now, if the
average shot (let's say Sauza
tequila) costs you $4 dollars,
how does it make sense when
the equivalency of a .s ession is

PLEASE SEE BARTENDER ON i13

DVD REVIEW

I

I am vengeance, I am ~he night!
The best comic book adaptation is finally out on DVD
MICHAEL .LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

fter the huge success of Tim
Burton's · Batman, Warner
Bros. Animation decided to
create an animated series
with ,the same moodiness and
atmosphere that won audiences
over with the movie. Not only did
they capture it, they surpassed it. It's ·
often frustrating to see millions of
· dollars of studio money wasted on
movies and TV series that just don't
get comic adaptations right. Either
the characters aren't the same, the·
themes are missing or the casting is
bad.
,
The harsh truth is, all comicbook movies and TV shows should
be held up to the same standards as
Batman: The Animated Serie~, the show
that did get it right, on every single level.

A

COURTESY OF DC COMICS

.,.

[

And -instead of releasing episodes on
DVD at a paltry four or five at .a time,
Warner is getting it right too, collecting
the first twenty-eight episodes on Batman: The Animated Series Volume 1.
The great thing about the first
episodes was that they were more psychological and generally more stQry-driven than later episodes, with the sole
emphasis being on Batman · and his
rogue's gallery, easily the best group of
·villains in all of comicdom. No Batgirl
here, and only two :episodes with Robin.
This was the writers at their best, capturing the . core of the character and what
makes him great, combining the grittiness ·
of Frank Miller and Dennis O'Neil's interpretations with some of the zaniness from
the Bill Finger/Bob Kane/Dick Sprang era
where the Batman mythos was first molped. The Joker is creepy, !wo-Face is well

PLEASE SEE FUN
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wish everyone could have the
weekend I just had It was fabulous.
The drinks were flowing. The
guys were hot and willing to buy me any
drink I wanted Just a few great nights
with friends and friendly prospects.
And I was truly in rare form. My
friend Christine told me I was in total
''Dana Mode." Now I ask you, what the .
hell is that? Apparently I created my
very own mode of operation that has
captivated people far and wide. I \guess
that can't be all that bad
While I prefer to believe that Dana
Mode is one of supreme sex appeal
complete with rock-star qualities and
charismatic charm, I still wonder what
exactly makes a person sexy? Everyone
is sexy in her own right - short, tall,
blonde or brunette. But what is that one
essential bit that separates the -sex kittens from the ordinary housecats? ·
Scientists always speak about the
emi.Ssion of pheromones, which attract
potential mates around crucial periods
when reproduction will be successful.
Blah, blah, blah. This science mumbo
jumbo means nothing to me. There has
to be something in the character_9( .a.,
perpetually sexy person that can be pinpointed to help all the lonely housecats
yearning to unleash their inner tigers.
Well after extensive research of these
uber-sexy creatures in their natural
habitats - namely bars, clubs and parties .-:- I have come up with a few universal truths about sexiness. Here it
goes.
First, sexiness is defined by confidence. You could be wearing a burlap
sack and still be sexy as long as you P.ave
the confidence and self-assurance to do
· it. Guys and girls who express confidence also exude sexiness. It doesn't
matter what you're wearing or how yo
hair lookS, because confidence comes
from within. If you don't have that, you
won't pull off the sexy approach even on
your best night.
Confidence allows you to do things
that normally may sound extreme.
For example, being able to hop on the
bar in your jeans next to girls in teeny
mini-skirts screams confidence. This
tells the world that you are hot, and that
is sexy.
Then there is also a comfort level
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BLEEPS & BLOOPS

Antidotes
to sequels

...·SOFTWARE REVIEW

Note to self: It's time to buy
new not~-taking .software

Two games a fresh respite
from summer sequels

Microsoft OneNote an affordable alternative to 'h and-written notes
.
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
'

Staff Writer
I

L

·

aptops are slowly creeping into class-·
rooms everywhere. Most are brought
so the student can goof off under the
guise of "taking notes." Still, the studious
crowd may bring them along for actually
paying attention. Without these brave
souls, the rest of us would never have an
excuse in the first place. For them, there's
now Microsoft Office OneNote 2003. It
includes everything you could want in such
a program - if you're the type to want it in
tke first place.
· OneNote is primarily aimed at owners
of tablet PCs, a breed of laptops with
screens you can lay flat and writ~ on. Most
run Windows XP Tablet Edition, which
comes with Microsoft Journal. They do the
same thing, but comparing Journal to
OneNote is· like comparing MS-Paint to
..\dobe _Photoshop. There's just no contest.
Still, Microsoft didn't get rich by being stupid The program is aimed at people with
normal laptops too. They just can't write _
directly on the screen. Their keyboard
replaces writing and doodles must be done
with the mouse instead
Tablet users can draw or write wherever they like. Handwriting recognition auto-

~ ONENOTE
~ BY Microsoft

~ Genre: office application
·~ Release date: now available

COURTESY MICROSOFT

•,

find old knowledge instantly, and special
bullets separate important information
matically kicks in to convert it to normal from doodles and ''to-do" checkboxes, all
text or leave it hand-written, but allows for with a clean, slick interface.
spell-checking and searching features
Integration was a high priority at
either way. Keyboardists skip the conver- Microsoft. Recording lets you insert from a ·
sion and use their mouse to click wherever microphone or webcam, assuming the
and start typing.·Both are free to use their teacher doesn't notice and freak out. Picown notation style without hassle from tures paste in quickly and easily. You can
angry formatting-minded paper clips.
even insert the contents of your Outlook
Probably the best advantage over paper appomtments or Word/PowerPoint docucomes when the professor is going senile ments and write all over them. Of course, it
and gives things terribly out of order. Need only works with Word/PowerPoint 2003
to write something in between stuff already installed My documents from Word 2000
written? With the "insert extra writing are worthless in OneNote. Students are
space" or "move, text, get out da way" tool, .poor. Would it have killed them to add
you can slide the existing notes on down backward-compatibility for people who
and write in the new space. Freedom to can't afford to upgrade every year? .
move things around willy-nilly even saves
Luckily, the pricing of OneNote itself
money on whiteout What can't technology isn't bad It's supposed to debut at $49 after
do?
academic diScounts. If you·already bring a
Microsoft really went the extra mile to tablet or traditional laptop to class and
think of everything. OneNote organizes you're using it to take notes instead of "take
and stores your notes in a neat, organized · notes," OneNote is useful enough to be
fashion that could trump even the leg- worth $49. Everyone else, keep playing
endary Trapper Keeper. Search lets you Counterstrike.
'

Her secret weapon: a black tapk top
FROM

i11

associated with feeling sexy.
If you are comfortable with
your surroundings.and outfit then you will almost
always feel sexy. While trying hard to present yourself
best way possible is
great be resolved to the fact
that your hair may not
always stay straight curly or
otherwise. The best way to
feel comfortable, especially
in a new place with new
people, is to formulate a
secret weapon. Over the
years I have gathered a
number of secret weapons.
My current weapon of
choice is a skinny black tank
top that gets the puppies
drooling every time. For my
--::,.

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

noticed about ~people is
that they are nice to everyone. No matter who walks
up to them, they smile and
indulge for a few seconds.
Being · friendly
and
approachable allows everyone to see your sexiness.
And after all, what good is it
out.
being sexy ifthe only person
· Getting out there and who sees it is your neighbor
expanding your comfort the study nerd Broaqening
level is important. Remem- your horizons is sexy.
ber that as a newbie you are ·
Ultimately, if you can
mysterious.
Anonymity pull off these three attribbrings a sexy air with it. utes then no one can touch
Trust me, everyone in the you. Girls in low-cut tops
room will be wondering with stick-thin bodies ain't
about the new girl or .guy. got nothing on yolL It is all
JUst: don't stand in the cor- about being comfortable,
ner, otherwise people will confident and having an
wonder why the heck you're amazing
attitude. - It's
even there.
enough to make any cool cat
The last thing I have purr.
old roommate it was a pair
of low-rise jeans. Combining the jeans and the top, we
tended to be lplStoppable.
Not only did we feel sexier
in our appearance, we had
the . confidence to go out
there and flaunt it. It's gonna
suck when that shirt wears

-
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Heather ·rocks
FROM i9

They'll have an EP out in the next few
months, and their MIA members have
already 1aid down their tracks for it She
says the band is looking fur a new temporary dnnmnei; but that they're still booking shows well into the future. In
Heather's future, she looks toward the
performing world and sees amuJtitude of
open doors. Howeve1; she'll always continue writing so~ "Songwriting is like a
bug once you catch it, you just can't stop.
There are so many new experiences, so
· many new things to come." She looks to
continue being an artist out of the box,
and says the courage to do so has always
come from ·the encouragement of her
fumily. "They stay up late and come to our
. rock shows all the time."
Oneshowinparticularto be sure to stay
up for is the band'sfuial show with Lopez
forthenextyearatBackBoothon Wednesday. 0Jvel-is$5.()0anddoorsq>eitat9pm.

C

heck out a release schedule for
video games this month and you
may find a lot of familiar names.
After years of teasing gamers, id Software finally unleashed the newest
chapter ofthe Doom series to rnbid fans
earlier this month. Even with ;in aboveaverage retail price of $55, nothing
seems to be able to stop the sales of
John Carmack's monster franchise.
Local developer EA Tiburon studios
also recently released the latest installment in their perennial money train,
the MCtdden series. While not accompanied by nearly as much fanfare as
Doom 3, more than 13 past Madden
games seem to be enough credentials
for most gamers to pick up the latest
update to their favorite NFL video
game series. With guaranteed blockbuster money-makers like these, what
incentive do game developers have in
taking risks with pushing new, untested
franchises?
Then again, not all gamers share the
same enthusiasm developers have for
sequels. For those craving something
·drastically different a few new releases
may sate your h~ger for something
new.

V°IeWtifulJoe (PS2)
Developer: Capcom
Vzewtifid Joe looks like one of those
trendy Japanese cartoons that use 3D
· animation to depict folks with oddly
compact proportions kicking the crap
out of each other. Joe, however, is no
cartoon but a fast-paced side-scrolling
beat-'em-up offering a challenge more
reminiscent of the old days of merciless
8-bit NES games rather than the
namby-pamby hand-holding of todays
games.
'
Playe.r s take the reigns as the main
character Joe, who fights an army using
abilities such -as slowing down and
speeding up time while pummelling
bad guys with crazy martial arts moves.
Oh, and he's asuperhero. With a pink
cape.
Originally releaseq for the GameCube nearly a year ago, Joe received
much critical acclaim, including Editor's Choice .awards by both
G~espot.com and IGN.com. UnfortunatelY, Joe suffers the curse·of being a
game that may be just too off-the-wall

PlEAsE SEE FABLE ON i13

Bartender: Be like Clirtton, don't inhale
agers and club managers
"I wouldn~t put it in my .
believe that the AWOL bar," said Uno's manager
less than half a shot? You pay machine can take away John Kain. "It eliminates the
more, but get less. ·
many of the good aspects of personal aspect of a barSo, what is the catch in the.typical happy_hour.
tender. I want people to
terms of what they are pro''I would be very skepti- e_n joy the atmosphere. It
moting about this product? · cal, as it would seem like a would hurt sales since there .
How can vaporized alcohol nonsocial way to get a buzz," . is no personal side to it at all
be more beneficial to your senior and ·early childhood I'd_rather have people sit at
body when alcohol is not major Andre.a Matlin said. my bar for two, three hours
_advised in plentiful servings? "Options ·like this may lead and socialize, not stagger out
To the health-conscious, th~ to further problems with 15-20 minutes later."
The concern continues:
no-carb and no-calorie tactic_ alcohol addiction. I personworks, and the no-hangover . any am.not keen on the idea ~'We're not selling just alcopromiSe is tempting to heavy of sucking in air from a tube hol. We're selling drinks.
drinkers:
~ of germs. rd rather sip a
Recipe drinks!" Bennigan's
Perhaps it was too good to niargarita."
·
bar manager Kevin Ruscitti
be true. Even when calling
The majority .·of people . said. "People aren't comingthe main number more than interviewed were interested here to buy ground beef;
once to get in contact with in hearing more about this they're here to buy the
the head ho:µcho, no calls new product, but had many whole hamburger. The
were ever returned. Once. opinions as to why this may .enjoyment of drfuking alco· not be the best idea.
hol is the flavor. Inhaling it ·
Twice. Thrice. Nothing.
The observation here,
"This is a liability issue, through some machine is the
and this is certainly no crap and there is certainly an same thing as putting it
Sherlock, is that everyone insurance risk," said -L iquid through a hypodermic neebuilds a certain tolerance to Cellar manager Brian Pear- dle and injecting it through
:il.cohol. But, putting those son. "On the business side, the bloodstream."
memories aside, how high · no, it wouldn't be a good_
Since the AWOL machine
are the risks of alcohol poi- idea. On the fun side, it could is ·c urrently still legal, you
soning? This goes back to . be agreat idea."
can get one with two tubes
the catch: Legislation is in
Some, however, ·were· .. for $2,995 and one with four
fact trying to ban the use and much more direct in their tubes $3,695. For more inforsale of any . machine that opinion on the product.
mation, see http://Www.awolvaporizes alcohol for fear
"It's retarded! Dangerous! machine.com.
that alcohol apuse · will · For homeless· guys on. the
Ruscitti advises, "lust
mcrease.
street," said Jodi G., a manag- .don't inhale. I'm sticking
Some students, bar man- - er at The Social.
·with Bill Clinton."
FROM
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·Fable a smart, realistic RPG ·.
FROM ill

_Flin extra features in Batman box··s et
-

.

deveioped and former thirdstringers like Clayface and
Clock King are vastly
improved upon from the
comics.
Yes, they changed things,
but it actually works. Not
every episode has supetvillains in it, such as "P.O:v.'' and
·''Appointment in Crime
Alley", but most ·of these
work, because these stories
show- who Batman is and
what he meanS. to the people
around· him. . The only two ·
exceptions are the awful
"Underdwellers" anq forgettable "Forgotten", but even
these clunkers are better and
more accurate than crap like
ThePunishe~
·
As. far as special features ·
go, you get a "making of' featurette, creator commentaries
for two episodes and the original animated·sequence used
to pitc:h the· show. · It's in
,.,..·

for a mainstream audienee~ ·
Available now for only.30 bucks,
Viewtiful Joe provides a sillY, colorful
romp at a price that won't bleed your
wallet dry.

Fable (X-Box)
Developer: Big Blue Box
·Not just another cookie-cutter
· role-playing game about saving the
world, perhaps what grabs the gaming world's attention the most about
Fable is Peter Molyneux's involvement. Molyn~ux earned his game
developing stripes by defming_the
genre of '~od games" with hits such
;IS Populous and Black and White.

. Player characters in Fable · w:ill
develop in ways far more tangible
than earning experience and finding
items. Depending on the actions you
take, your character can grow-flabby _,_
or into a muscular hulk.. Close battles
. can leave you with permanent scars.
Stay out in the sun and your character will sport a spiffy tan. Or you can
represent yo~lf a bit more accurately by becoming a skinny, frail
wizard whose most loathsome foe is
sunlight.
With no traditional RPGs under · ·
his belt, Molyneux's focus on ~c
ter development rather than epic
storytelling guarantees that Fable·
will not be just another RPG when
it's released next month.

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

COURTESY DC CO~ICS

fullscreen, which. is acceptable being it was origin~y
aired as such on television,
and has French and Spanish
audio options, which are actu-

ally really interesting..In fact,
listening to · Mr. ·Freeze's
solenin soliloquy in French in· ,
the episode ''Heart of Ice" is
worth the price alone.
"I'\

M-R 10-·6
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NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

The7worst
·Crossovers

Beam ri:ie up, Jesus
Exploring the curlous similarities
between Christians·and Trekkies
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
:affWriter

must admit - I've had discussions over who the better Star Trek captain is. I
stand by my choices. I think
Jean-Luc Picard wins in the allaround category. He combines
cunning with that damn
sophistication I love so much.
He is a gentleman's captain,
pure of heart and intention. He
always thinks about things
very deeply, and he is so sweet
to Data, which always wins
imn points with me.
However, there is always
the adorable, intense, passionate Commander Benjamin
Sisko. For gods' sake, he was
the emissary to the gods! That
always blew my mind. Plus, he
was so much more of a badass.
And he always had all those
wars to deal with. Sure, Picard
had the Borg, but he never got
kicked off his ship by an invading force of conquerors or
transporte~ away from this
-universal plane to a nether
region created by the gods of a
- * ormhole. All in all, I think
Sisko had a much more interesting life, though he lacked
the raw charm of Picard.
Of course, this discussion

I

goes on and on in forums and
chat rooms and the never-ending parade of conventions.
This is because Star Trek is a
religion, and it may one day
overtake the d!eaded Christianity as the religion of the
western rriasses. Not that there
is anything wrong with Christianity, of course. It's just that eternity. And I think everyworshipping a show set in the thing is supposed to be made
future where people fly of gold, I'm not sure. I haven't
through the stars and practice read the book of Revelations in
a fascist ideology with a severe a few years. I remember somecommutrist bent and a tenden- thing about streets paved with
cy towards collectivism seems gold and oceans of diamonds.
so much more logical. That Or was that the ideal of the
was sarcasm, for those who United States in the minds of
didn't get it.
immigrants? Either way, heavWhile it is true that the phi- en sounds like a cool place.
losophy surrounding both Star
But does it really compare
Trek and Christianity seems to to flying through the stars on a
involve obedience and loyalty, faster-than-light spacecraft? I
in one universe, devotees fol- mean, I .know most of your
low a strict code of rational food comes from replicators
thought and bordering athe- and you have to live in close
ism, while the other involves ·quarters and obey your captain
faj.th and an acceptance of the -in a military-style organization
unexplainable whims of a great called the Federation. And let
judgmental god. They both me tell you, that name has
have their pros and cons.
always chilled me to the bone.
On the pro side for the It's very Orwellian. - Plus,
Christians, God will carry there's no money at all for the
them through times of sorrow filthy hillnans. No wonder the
a la that Footsteps poem. Plus Ferengis, with their love of
there's heaven, with all the con- gold-pressed latinum, view
stant hymns and worship for humans as such low-class crea-

Gangster -musical Gigi
Vs. Gigli absent from list
MICHAEL LAWRENCE .
Staff Writer

E

tures.
Joining Starfleet, the hope of
every intelligent and enterprising young sentient creatµre in
the Federation, seems a bit like
heaven to me. Getting through
the training at the Academy is
extremely tough; but you are
rewarded at the end with a life
of devotion to the Federation.
And you get to ride space ships
and stuff as well, not to mention the occasional visits to
pleasure planets populated by
sexy girls, as Kirk himself came
to learn again and again.
All in all, I think I would
choose the Trekkie religion
over Christianity, but only if it
meant I could actually live life
like they do on Deep Space
Nine. I would visit the promenade, watch the ships fly in and
out of the mystic wormhole,
and end every other night with
a visit to Qyark's bar so I can
hit on Dr. Julian Bashir. That
sounds like my idea of heaven.

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

Our money needs a pop-culture revamp
Fonz enhances
penny's cred
ANNAZISMAN
Staff Writer

T

here's recently been talk
of putting Ronald Reagan's likeness ·ol) our
currency to commemorate his
service to the country. Interesting idea, but it's run into a
few snags. Namely, some people don't want to see Reagan
displace FDR from the dime or
Andrew Jackson from the $20
bill, both of which have been
proposed So debate has raged

over how to properly honor
the former president. By
"raged" 1 mean, of course, that
a few people have casually discussed it on C-SPAN, but that's
neither here nor there. The
point is, this situation got me
thinking of other important
Americans who aren't currently on any currency:
John Adams, Eugene Debs,
Theodore Roosevelt, James
Madison, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
Frederick Douglass, Harry S.
Truman, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Douglas Macarthur and Martin Luther King, Jr., to name a
few.

..

•

You couldn't suggest any of
these people without argument. All of them have their
detractors, especially the
Socialist I threw in there to see
if you were paying attention.
They had strong points of
view, and anyone with a strong
point of view is going to upset
someone who doesn't agree
with him. Because, as we all
know, having an · opposing
viewpoint means that you're
criminal, unpatriotic, mentally
incompetent or a combination
of the three.
So, how do you honor
important Americans without
pissing off half of the country?

veryone likes a good crossover. But
since when do I focus on anything
good? And when have I ever done
anything that people like? Ouch, I just
hWi myself emotionally. Anywho, I'm
here this week to countdown the seven
worst crossovers EVER! Go ·back to the
recesses of your mind and think of all the
crappy crossovers you've seen:

.

I humbly offer up a couple of
potential solutions.
The first possibility is to
change it up. I know, I know.
The thought of changing our
money causes many Americans to develop a sudden case
of irritable bowel syndrome,
but calm down, take a Tums,
and give it a listen. Every five
or six years, we can change the
faces on our money, ensuring
that all great Americans get a
tum. Even the ones we don't
like. Take a gander at the above
list once more. Is it fair that
Truman is left out? Is it fair to
PLEASE SEE
~ ·

JUST ON i15

.

7.Spacelam
As much as I loved the Looney Tunes
characters as a kid, I always thought they
could use (to paraphrase Christopher
Walken) more basketball! Any time a film
adapts its plot from a Nike shoe commercial not directed by Spike Lee; you know
you're going to have major proble~. First
off, no one, and I mean no one can come
close to capturing what original voice
actor Mel Blanc did for the Looney Tunes
characters,_and second of all, Michael Jordan's dramatic tum as ... Michael Jordan is
so gut-wrenchingly bad, it makes Shaq
seem worthy of a SAG award..

6. WWE: Invasion
It was a historic night when Shane
McMahon appeared on the last live
broadcast of WCW to announce that he
was taking over and bringing a faction of
its roster to do battle with the WWE.
Seemed like a simple enough idea that
even wrestling couldn't screw up. But it is
wrestling, and with characters like Doink
the Clown, El Gigante and Bastion
· Booger, you don't really expect logic to
come around. So what we got was nothing but WCW mid-carders like Justin
Credible -and Lance Storm, while the
heavyweights like Goldberg and Sting
stayed home collecting on contracts for
the next couple of years.

5. Superman vs. Muhammad Ali
· Comic book crossovers are much easier to organize than ones in film or music,
since characters can be drawn in at any.
time. Thus, you can get some wacky
crossovers like the Charles Barkley vs.
Godzilla one-shot from Dark Horse
Comics and this tabloid-size comic from
the late '70s, by comic legend Neal
Adams, featuring the famed Kryptonian
going a few rounds with "the greatest of
· all time."
·
PLEASE SEE

URKEL ON i15
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WEB LESS TRAVELED

Spoofs·on the loose: more trick domains
Domains that Make it more difficult not to find pornography on the Internet
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

D

omain squatting has so
many examples that I
just couldn't fit them
into one week. In addition to
last
week's
porn-filled
http://whitehouse.com,
http://hotmale.com,
and
http://goggle.com,
enjoy
more of my favorite mislead- .
ing domains intended to mess
with unsuspecting users.

Ya-hooka
http://www.yahooka.com
This slight Yahoo variation
brings you a search engine:
"The Guide to Marijuana on
the Internet." It even bears
quite. similarity to Yahoo's
original layout. Still, Yahoo
does not own the trademark
to "ya-hooka," and it's not
going to be a common typo.
Ya-Hooka lives on courtesy of
one line at the bottom in tiny

a

text that says, "Ya-Hooka is in
no way associated with
Yahoo." You can even get your
own @yahooka.com e-mail
address. What are you waiting
for?

Craig list
.
http://WM!.craiglist.com/

impose our own puritanical
hang-ups on nature? Are our
morals really so rooted in
truth? To be ashamed of sex is
to be ashamed of being
human, indeed, to be ashamed
of being yourself."
How his arguments justify
giving porn to people who got
there by acddent remains a
mystery.

The real Craigslist.com is
one of the internet's ·most
popular destinations for classified ads and finding out Download.ORGasm
what's going -on in major http://www.download.org ·
cities. Forget the S and you'll
If you fail to re(:llize that
fmd THE ONE AND ONLY download.com is not a nonWORLD OF 100% FREE SEX profit organization, you'll land
ON THE NET. In addition to instead at Download.orgasm.
links to other porn sites: this It's yet another site of links toone has a personal message pornography! For all the porn
signed by its founder "Bob" · on the Internet, there's twice
arguing for the value of as many links to it. It's crazy
pornography.
how many of these porn sites
One part reads, "Human do not have porn, but. only
beings are animals, and ani- links to other porn sites,
mals possess a natural urge ·which probably are more links
for procreation and, yes, even to more links l:o porn sites.
auto-eroticism. Who are we to Given the creativity of the site

name, there should have been
something more unique here,.
though the ads for movies of
girls sleeping at "sleepy girlz"
come close.

Ebays
,.
http://www.ebays.com
Looking for eBay? Trying
http://www.ebey.com brings
yol,l to "nowhere" with only
the text "this. domain is not in
use." Another variation,
ebays.com brings you to a disclaimer that the site may contain porno and you must be 18
to enter. Clicking to enter
brings you not to hardcore
pornography (surprise!) but
to a few banner ads and links
to sites where you can buy
saunas and hardwood floors.
It's .definitely not the type of
·''hard" that people were looking for. How often does the
Internet fail to deliver pornography? It must be slipping in
its old age. Disgusting!

Just slip 'em a Janet Jackson boob and you'll be set
FROM

i14

have that cherry-tree-chopping, wooden-teeth-wearing
freak Washington hogging not
one but two valuable slots on
American money? He's had the
monopoly on the quarter and
dollar for, like, a million years

now.
~.the quarter once Governor
Seriously. Early Nean- Schwarzenegger's turn is up.
Some people, at this point,
derthals had his face on their
bills and had no idea why. So may well _be thinking, "this
please, George, give up at least gives everyone a chance ~t curthe quarter andlet Debs have a rency glory, sure, but changing
shot. Andrew Jackson in this the bills around every few
scenario would quickly be years is madp.ess, madness I
replaced· by Ronald · Reagan, · say!" All right, all right. I'll
but don't worry, he'll be on
admit that plan's a bit risky. The
· other option may be easier to
handle. Instead of putting
important Americans with
great accomplishments on our
money, let's use the likenesses
of beloved figures that offend
no one:

-

Penny: The Fonz
Nickel: Kermit the Frog
Dime: Harry Potter,''The Boy Who
Lived"
-Quarter: The thimble from Monopoly
Half dollar: Barbie
.
One-dollar bill: Shaggy and ScoobyDoo
Five-dollar bill: Abowl of vanilla ice
cream with chocolate sprinkles
Ten-dollar bill: Apenguin
Twenty-dollar bill: President Josiah
Bartlett

Fifty-dollar bill: Janet Jackson's left
breast
Hundred-dollar bill: The Wal-Mart
smiley face

Who, in their right mind,
could dispute the power of this
currency? No need to learn
any exchange rates, because
American money would be
accepted the world over. Planning a trip to the frozen Siberian tundra? Slip the tour guide
a Shaggy and everything in
that land is yours for the taking. No questions asked, no
problems.
Granted, this would give
Americans the blandest currency in _the world, but what
does that matter? Who wants
to see great, albeit somewhat
controversial Americans when
they can have a bowl of vanilla
ice cream? Mmm, it's delicious, it can buy you a latte .
AND it lacks strong opinions
of any kind. Say goodbye to
your stuffy old currency and
wekome in a new era Show
me the money.

Urkel can't
save Step
by Step
FROM

i14

4. Urkel on Step by Step
Who can't forget some of the great
TV crossover moments: The Jetsons
meeting the Flinst~nes, Homicide
joining in on a case with Law and
Order, Urkel hanging out with the
Lambert clan and touching their lives?
After appearing in an episode of Full
House, America's favorite black nerd
decided to cra5h in on another T.GJ.F.
show to boost its ratings. Urkel helps
Mark out with his science project,
councils Frank and Carol through a
marital problem, takes Al to her d e
and teaches-everyone to do the dance
sensation of199i, "The Urkel"

3. Marvel vs. DC
Neither company wants to have its
characters lose credibility by losing a
fight, so Marvel and DC placed the
fights contested in this mini-series ii!
the hands of voting readers. We guL
great - bouts like: Spider-Man vs . .
. Superboy?! Wolverine Vs. Lobb?! Gee,
I wonder who won that one. The storyline centered on some muckety
muck cosmic plot that served no
other purpose than to set up the lame..
fights in the first place. And how c;loes
it all end? By throwing the her es
together to form the Amalgam Universe.

2. Natalie and ·Nat King Cole
Unforgettable? More like unforgivable. This was a crossover in the
crossing over sense. Less-talented
- daughter digitally creates duet with
her much-talented and much-dead
father to record a track, proving how
desperate some people are to get a hit.
Luckily, neither Nat King Cole nor
Natalie Cole's careers have been resurrected since.

1. Archie meets The Punisher
Before you complain that I focused
too much on comics, look at most of
my reviews! No, really, please do I'm not sure anyone does. Anywho,
this· right here is the Maltese Falcon of
the bargain bins, a crossover so awful
in its basic idea and even worse in its
execution that it makes one want to go
back in time and assassinate everyone
involved in this project. I mean, who
· thought the bitter crook-killing Frank
Castle should stumble into Riverdale ·
High chasing after a drug dealer who
looks just like Archie?
"""
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